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SPORTS:
The season ended for
Murray High and Calloway County during
regional baseball
,tournament action in
_
Paducah.
Page 12

TODAY
Frid

May 24

WO R LI)
NEW DELHI, India -- Rajiv
Gandhi's body was committed
to flames today in a last rite that
by Hindu tradition freed his soul
from earth and from the political
violence that scarred his nation
and ended his life. (See page 2)

sTivrE
FRANKFORT — State Treasurer Robert Mead CPA is denying
an allegation that he put his girl.friend on the state payroll and
then traveled together at taxpayer expense. (See page 3)
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BALTIMORE — Frank Robinson did his best, but he couldn't
overcome the Baltimore Orioles'
injuries, lousy pitching and
. inconsistent hitting. Now it's
Johnny Oates' turn, and it's not
an enviable position. (See page
12)
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The stock market pulled back a
bit Thursday, continuing its
recent meandering course as
traders looked for signs of life
in the economy. The Dow Jones
average of 30 industrials
dropped 10.29 to 2,900.04.
FORECAST
Mostly cloudy and muggy with
a 40 percent chance of thundershowers tonight. Lows near 70.
Light southeast wind. Very
warm and humid Saturday with
a 60 percent chance of thunderstorms. Highs 85 to 90.

LAKE LEVELS
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KENTUCKY LAKE
359.1, -0.1; below 305.8, -0.7
BARKLEY LAKE
358.8, 0.0; below 314.8, -0.6
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Jones says quality workmanship
is key to his 100th anniversary
By RHONNDA KERR
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writor
The key to success for small businesses is quality
workmanship, said Jack Jones.
The owner of Lucas Shoe Repair, Jones should
know about successful small businesses. His business
has been in the family for 100 years.
"Some people are in a hurry, but most people
would rather have a good job done," Jones said.
.."Quality work and craftsmanship are what people
really want," he said.
Jones' grandfather, William L. Lucas, began providing the people of Murray with quality workmanship in 1891 when he opened the shoe repair shop on
East Main Street.
The shop was moved to North_Fifth Street next to
First Christian Church two years later.
Lucas' son-in-law and Jones' father, Clayborne
Jones, began working in the shop in 1923 and bought
it in 1935 when Lucas died.
Jones' father moved the shop across- the street to
its present location at 100 NortIfFirth Street in 1940.
Jones said he remembers helping his father move
the shop when he was 16.
"It used to be in an old wooden building that was
simply too small," he said. "The whole shop wasn't
as big as the front of this one.
"I remember helping Daddy move it across the
street -just like it was yesterday," he said.
With his father and mother, the former Mary
Lucas, both working in the shoe shop every day,
Jones said he learned the shoe repair business at an
early age.
He quit school when he was 15 to help out with
the family business, and joined the Army when he
•
turned 18.
Jack'Jones, owner of Lucas Shoe Repair, works on a pair of shoes in
"After three years in the Army, I realized I had
his shop at 100 North Fifth St. Lucas Shoe Repair, founded by Jones' made
id a mistake quitting school and came back," he
grandfather, William L. Lucas, has been in business for 100 years.
Staff photo by Fthonsda N. Kerr
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Jones said his wife, formerly Mary Martha Outland, valedictorian of her class, helped him study to
earn his GED and go on to college.
At Murray State University, Jones received an
undergraduate degree with a major in history and a
minor in speech and English. With his diploma in
hand, he went on to get a master's degree in
education.,
A retired preacher and substitute teacher, Jones
said he always loved the shoe repair business.
lIe bought the business from his step-mother in
1982 when his father died..
"I helped. Daddy .0111, the last feu, years when he
slowed down," he said. "He never retired, and he
died when he was 81."
"It's a good--life, and I really enjoy it," Jones said.
"I don't really-make any money from it, but I have a
good life.
"Each day is a new challcinge," he said. "All of the
shoes are different, and some of the ones people
bring, in here are. in pretty bad _shape."
One. thing Jones`Said he has noticed over the years
that is "kind of strange" is peoples' feet have gotten
bigger.
"It's true," he said. "Americans are getting bigger,
especially their feet.
"When I first started working here men wore sizes
eight and nine, and women wore sizes five and .six,"
he said. "Now men are wcaring elevens and twelves,
and women are wearing sevens and eights."
in the back of the shoe- repair shop, Jones has
created his own theological library complete with a
card catalog. Over the last 30 years, he said he has
collected approximatley 7,000 books.
When he does not have a lot of shoes to repair,
Jones said he spends his time in his library studying.
Jones, 66, said he tried to take some time off and

son.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Hornbuckle retires after 24 years as fireman
Etoth men were praised by the
council for their dedicated service
throughout their careers and a
After 24 years of service to the reception in their honor is planned
Murray Fire Department, Chief for next week.
"The Murray Fire Department is
James Hornbuckle announced his
to none and its largely due
second
before
night
retirement Thursday
to men like these two,- according
the Murray City Council.
Hornbuckle, who joined the to Mayor Bill Cherry. "We will be
department as a firefighter in June, hard pressed to find replacements
1967,,said he is unsure of what his of the same caliber."
Deputy Chief Pat Scott will
future plans as a retiree hold.
"Right now, I have a'lot of pos- assume Ilornbuckle's duties until a
new chief is named, according to
sibilities available," he said.
officials, but no action has
city
to
promoted
was
Hornbuckle
chief of the department in May, been taken.
in other business, the council
1981.
Also announcing his retirement approved a 35 percent raise in
from the department was Joe All- insurance premiums "paid by city
britten, who joined the department employees due to a shortage in the
insurance fund.
Jan. 3, 1966.

By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger & Times Asst. Editor

-The 35 percent hike will affect
both the amount paid by employees
and the amount paid by the city for
premiums, according to councilman
Dr. Steve Trevathan, who said the
finance committee recommended
the hike.
For those employees under 'the
family plan, the hike will mean
about a S140 increase in premium
per year, he said.
Trevathan said the city's insurance fund has been rapidly depleting since the beginning of the year
due to a large number of claims.
The hike has already been
included in the city's 1991-92
budget which will be submitted for
approval at the next council
meeting.
The council also joined with the

county in agreeing to, appoint four
members to the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens Board
under newly-adopted Senior Citizens by-laws, and:
*Approved a bid of $3.178 million
from Judy Construction of Cynthiana, Ky., for construction Of expansions at the city's waste water
treatment plant.
*Approved a bid of S42,662 from
Cardinal Scale of St. Louis, Mo.,
for new scales at the city's landfill.
*Set June 5 as the date for a special
session to address a bond issue for
the waste water plant expansion..
*Approved a motion to include a
request for annexation from eight
property owners along River Road
off Kentucky 121 South at the
council's special session June 5.

Murray Head Start Center improving quality, enrollment
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
The accreditation of the Murray Head Start Center was among the items
discussed at the monthly meeting of the Murray Board of Education
Thursday night.
The department of education toured the center in May as pan of the
accreditation process. The center was also selected as a replication center
for project steps.
"This will insure progress is maintained at every level," said Judy
Whitten, Head Start director for Murray who was also named as the top
director in Kentucky and served on the Kentucky Early Childhood
Council.
Head Start worked with 426 children this year as compared with 200
the previous year. She said the total number in the program will expand
by 28 children next year.
Board members approved a metion to apply for a $480,000 Head Start
grant to maintain the level of service for next year.
Doralyn Lanier, assistant superintendent for instruction, said 87 stu-

dents have preregistered for the summer day fair to be held at Robertson
Elementary five days a week until the Friday before school begins.
Students will study programs such as computers, French, drama and
poetry. The cost is $40 per week for those who stay all day, every day.
A Bardstown couple who specializes in folk music will serve as artists
in residence during March of next year. They- will assist the students in
making their own instruments and ,will also perform.
Lanier also said a $23,500 grant was received to develop students' writing skills.
Effective July 1, no corporal punishment will be allowed in any city
school. This amendment to the code of conduct will become effective next
year and is consistent with a state ruling banning its use.
In other business:
*The Board approved a motion to accept the low bid of Boaz Photography
for school pictures.
*Purchase of a copier from Twin Lakes Office Supply for $6,680 was
authorized.
*Tax collection rate paid to the city for tax collection was raised $500 to
$6,000.

keep silent
Clinics say they'll forfeit federal aid rather than
of ulations were challenged by the
longer be presumed
— _"lt_can no
by the abortion industry that the
nation's highest court is in their
pocket,- said Arlene Champoux of
Family planning clinics around
Massachusetts Citizens for Life.
milforfeit
the country say they'll
But family-planning officials
lions of dollars in federal money
the ruling would mean two
said
rather than abide by a government;
standards of care — one for the
ban on abortion counseling.
poor, one for the rich — and pre"Our principles are not for
vent doctors from fulfilling their
of
Iowa's
sale," Jill June, head
ethical duty to inform patients fully
Planned Parenthood affiliate, said
of their medical options. .
Thursday after; the U.S. Supreme
Others said some clinics that forCourt ruled 5-4 that clinics using
federal dollars might have to cut
go
federal funds cannot discuss aboror close.
services
tion with their patients.
The high court on Thursday'
Abortion foes hailed the ruling
upheld regulations issued by the
as a step toward reversing the landReagan administration in 1988-that
mark Roe v. Wade decision legalizsay federally funded clinics may
ing abortion in 1973.
not discuss abortion with pregnant
"It's about time," said Dottie
women or tell them where to get
Roberts of Family Action, an antione.
abortion group based in Lake SteThe federal government supports
vens, Wash. "The general public is
fed up with the biggest disaster of about 4,000 clinics serving more
than 4 million poor women each
sex education any civilized society
year.
has seen."

By -CATHERINE CROCKER
Associated Press Writer
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Educators from the
Soviet Union will
enroll' in a Murray
State University
&purse at TVA's Land
Between The Lakes
this summer.
Page 5
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.
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Faye Wattleton, president
PlanFtt Parenthood Federatiurr- of'
America, said her organization's
network of clinics would continue
to counsel on abortion. She said
she expects Congress will enact
legislation to counter the decision.
In California, a spokeswoman
for the state Health and Welfare
Agency said Gov. Pete Wilson
would use state money if necessary
to protect more than 200 clinics
that serve 400,000 poor women.
The clinics receive about $9.6 million in federal money.
"The governor is so committed
to preventive prenatal services, I
can't imagine him not bending over
backwards to make sure the funds
get there," said Kassy Perry.
In Washington state, Health Sec7
retary Kristine Gebbie -said state
government there would do the
same. Washington has 23 family
planning agencies.
The Reagan administration reg-

city-and state-of-New York and by
Dr. Irving Rust, me,dical director of
a clinic in New York City's South
Bronx. They were put on hold until
the issue was resolved in court.
Now they can be enforced.
The clinic that lost the challenge
said it too will quit taking federal
money rather than keep silent about
women's legal options.
"I am being asked to be ... a
puppet for the government, rather
than a professional with a code of
ethics about how I counsel human
beings," said Jeannine Michael,
director of Planned Parenthood's
Bronx clinic.
-Michael said the clinic gets
about $450,000 a year in federal
funds, or 27 percent of its budget.
She said she hoped that "people
across the country will rise up and
make up the difference" in
donations.

JAMES HORNBUCKLE

City and county
offices to close
in observance of
Memorial Day
All city and county offices,
including the city and county
clerks offices, will be closul
Monday in observance of
Memorial Day.
Fire and police units from
the city and county will be
on call Monday in the event
of an emergency.
Also closed on. Monday
will be the offices of the
Agricultural St2bili7ation and
Conservation Service and the
Horne
Farmers'
Administration:
The Calloway County
Public Library will close
_Monday_as_wilt the post
office. Any express mail
deliveries received Monday
will be delivered, but the
inside window will be closed
all day, a spokesman said.
The Murray Ledger &
Times will publish a Monday
edition with the business
office opening at 8 Lm. and
closing at noon.
• • • •
Due to the Memorial Day
holiday observance on Monday, customers of the Murray
Sanitation Division are asked
to place their garbage out an
their regularly-scheduled day,
even thoue routes mayrun a day late in some areas.
The sanitation departmatr
appreciates your cooperatidn
in this matter. If there are
any questions.,e1H 762033M
exL 120.
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Stubblefield's grandson upset over reaction from KBA
From Staff, AP Reports
PIKEVILLE, Ky. — Nathan B. Stubblefield amazed onlookers in Murray. Ky., when he transmitted -the • human voice using "wireless
telephony."
That was in 1892, four years before Italian physicist Guglielmo Marconi made the wireless Morse code transmission that earned him space in
the history books as the inventor of radio.
Stubblefield's grandson is on a crusade to rewrite the history books.
And he said Thursday that he's ready to take the battle to court.
"It's not a joke, this is serious to me," said Keith Stubblefield, a Los
Angeles-based pop singer who also goes by the stage name Troy Cory..
But so far, Cory is having no luck in his quest, even in his ancestor's
native Kentucky.
The singer, 47, flew to eastern Kentuck) for Thursday's meeting of the
Kentucky Broadcasters Association. He hoped the organization would
adopt a resolution declaring Stubblefield radio's inventor, as Kentucky
Gov. Vv'allace. Wilkinson had done last month.
But the group's board of directors amended the document at the urging
of board member Francis Nash, who has been commissioned by the group
to write a history of broadcasting in Kentucky:.
The -resolution's final draft:recognized - Stubblefield onlyifor his "contribution to the early. :development ot wifeless transrmssiOnS. AtterAard, a furious Cory confronted Nash outside-the convention hall.
He argued-thd! Stubblefie;d's invention used the principle of amplitude

-f4

II

modulation, the basis for AM radio.
"Now if that's not radio, I'll eat my hat," Cory said.
But Nash, a 25-year veteran of the industry, said there was no evidence
that Stubblefield's device used modulation.
Elliot Sivowitch, a specialist in radio and television history with the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington. D.C., said there were dozens of
experiments similar to Stubblefield's conducted between 1865 and 1900.
Nash said modern radio did not evolve from Stubblefield's work and,
therefore, owes him no recognition as its founder.
"He was using methods other people had already abandoned," Nash
said. "It wasn't really radio."
Nash, however, confused historic dates and contradicted himself several
times during his "dissertation," according to Cory's agent, Chris Harris.
Harris said the KBA showed interest in recognizing Stubblefield the
day before the meeting but quickly changed their minds.
"They're were just being nice and saying 'Oh, let's recognize Stubblefield — let him have his day." Harris said. "They're upset because
they're referring to this man (Stubblefield) as a farmer and they're all
intellectuals. Those so-called intellectuals are not going to recognize a
farmer for being the genius he was."
The western Kentucky inventor never got a patent for his invention,
although he did get a patent for improvements to wireless telephone
equipment in 1908. He died an obscure pauper in 1928Th a Murray hovel.
Cory called Nash a "pseudo-intellect" and accused him of fraud for
altering the resolution and vowed to sue. But this isn't Cory's first

rejection.
The singer and Harris traveled to Las Vegas last month to lobby at the
convention of the National Association of Broadcasters.
Cory said NAB President Eddie Fritts, whose father was once partowner of WNBS-AM in Murray, rejected his appeal. However, Fritts, who
was in Pikeville Thursday, said he could not recall ever being contacted
by Cory.
Harris said a lawsuit would be filed shortly, either against Nash, the
NAB Or the KBA. He said he thought it was his client's last chance for
satisfaction.
"If it was your father, your grandfather, wouldn't you want to change
history?" Harris said.
Cory admits that his quest to get Stubblefield recognized as the father
of radio has become an obsession,
On Tuesday, Cory finalized a deal to buy WNBS, the Murray radio
station that bears his grandfather's initials. He also bought an affiliated
television station, and his Los Angeles-based Television International
Magazine is editing an eight-volume history of radio, which will prominently feature Stubblefield.
He's even had a poster and commemorative postage stamp designed to
mark next year's 100th anniversary of Stubblefield's invention.
"We want to educate the public, we want to educate the people to show
them how he did it." Cory said. "The children arc being educated that
the wrong person invented the radio, and they don't know that it was an
American ... They've been defrauded by some teacher, by some book."

World military spending dropping, report says
STOCKHOLM, Sueden (AP)
the buildup to the Gulf
Nk
world spent less
.:71 q90,,
-•
caponry for the third
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Democratic
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consecutive year, mainly because
the superpowers made dramatic
cuts, researchers reported Fnday.
Allhough: costly. the mobilization of forces in the Persian•Gulf
_did not offset the downward
trend in world military spending.
the Stockholm International Peace
Resedr,..h Institute said in its annual
Tbe - rerort did not estimate costs

for the Gulf War, which started in
mid-January. But researcher Somnath Seri said worldwide military
spen.fing was expected to decline
agdin this year, although at a slower pace.
The institute said world military
expend:sures totaled about S960
ia.t year. That was almost 4
pereerst less than in 1989.

NEWS OF THE WORLD
By The Associated Press

The figure included an estimated
S12,2 billion spent for Operation
Desert Shield, the report said.
Middle East countries, mainly
Saudi Arabia, increased their
spending by S4 billion, or 10 percent. over the previous year.
Walter Stutzle, director of the
institute, said that despite the
downward trend, "This is not an
outbreak of peace."

INDIA

Senators want study of TVA jobs
id use of contractors on
\OXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
.N . N independence and responsisnators want an indepent( the public.
a.sessment of Tennessee Val*
'7.1;ity's planned elimination
,
f),000 construction jobs in
or ,s!' Outside contractors.
"Several questions must' be
• A Murray Police officer was
-cd and answered fully before
.‘ 7akes an' further transition - irsItIrod in a one-vehicle accident
Th.,:r.day. according to a report
,• 7:1:1 labor and managefrom the M.PD.
wrote Sens. Albert Gore Jr.
0:-ncor Jimmy Potts was treated
Sasser of Tennessee and
as:d re:eased from the MurrayFord of Kentucky
CaFov,ay County Hospital after the
S....*i7g they were "concerned
Sq.12i car he was driving skidded
th:s trend toward contracted
:,sbor td. services by TVA,— LA:
in a 1,srn and struck a utility pole at
the in:ersection of Main and L.P.
1):77.0vr:itS sent a letter Wed!slicr _streets around 11:46 p.m.
:o Comptroller . General
A paSerig-eriii-trie-ear, Offider
Cs:ar:e.. Bow sher, who oversees the
6.:7:,:ral Accounting - Office.
ra;dested GAO conduct a
Th st,,cly: of issues raised by ICont'd from page 1)
T VA
close the shop every other day, but
Nerators specifically asked
he -got bored.
"1 told my wife, 'I think- I've
— An analysis of work perall the retirement I an
enjoyed
.by contractors for TVA
stand.' and I came back to work,"
:',),;() to the present, including
he said. "It keeps me occupied.
its co.t-ei:eetiveness. necessity and
"I'd rather wear out than rust
,:(rnpared to in-house work.
he said.
out."
-examination of the impact

— An analysis of the short- and
long-range effects of contracting
policies -on TVA employees.

Murray officer injured in wreck
Alvin Parham, did not require medical treatment, according to the
report.
The officers were responding to
an emergency call on Pine Street
and were attempting to turn onto
Miller Street from Main when the
accident occured, police said.
Potts reportedly suffered a cut
lip and a bruised forearm, police
said. The car received damage to
• its•fronr.

Jones says...
Jones said his two sons, one a
career officer in the Army and the
other a police officer living in Missouri, do not have plans to take
over the business when he retires.
"There's nobody to follow me,
but that doesn't really make me
sad," he said. "I've had a good
life."

August Class Now Forming
'Communicate More Effectively
'Acquire a Better Understanding of
Human Relations
'Gain Leadership Abilities

I

'Additional Self Confidence
-Control Tension and Anxiety
'Remember Names

Presented by Charles D Eubank & Assoc Inc
Dale Carnegie Founder
747 Oak Hal Road
Evansville. Indiana 47711-53e9
"Accredited by the Council for Continuing Education & Training"

III FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL TERRY LILES 1-800-262-5448
II

Murra) Mayor Bill Cherry and
Police Chief Larry Elkins were
authorized by the Murray .City
Council Thursday to renegotiate
and possibly raise the fee charged
to the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department for dispatching
services.
The fee, $16,500 a year, does
not sufficently cover dispatching
costs to the county. according'io

a

Elkins. Total costs for the dispatchers runs about S100,000 a
year, Elkins said.
Elkins said he has a good idea
what the amount of the increase
might be but will discuss the matter with Cherry and Calloway
County Sheriff J.D. Williams.
Williams was out of town Friday and una9ilable for comment.
Elkins said both the police
department and sheriff's department serve approximately the same
amount of people.
The MPD dispatches for the
sheriff's department from 5 p.m. to
8 a.m. on weekdays and 24-hours a
day on weekends and holidays.

ETHIOPIA
ADO-IS ABABA— Advancing rebels tightened their grip on the capital today
claiming to have cut off all but one major
highway leading to the city as the military
tried to rally its disintegrating forces
After their relentless gains caused President Mengistu Haile Mariam to flee the
country Tuesday, the rebels claimed to
have moved to within 12 miles of the
capital to the west and seized a key town
and highway southeast of Addis Ababa
A U S Embassy spokesman, however,
said the rebels "have repeatedly given us
assurances they would not march on the
capital" before U S -mediated peace
talks scheduled to open in London on
Monday
PRETORIA — President F W de Klerk
told a summit on ending violence today
that all groups had to work for peace
despite a boycott of the talks by the African National Congress and other opposition groups De Klerk said in his opening
address that it would be easy to attack
the ANC and other organizations for not
attending the talks, but the real challenge
was persuading all South Africans to
work for peace The ANC, the main black
opposition group, refused to attend the
conference Nelson Mandela, ANC deputy president. said the group opposed the
government chairing such a meeting
because it was partly responsible for
much of the unrest The ANC also
opposes the conference because it was
not consulted before the government
announced the meeting About 200 delegates from the government political parties, church groups and other organizations arrived for the two-day meeting to
discuss ending violence that has claimed
thousands of fives in recent years
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* FRANCES JONES MILLS
STATE TREASURER
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As we travel, we're aware of our need to know what's going on ahead of us. But in life our
journey is slower, and we sometimes forget to plan for what s coming up. At Miller Funeral
Home, we think it's important for people to plan for their family's future now. - You can
plan for the future today by arranging estate plans and preplanning funeral services at
Miller Funeral Home. Preplanning is easy, and gives your family valuable guidelines they'll
need. Plus you'll have the security of knowing plans are in place if they're needed.
Preplanning is easy to do. and there's no obligation to you. Vrefinancing options are
So look ahead, and learn more about the convenience of
available for those who wish.
preplanning. Call or stop by Miller Funeral Home today for more information.

FUNERAL HOME
We stand on the strength of oyr service

'

Street • 0.4,40.4,
i502) 753-4612

311 North 4th

'
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SEOUL — President Roh Tae-woo today
named a new. conservative prime minister and refused to give in to demands by
anti government protesters Opposition
forces denounced the choice and
threatened raew demonstrations A cycle
of sell-immOtations and anti-government
protests triggered by the killing of a student by police last month has included
rallies, sit ins, hunger strikes and violent
demonstrations in more than 75 cities It
is the most serious political crisis since
Roh assumed office in 1988. Police said
today that more than 3,000 riot police
and civilians had been injured in a month
of anti government protests by more than
mow people nationwide Police figures are generally conservative The
main opposition New Democratic Party,
made up of moderate liberals, said the
selection of Chung Won-shik as the new
prime minister was "an act of betrayal
and challenge to the people who want an
end to suppressive rule

CZECHOSLAVAKIA
PRAGUE — Czechoslovakia's mandatory
18-month military service will be cut to
one year in 1993, Defense Minister
Lubos Dobrovsky says in an interview
Draftees had to serve for two years
under the Communist regime that was
toppled in late 1989. but that period was
shortened to a year and a halt in March
1990 Dobrovsky gave no specific reasons for the move The Lidove Noviny
daily quoted him Thursday as saying
there were no plans to introduce an all
volunteer force

U.S.S.R./GERMANY
MOSCOW — The Kremlin says Germany s arrest of a former East German
premier and three other officials for
allegedly ordering the shooting of Iron
Curtain escapees is political persecution
"The arrests of people for incitement to
killing people on the German border is
part of a campaign to discredit leftist for
ces in the country to create an atmosphere of intolerance around members of
the party of Democratic Socialism."
Soviet Foreign Ministry spokesman Vilely
Churkin told a news briefing Thursday
Ex-Premier Willi Stoph, 76, and former
Defense Miniiter Heinz Kessler were
arrested along with two other menibers of
the now -defunct nation's National
Defense Council. Berlin Justice Minister
Jutta Limbach said Tuesday The four
had been under investigation on suspicion of manslaughter in connection with
shoot-to-kill orders issued in 1974 by for
mer East German leader Erich Honecker
Limcbach said

MEXICO
MEXICO CITY — The final toll from a
truck accident that doused a crowded
Mexico City neighborhood with hydrochloric acid is six dead, the government
newspaper El Nacional said Thursday It
said 633 people had been treated at local
hospitals alter the city truck overturned
Tuesday Two women had suffered miscarriages, it said There had been varying accounts of the number of dead and
Aniured after the accident El Nacional
published a tull-page report on the incident Thursday, including the number of
patients treated at each hospital and their
condition At least 43 people were listed
in serious condition

•st

KATMANDU — The Nepali Congress
party on Thursday named Ginja Prasad
Koirala to lead the first democratically
elected government in 32 years in this
Himalayan mountain kingdom "I feel a
sense of responsibility and look toward a
future full of challenges," Koirala, 65, told
reporters after party legislators elected
him parliamentary leader and prime
minister Koirala is to meet King Birendra, the constitutional monarch of this
overwhelmingly Hindu nation of 17 million people, on Sanday:The- Nepais Con
gress won 110 seats in the 205-member
House of Representatives in the May 12
elections The Communist alliance took
82 seats

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

9,14111/111
1911AR 14 ICLX 31, tT 110
SCLII C 11.1910/1

Thursday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky
Lottery: Pick 3: 9-5-8 (nine,
five, eight)
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SOUTH KOREA
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Besides the government, the main
groups attending the conference were
the Zulu dominated lnkatha Freedom
Party. the ANC's main rival, and the
mostly white opposition Democratic Party The conference also is to discuss how
to steer South Africa toward peaceful
power sharing between all racial groups

NEPAL

Daily Monday - Friday

for

_

- - IRAN
NICOSIA, Cyprus — A Soviet transport
plane carrying relief supplies to Kurdish
refugees crashed and burned in western
Iran today, killing four aboard and injuring six, reports said The plane with 45
Ions of supplies ran out of fuel while trying to land in rough weather, reports
said The Ilyushin 76 crashed and burst
into flames six miles east of the Iran Iraq
border, in Bakhtaran province. reported
Iran's official Islamic Republic News
Agency, monitored in Nicosia

SOUTH AFRICA

City officials to renegotiate fee

DALE CARNEGIE COURSES

NEW DELHI — Rajiv Gandhi's body was
committed to flames today in a last rite
that by Hindu tradition freed his soul from
earth and from the political violence that
scarred his nation and ended his lite The
former prime minister's 20-year-old son,
Rahul. lighted the funeral pyre of logs
atop a flower-draped brick platform near
a memorial to Gandhi's mother, Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi, who also fell victim to assassins More than 150,000 people lined a 10-mile funeral procession
through the capital for the funeral for the
scion of independent India's most important political family The procession
ended at a riverside cremation site next
to a memorial to Gandhi's mother, whose
assassination by her Sikh bodyguards in
1984 thrust her son into power for five
years Gandhi met the same fate on
Tuesday when he was killed by a bomb
blast at a campaign stop while trying to
make a political comeback
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He also alleged Mead CPA. 43,
included thank-you notes to people
for paying their taxes — he recen- and Evans, 31, were to be married
tly sent out, or how much the mail- tomorrow but postponed the
wedding.
ings cost.
Mead CPA denied that Evans
As for the new allegations, Mead
CPA and Evans, his then-office was his girlfriend and said he had
manager,- attended a cash - no plans to marry.
management conference in New
"Debra is a good friend and I'll
York and a lottery convention in leave it al that.... And so is everySan Diego last September, accord- -one else in my office," Mead CPA
ing to records reviewed by The said,
Courier-Journal. Mead CPA is a
Evans, of Louisville, was hired
non-voting member of the state lotlast
Aug. 27 at a $33,600-a-yeat
office.
his
of
because
tery board
salary
as a principal assistant to
Tim Mulloy, Chandler's camMead
CPA.
According to state
paign manager, said the trips, as
well as records of personal phone finace records, Mead CPA and
Evans left Sept. 3 for the New
calls made on the treasurer's office
York conference.
credit card after Evans left her job,
Mead CPA said it was not
were proof of a personal relationship between Mead CPA and unusual for a new employee to be
sent to such a conference. "We
Evans.

Doug Alexander, a spokesman
for Wilkinson, said the governor
was not backing any candidate in
the auditor's race.
The controversy stemmed in a
radio advertisement for Chandler.
The ad contended that Mead CPA'
was romantically linked with a former staff assistant, Debra Evans,
and that they traveled to New York
and California together last year at
taxpayers' expense.
The campaign heated up this
week with news reports that Mead
CPA sent out mass mailings shortly
before the election that were paid
for with public money. Chandler
alleged that the mailings were
politically motivated.
Mead CPA has not yet disclosed
how many letters — which

wanted to throw her right into. the
fire (and) understand what the
office was about," he said.
Records show that other employees in Mead CPA's office also
have taken trips to conventions and
meetings in other states.
Finance records indicate another
treasury employee, Jim Sullivan,
had been scheduled to attend the
New York conference, but Sullivan
said Thursday he had to remain in
Frankfort because of work. Mead
CPA went in his place.
Four nights' lodging for Mead
CPA and Evans was S7g8 each.
and the cost of the airline ticket in
Sullivan's name was 5568. The
cost of Evans' airline ticket could
not be determined. The two had a
total of $753 in other expenses.
On Sept. 16, Evans and Mead

_CPA left for a lottery trade s_how. in
San Diego that lasted through Sept.
25. Mead CPA said it was normal
for him to take a member of his
staff to such meetings.
The lottery board paid $2,858 for
Mead CPA's travel and lodging
expenses, lottery spokesman Greg
Donaldson said. Evans' flight cost
the state $1,224. She had 5245 in
expenses but no lodging costs
because she apparently stayed ‘k ith
a friend.
Evans was dismissed from her
job March 28 in a letter informing
her that her services were no longer
needed. But Mead CPA cal.led her
an "extremely capable person"
and said she was dismissed because
she needed six months off for medical reasons and the job couldn't he
held open for that long.

/roe,

.4.
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Chandler accuses Mead CPA of putting girlfriend on payroll
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
campaign for state auditor heated
up another notch when a candidate
accused state Treasurer Robert
Mead CPA of putting his girlfriend
on the payroll and traveling with
her at state expense.
Mcad CPA denied Thursday that
the woman is his girlfriend and
defended the trips, saying they
attended conferences that dealt
with state business.
He said the accusations were a
sign of desperation by his opponent
in the Democratic primary for auditor, Ben Chandler, a Versailles
lawyer and grandson of former
Gov. A.B. "Happy" Chandler.
Mead CPA also said that Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson's administration was behind Chandler and an
effort to. discredit him.
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Hopkins ends four-day tour of Fifth Congressional District
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race. He's a quitter and that's what
I'm going to call, him because
that's w hat he is," Carter said.
Ilopkins, the congressman from
central Kentucky's 6th District,
took his cue from the shower that
moved through.
"In Lexington, we call this 'Forgy rain' becautsc we never know
when it's going to quit," Hopkins
said.
Hopkins' organization in heavily
Republican Monroe County

drinks. The speakers then dished
up scorn for Hopkins' primary
opponent, Larry Forgy.
Monroe County school Superintendent James Carter set the, tone.
He said Forgy became "Froggy"
four years ago, when he declined at
the last minute to enter the gubernatorial primary. That left the GOP
without a viable candidate, with
predictably disastrous results in the
fall.
"He leaped back and quit the

TOMPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Larry Hopkins ended a four-day
tour of the 5th Congressional District, where he hopes to clinch the
Republican nomination for
governor.
The finale was a rally Thursday
outside the Monroe County Courthouse, where at least 150 people
patiently waited out a brief
rainstorm.
The local Hopkins campaign
served free hot dogs and soft

includes ev6ry elected countywide
official except Coroner Charles
Strode, who is for Forgy, and Sheriff Beverly McClendon, who is an
independent.
The county borders Barren
County, home of Louie Nunn, who
was the state's last Republican
governor and is one of Forgy's
best-known supporters.
Nunn remains popular here, but
belongs to a previous political generation, county Judge-Executive

state Sen. David Williams of nearby Burkesville, said he was pleased
about the 5th District tour.

Mitchell Page said.
The new administration here
includes county Clerk Larry Pitcock, 41, and Property Valuation
Administrator Jerry Hume, 34.
Page is 36. He said half the county's residents are -18 to 40.
"We're all appreciative of what
Louie Nunn did for Monroe County
when he was governor," Page said.
"But that was 24 years ago and
you have a new generation."
Hopkins' campaign manager,

Forgy says his race with Hopkins, less than a week before the
election, is a toss up. But Williams
said Hopkins is strong in every
congressional district and in populous Jefferson County.
Williams predicted the 5th District would determine Hopkins'
margin of victory.

Campaign consultant authorized news release
Peter Penn of Washington, D.C.,
said he authorized Bowling Green
attorney Steve Catron, a Wilkinson
ally supporting Baesler, to issue the
release.
Baesler and Chuck Atkins, his
campaign manager, said earlier
they did not know the origin of the

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Scotty Bacsler's chief consultant
says he authorized the news release
that claimed 18 of Martha Wilkinson's campaign organizations now
have endorsed the Lexington mayor
for the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination.

news release.
On learning that Catron had sent
the release with Fenn's approval,
Bacsler said, "I figured somebody
got real exuberant about it (the
campaign)."
Baesler said he was bothered
because the release listed counties

State senate candidate Green names
law partner as campaign treasurer

IA
Jeff Green,a candidate for the First
District State Senate seat, has named
his law partner, Richard Weisenberger, to serve as his campaign treasurer. Weisenberger served as State Senatorfor the District from 1976 to 1982,
at which time he was elected - as
Graves Commonwealth Attorney, a
position he currently holds.
"I am pleised to have my partner
serve in this capacity," Green said.
"As I campaign throughout the district, I have encountered many citizens who recall that he served with
distinction and set a high standard
which I hope to follow," he added.
Green is a native of Hickman and a
gradu,4_ of Fulton County High
&hod. He is the son of Cora Lee
Green and the late Roland Green.
He is a graduate of Murray State
University and immediate past President of its Alumni Association.
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where the Wilkinson organization
does not support him. "I'm not
worried about it," he said.
- The release said the Wilkinson
"leadership" from 18 counties met
with Baesler on May 16, the date
of the release. Fenn said "a couple" of those counties -were not
represented at the meeting and I
think Daviess was one that was not
completely on board."
Fenn said he didn't see the
release before it was distributed but
was read the material over the
telephone.
He said the statement was issued
because Dr. Floyd Poore, another
Democratic gubernatorial candidate, was making "ridiculous"
claims about picking up Wilkinson support.
Although Poore's claims have
been reported statewide, Fenn said
he did not think about sending the
release beyond the counties
involved.

FOOD STORES
The Charcoal 20 lb bag advertised
in Wednesday's paper should have
read

'2.59
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We are sorry for any inconvience.

COMPAREOnMY RATES
-Life -Health -Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
-Medicare Supplements

Dan
McNutt, AAI
7534451

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt
407 Maple St.

KENTUCKY'S CHILDREN
DON'T VOTE.

• N

Jeff Green (left) talks with Richard Weisenberger.
Green, a former resident of Murray several years after his admission to the
was employed by Murray State for bar.

JONES for GOVERNOR
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We are magistrates elected by our county districts to govern the county's
business. We want to do our very best to get every dollar from state
government that we can get. Too often the money Calloway County should get
for roads and other projects goes to Lexington, Louisville or even places closer
than that because they supported the "right person" for governor.
We want our "fair share" for Calloway County —no more and no less. In the
' past we haven't gotten it and that is not right.
Too often we have followed the misleading advertisements ofpoliticians who
make unbelievable claims of "lowering taxes" for the sole purpose of getting
elected. There is one candidate making that claim this time. He has about as
much interest in lowering taxes as our present governor. Remember-our
present governor made unbelievable fax promises and then gave us one of the
largest tax increases in the state's history. The candidate who is now
promising to lower taxes was the "chieffund raiser" for the governor we have
now. Surely we won't fall for that again.
We have really thought about what is best for our county. We believe the
only reasonable choice for us is to elect Brereton Jones for Governor. He is not
"slinging mud". He is a good family man.He has had experience. He is against
gun-control. He is supported by our_sheriffand mast law enforcement officers
across the state. He is against the high state inheritance tax and he is against
the unfair way we tax the sale of used cars. He is against higher taxes. He has
been to Calloway County countless times in the last four years and we can talk
to him for the benefit of our county.
There is one other person running for governor that has only been in this
county two times in his life. What will he know about this county if he should be
elected? It's scary to think about it.
We were hesistant to write this letter because most people say that any
public official is better off keeping their mouth shut these days. We agree with
theft but sometimes when the good of our county is at stake and misleading
statements are being made we believe it. is time to stand up and be counted. We
believe the situation demands that we elect Brereton Jones and that this
county join the rest ofthe state in electing him. He is ahead in all the polls and
this is our county's chance to support a winner.
Sincerely Your Magistrates,
Steve Lax, Magistrate District 2
Bobby Stubblefield, Magistrate District 3
Dap Miller, Magistrate District
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But that doesn't mean
they don't count.
As Lt. Governor,
will fight to
children.
Kentucky's
protect

FRED COWAN

ril`t

As Attorney General, COWAN:
'Led the fight to lake drunk
drivers off our roads.
-Cracked down on parents
who don't pay child support.
-Helped pass tough new laws
to punish domestic violence.
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On May 28th, vote
FRED COWAN, Democrat,
for Lt. Governor...

because Kentucky's children
are worth fighting for!
Paid for by Fred Cowan for Lt. Governor, Michael

Dail Miller
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters to the editor
Southwest appreciates Field Day help
Dear Editor:
The faculty and staff at Southwest Elementary wish to express their
thanks to the parents who helped during Field Day.
Kathy Coles, Regina Pennision, Kathy Timmons, Linda Thomas,
Renata Bogard, Marilyn Flood, Sherla Adams, Tessa Lilly, Debbie Doron,
Martha Yezerski, Barbara McPhail, Sharon Bybee, Dec Dee Cook, Denise
Steele, Jean Mitchell, Karen Hicks, Sharon Myatt, Melissa McKendree,
Susan Suiter, Sharon Jones, Robyn Carter, Becky Nance, Gale Cornelison,
Lisa Spann, Susan Warren, Tammy Paschall, Nan Rogers, Debbie Gray,
Dana Beane, Marilyn Pritcheu, Tony Lorey, Bunice Bivins, Vickie Garland, Brenda Turner, Amy Fotsch, Linda Thomas, Cathy Watkins, Vickie
Travis, Janie Elkins and principal Michael Hicks
Southwest Elementary, Route 7, Box 666 Murray'

Thurmond remembered as a hero
• Dear Editor:
I wanted to take this opportunity to salute one of my heroes, Ed Thurmond, who died recently in Murray. For years, Ed Thurmond stood up for
the principl* of the Republican Party in Calloway County against the
criticism, the snickers, and the ridicule of the local Democratic establishment. It was hard for them to understand a man who would put his principles and his integrity ahead of petty patronage and local power politics so
important to western Kentucky Democrats.
.
Those of us in the leaderhip of the Republican Party of Kentucky
always_ marveled at how Ed Thurmond and others like him were _able to
maintain their enthusiasm while being sorrounded by hostility. I was personally inspired by Ed and other First District Republicans who labored
for. so many years for little more than the satisfaction of defending their
principles.
As we Republicans began to carry the Commonwealth and even major
areas of the First District for people like Ronald Reagan. George Bush
.and Mitch McConnell, I viewed it as both a vindication and a reward for
Ed Thurmond and other Republican leaders who worked so wisely and so
well for so many years.
I recognize that those pecple who passed Ed Thurmond on the street in
Murray never thought of him as a hero, but to me, he was and always will
be.
Gordon Wade,'' Past Chairman. Republican Party of Kentucky
17% River Heights Lane, Villa Hills, Ky. 41017.

Yes, it's wrong
Dave Boren, the soft-spoken
senior senator from Oklahoma, is
not .often acclaimed for impassioned oratory. He is acclaimed for
other things. But in opening debate
last week on this year's bill for
election reform, he surprised everybody. He produced a jewel of a
stem-winder.
Boren dwelled repeatedly on the
theme that "something is wrong."
When we look at the amount of
money needed to run a winning
campaign, "we know that something is wrong." When we see that
the success of challengers is.at an
all-time low, we understand that
the system is not working as it
should.
"When we set that there is not
an equal opportunity for new rico* to break into the system, that
the, current campaign system is
working as an incumbent's protection plan, that there is not a level
playing field, we understand that
there is something- wrong."
In the senatorial elections of last
year, winning Senate incumbents
spent an average of almost $4 million for their re-election campaigns. A war chest of that magnitude means that a senator must
raise an average of $13,000 a
week, 52 weeks . a year, for six
years.
Boren said: "When we think

but...

runs its course, Boren will come up
empty. The gulf between his
Democratic proposal and Sen. Bob
Dole's Republican proposal is a
gulf to be measured in nautical
miles.
Boren's principal concern, to
oversimplify the issue, is with the
amount of money that is spent.
Dole's principal concern is with
where the money comes from.
Boren thinks in terms of individual
candidates. Dole thinks in terms of
political parties. Boren wants some
form of public financing of elections. Dole opposes public financing absolutely.
The two senators have some
things in common. Both of them
want. to curb the money chase.
Both would forbid contributions
from political action committees.
Both would lower the contribution
limit on out-of-state givers. Both
would require television stations to
make time available to candidates
at- reduced rates.

A
CONSERVATIVE
VIEW
ByJames J. Kilpatrick
about the time and the attention
that it takes to raise that amount of
money to successfully run for reelection, and the trips that it takes
across the country, and the fundraisers that are held, and the
amount of money that has to be
collected from people we do not
even know, whose reputations we
are not even sure about, we know
that something is wrong."
It was a superlative speech, the
end product of more than 10 years
of frustrating labor on Boren's part.
He is keenly, deeply disturbed by
what he sees as the disintegration
of the political process in our country. Many voters are disgusted with
Congress. They regard members as
full-time professional pols, concerned chiefly with their own reelection.
The probabilities are that
Boren's bill, With minor amendments, will pass the Senate before
the Memorial Day recess begins on
Monday. It is equally probable that
when the legislative process finally

The goal of an effective reform
bill, as Dole sees it, is to encourage
"good money" and to ban "bad
money." Under the heading of
good money, he includes contributions from individual supporters in
the candidate's home state, contributions of $250 or less from out of
state, and contributions from the
candidate's political party.

Says Boren: "There cannot be
real reform until we put some kind
of limit on overall spending." This
is the only way to give challengers
a chance. Without effective limits,
incumbents always will be able to
overwhelm an opponent by the
sheer weight of money.
The trouble is that such limits
have to be voluntarily accepted.
The citizen who contributes, and
the candidate who spends, are both
exercising a constitutional right of
free speech — and that right cannot
be abridged.
I have been covering politics all
my adult life, and I confess my
own inability to propose reforms
that would have a realistic chance
of becoming law. Yes, something
is wrong with the current process.
A vast deal is wrong ,,tith it. The
idea of term limitation strikes me
as a bad idea — there is far more
turnover in Congress than most critics realize — but there ought not
to be life members either.
With bipartisan good will; maybe a compromise can - be reached
between Boren and Dole, but don't
bet on it. Members ultimately will
be voting not for ideas, but for
self-preservation. This is hardball
politics, with about as much bipartisan good will as one finds in a
game between the Yankees and the
Red Sox.

.
,
Jackson deserves 'special attention

Dear Editor..
We urge. yqur conslderation of David. C. Jackson for Superintendent of
Public Instruction. Mr. Jackson is. a candidate in the Democratic Primary
and deserves Special attention because of his 38 years of educational
service.
The office of Superintendent of Public Instruction established by the
Kentucky Constitution needs serious and careful consideration at this time
as its future role is currently being examined. The Kentucky Education
Reform Act passed by the General Assembly, in response to the Supreme
Court action that declared Kentucky's educational system unconstitutional
has passed the majority of duties and responsibilities of the Superintendent of Public Instruction to the new Commissioner of Education. But the
Constitution .still. grants the Kentucky voter a periodic choice of an elected
official, to_head•_the office of. Superintendent of Public _Instruction. Until
the public votes otherwise, the office exists and must be given serious
•
voter attention.
From 1954 to 1972-, -Davict C-:-JaCkSon--was -a -teacher, coach, principal,
and a president in and of Kentucky educational institutions. He has served
in the Kentucky Department of Education. from 1973 to the present, is an
18-year member of the Kentucky Juvenile Justice Commivsion and the
K.A.S.A.. an eight-year member of the Governor's Council for Vocational
Education and has worked with the National Dropout Prevention Network
for five years.
.
Mr. Jackson holds degrees from Georgetown College, Eastenr.Kentucky
University and the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. He was honored as Father of the A.D.O.P.T. Kentucky Dropout Prevention model
program. named 1988 "Friend of School Social Work" by the Midwest
(10 states) School Social Work Council and awarded lifetime honorary
membership in The Kentucky Association of .Pupil Personnel Workers in
1991 for outstanding service for Kentucky students. - We encourage you and all-concerned Kentucky voters to cast their. vote
on May 28 and November 5 for .David C. Jackson for Superintendent of
Public InstrUction and therefore allow him to Continue his outstanding service by working. with the Commissioner of Education to seek excellence
with equity for the education of all Kentuckians.
Joe Jackson
.1401 N. 4th, Murray
Richard Jackson
403 N. 10th, Murray

TodayIn History
Today is Friday, May 24, the 144th day of 1991. There are 221 days
. left in the. year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 24, 1844, Samuel F.B. Morse transmitted the message. "What
hath God wrought!" from Washington to Baltimore as he formally
opened America's first telegraph line.
On this date:
In 1935, the first major league baseball game played at night took place
in Cincinnati as the Reds beat the Philadelphia Phillies, 2-1.
In 1941, 50 years ago, the German battleship Bismarck sank the British
dreadnought Hood in the North Atlantic.
In 1962, astronaut Scott Carpenter became the second American to
orbit the Earth as he flew aboard Aurora VII.
In 1980, Iran rejected a call by the World Court in The Hague to
release the American hostages.
In 1983, New Yorkers marked the 100th anniversary of the Brooklyn
Bridge with a parade and a massive fireworks display.
In 1984, a court in El Salvador found five former national guardsmen
guilty of murdering four American churchwomen in December 1980.
In 1987, an estimated 250,000 people crowded onto the Golden Gate
Bridge to celebrate the structure's 50th birthday a few days before the
actual anniversary.
Thought for Today: "No human being can really understand another,
and no one can arrange another's happiness." — Graham Greene, English
author (1904-1991).
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Pizza loses taste with every bite
"Tell me the truth," Slats Grob- and I never had no trouble. Now I
nik said. "Am I a real stupid can't even get the oven turned on."
person?"
Did you read the manual?
Of course not. I mean, not all the
"Why should I have to read a
time. We all have our moments. book to cook a frozen pizza? My
"Then how come I can't cook a mudder cooked a million meals,
frozen pizza?"
and she nevel -read anything but
Sure you can. Just follow the True Romance magazine."
directions on the package.
You really should read the
"How can I follow the directions manual.
when I can't turn on the oven?"
"OK, I admit it. I tried to read
You can't turn on an oven?
the manual. But I didn't understand
"That's what I mean about me it. Just like I didn't understand the
being stupid."
manual for setting my video
Nonsense. Anyone can turn on machine. If I want to tape a movie
an oven. You just turn the knob. that comes on at 2 o'clock in the
"You haven't seen our new oven. morning, I got to set my alarm and
There ain't no knob. It's got like a get out of bed to do it. Except I
computer.'
can't do that either."
Ah, you have a new modern
Why not? Just set the clock.
oven with digital controls.
"Because
we bought a digital
"Right. And last night I was
radio
alarm
clock, and I don't
home alone and I .was gonna cook
myself a frozen pizza for dinner. know how that works either. And
But I couldn't do it. I start poking don't tell me to read the manual. I
the thing, and the oven starts ask- did. And it's just as goofy as the
ing me questions. And when I manual for the microwave."
didn't poke the right answer, it
You have a microwave oven?
beeped at me. Imagine that? I
"Yeah, but all I can do with it is
spend all that money on an oven, heat a cup of water for instant cofand it beeps at me? Why do they fee. I used to put water in an old $2
make ovens like that?"
kettle to make instant coffee. Now
That's progress. High tech.
I heat a cup of water with a $200
"What was wrong with low tech? microwave oven."
You turn a knob, maybe two knobs,
If you have this much trouble
and that was it. I must have cooked with appliances, how do you opera thousand frozen pizzas in my life, ate your personal computer?

ROYKO
SAYS
By Mike
RoYko

so,

"I don't operate it. I just go in
the basement and swear at it once
in a while."
Then why did you buy it?
"Because I read a story in a
newspaper that said that a PC
would make my life easier. It
would keep track of everything. I
could just dial the telephone and
get all kinds of info that would
make me smarter and maybe more
successful. Just punch a few buttons, and I'd be in the know, see?"
Well, they are supposed to do
that.
"Yeah, then I took it home and
got it hooked up. And that's when I
found out about dose."
Those what?
"You know, dose."
No, I don't know. Those what?
"That's the language you got to
learn to run a computer."
Oh, you mean DOS.
"Yeah, dose or DOS, whatever
you call it, you got to know how to
talk it. But it's like a foreign Ian-

guage. No, it's even worse than
that. It's like a foreign language,
and the manual that tells you how
to understand it sounds like it was
wrote by crazy people. Now how
am I supposed to operate a
machine if I got to learn a foreign'
language from crazy people?"
So you bought a PC that you
don't use?
'I use it a little. Once in a while,
I turn it on. Then I type out a message that says: 'I hate you, you
lousy bag of blips.' Then it sends
me back a message that says I
made a mistake. So I type out,
'(Bleep) you.' And even worse. I
call it every name in the book and
then some. And it keeps sending
back a message that says I made a
mistake. But you know what? I
think it knows what I'm saying, but
it just won't admit it because it
don't want me to have the
satisfaction.
I don't understand this. If you
are confused and intimidated by all
of this high technology — and millions of Americans are — why do
you torture yourself by buying
these things? Use a ledger instead
of a computer program. Heat your
water in a kettle. Oct an oldfashioned windup alarm clock.
"What, and miss out on all this
progress?"

Looking back
Ten years ago
The Murray State University
Council established the Buron
(Boots) and Modest Clark Jeffrey
Scholarship after receiving a generous gift to the council from Mrs.
Buron Jeffrey.
Mur-Cal Apartments are holding
open house from I to 5 p.m today,
May 24.
Mrs. Lucy Lilly was presented a
gift by Murray High School Chapter of Future Homemakers of
America in recognition of her
retirement as home economics
teacher and•FHA sponsor several
years.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Flood, May
16, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Royce W. Buck, May 18.

Twenty years ago
The 1971 Senior Class of Murray High School has dedicated its
annual to Assistant Principal Leon
Miller.
Dr. Richard (Dick) Hutson, son
of Dr. anddMrs. Woodfin Hutson,
has joined the staff of HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Inc., specializing
in family medicine.
Wanda June Green and Phillip
M. Housden were married May 7.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Linn M. Stranak,
May 8, and a boy to Sgt. and Mrs.
Ronnie Loving, May 17.
Vernon Stubblefield Sr., only
active charter member of Murray
Rotary Club, was honored by the
club on his 92nd birthday.
Thirty years ago

Among those elected in Primary
Lancaster, Roy C. Starks and Frank
Election in Calloway County were
Ryan, Murray city councilmen.
Charlie Lassiter, state representative; Robert 0. Miller, county
Forty years,1120
The Resuscitator Fund went over
judge; James 0. Overby, county
attorney; Douglas Shoemaker, the top May 23 with a total of
county court clerk; Woodrow Rick- $636.25 received. It will be used
man, county sheriff; Charles E. by Murray Rescue Squad.
Hale, county tax commissioner;',
About 2,000 Shriners will meet
Noel Warren, New Concord, Clyde' in Murray on May 20 for the
Hale, Liberty, Noble Brandon, Spring Ceremonial, according to
Hazel, Cecil Taylor, Wadesboro, A.O. Woods, Murray, chairmen of
Martin Young, Brinkley, Thurston
the local arrangements. Events will
Furches, Swann, and Cecil Hol- be held at Murray High School and
land, Murray, county magistrates; Murray Woman's Club House.
Holmes Ellis, mayor of Murray;
Dr. Ella Weihing McKee of SturPrentice Lassiter, Joe Dick, Charles gis, former dean of women at MurMason` Baker, Maurice F. (Sonny) ray State College, spoke about "We
Crass, Haron West, Jack Belote, Grow" at a meeting of Alpha
Richard Tuck, James Rudy AllbritDepartment of Murray Woman's
ten, Leonard Vaughn, Frank H. Club.
4

Soviets are enrolled in MSU's environmental courses
"Ten environmental educators
from the Soviet Union will be
among students enrolled in a Murray State University environmental
education course in the TVA's
Land Between The Lakes (LBL)
June 2-8.
Their involvement in the
graduate-level course titled Education 665, Field Experiences in
Environmental Education, is part of
a pilot exchange worked out
through the Citizen Exchange
Council to provide crosscultural
learning experiences.
Dr. Ruth Jacquot, coordinator of
environmental education in the
Department of Elementary and Secondary Education at Murray State,
is the instructor. She said the
course is a residential program, primarily for teachers, that carries
three semester hours of credit.
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Making up.the Soviet contingent
are four teachers, a faculty member
from an instilute that trains teachers, two writers from a children's
nature publication, two representatives of centers for public education and an environmental education curriculum developer from the
State Committee for Public
Instruction.
Jacquot said anyone interested in
obtaining more information or in
pre-registering for the course
should call the Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education—at, Murray State at (502)
762-2500.

serued 5 p m.-8 p.m.

Pictured are (from left) Andrew Falwell, Matt Pate and John Drennon were Calloway County Middle School students attending the TIP
award ceremony May
at Western Kentucky University.

CCMS students participate
in TIP, statewide recognition
for academic aAkvement
Grundy Falwell, Pate is the son of
Donald and Linda Pate and Drennon
is the son of David and Tonya
Drennon.
Other-students selected to participate_ in the 1991 Talent Search were
Allison Binford, Scott Earwpocl,
Shawn Gore, Susan Hale, Alecia
Hargrove, Matt James, Nevada Kennedy,Jeremy Matheny,Adam Seiber,
Christina Thom, Debra Tucker, De,
rek VanderMolen,Molly Willis,Rhea
Ann Wright, and Kristie Hokans.
These students were selected to participate based on a score of 97% or
above on the CTBS.

Nitrate, phosphate levels
in Clark's River found safe
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Soviets and to gain a better understanding of the context in which
their Soviet counterparts are struggling to educate their young people
to become environmentally,responsible citizens, she said.
While in the Murray area. the
Soviets will visit .with Dr. Ronald
J. Kurth, University president, who
served twice as an attache at the
American embassy in Moscow during a 36-year career in the Navy.
Before leaving the U.S. at the
conclusion of the course, the Soviet
delegation will visit environmental
education centers at Western Kentucky University, the University of
North Carolina and Western Car-

*Monday-Thursday

Andrew Falwell, Matthew Pate and
John Drecthon, students at Calloway
County Middle School will be honored for their academic achievement
at a statewide ceremony on May-, 31 at
Western Kentucky University:. The
recognition ceremony is sponsored byThe Duke University Talent Identification Program (TIP) to salute
seventh-graders from Kentucky who
qualified in TIP's llth annual Talent
Search. All students invited to the
ceremony have earned scores on the
SAT or the ACT comparable to the
average scores of college-bound high
school seniors.
Falwell is the sort of Beth and
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She added that enrollment will
be limited to 25 in addition to the
international visitors. Students will
stay at the Youth Station in the
LBL.
Although Murray State has
offered an annual short-term summer conservation or environmental
education course for almost 40
years, it has never had such an
international dimension, she said.
"Not only does it give our Soviet
guests an opportunity to be
exposed to the excellent, welldeveloped environmental education
resources of TVA and Murray
State," she said, "but American
teachers benefit from a new perspective as well."
They will have the opportunity
to consider the global implications
of the issues they are teaching
through direct interaction with the

Nitrate and phosphate levels in
the Clark's River do not approach
critical levels found in some other
areas of the United States, according to Murray State University
research conducted by Charles
Leonard.
As part of his master's degree
research, Leonard measured nitrate
and phosphate levels in the Clark's
River above and downstream from
Murray from April through
November 1990 and compared-the
results with data from a similar
study done in 1970.
Leonard found that although
nitrate levels have increased since
1970, they remain within safe
Environmental Protection Agency
drinking water standards. Since soil
fertilization rates have not
increased and since no-till farming
has increased three-fold, it seems

MSU seniors are
named editors of
collegiate
publications
Two Murray State University
seniors have been named editors of
The Murray State News and the
Shield yearbook for the 1991-92
academic year.
Melanie Bucklin, a journalism
major and youth agency administration minor from Owensboro,
is the editor-in-chief of The Murray
State News, the student:produced
weekly newspaper published during
the fall and spring semesters. She
served as staff writer, assistant
news editor and news editor prior
to the promotion.
Bucklin is involved in the Society of Professional Journalists,
Order of Omega and Omicron
Delta Kappa. After graduation she
plans to be a newspaper reporter.
This summer she is working as an
intern with The Paducah Sun.
Jay Morehead, a print journalism
major and political science minor
from Bowling Green, will serve as
editor of the 1991-92 Shield yearbook. He served as sports editor
and assistant editor prior to being
named editor.
Morehead is a member of the
University Christian Student Center
and Kappa Tau Alpha honorary
journalism society. He is a summer
intern in the Fort Knox public
affairs office.

unlikely that the increase is due to
agriculture, Leonard said.
"It would appear that the
increase in nitrate levels is associated with leaching and runoff that
accompanies increased urbanization in rural areas of the
watershed," Leonard said.
The amount of phosphates which
Murray deposits into the river has
decreased since 1970, likely due to
fewer phosphate-based detergents
in, jot_ today, he said,
"More top-notch agronomists are
needed to work on conservation'
and environmental problems," said
Murray State agronomist Dr. John
Mikulcik, who directed the study.
Leonard, a graduate of Lowes
High School, earned a bachelor's
degree in agronomy from Murray
State in 1988, when he was recognized as one of 55 "Outstanding
Seniors in Agronomy."
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
David Leonard of Hickory

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Yourpersonalrelationshipsareinthe
spotlight now. Stay on your toes. A
promotion or raise is possible by late
summer. A change of lifestyle will
have multiple benefits in October.
Long-distance travel is likely before
the winter holidays. Avoid risky career and business gambles in early
1992. A former flame could re-enter
your life next spring.Do not repeat an
earlier mistake.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actress Dixie Carter,
jazzman Miles Davis, country singers Tom T, Hall and Jessi Colter.
,ARIES (March 21-April'19): A
friend or relative could try your patience. State your views calmly but
firmly. Collect unwanted household
items and donate them to a favorite
charity. Family chats are delightfully
informative.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Being inquisitive could help you
uncover a real bargain. Small children play an important role in your
domestic affairs today. Keep in touch
with someone who has helped you in
the past.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Change your spending habits to relieve a temporary financial strain.
• Buy in quantity whenever practical:
Your curiosity about a stranger could
lead to happy new romance—
CANC R (June 21-July 22):
Financial matters reckuire prompt attention. Seek experts advice if legal
questions are involved. Read the fine
print before signing contracts. Loved
one may feet neglected. Be more
attentive.
'LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Weekend employment could be the answer
to temporary financial woes. Enlist
family's help. Socializing will lift

your spirits this evening. Romance
looks more promising than in the
Pam.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22):Seek
quiet surroundings to complete important paperwork. A telephone call
or letter brings great news!Going out
with your pals tonight could be expensive; avoid going overboard.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocit. 22): Productivity is what counts most now.
Concentrate on working out the details before launching a project. Get
several bids if renovating. You could
lose out if you shilly-shally in romance.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21
Bowing out of the spotlight today i
gives you a chance to unwind. Make
a list ofyour priorities. You may need
to reorganize your life. A smalichild
-maks =important disclosure.. __
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Study a financial plan closely; it
could be right on the money! An
element ofsecrecy can benefit you in
some ways. Be ready to take direct
action. Romance may have to wait.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
The focus today is on your finances.
Find ways to increase your income.
Expensive travel is best postponed.
lige the fax or telephone. The direct
approach works best in romance.
AQUARIUS-(Jan;-20-Feb.You are a dynamic. healer of hearts
and homes today. Other People look
to you for guidance. You sparkle in a
group setting! Spending a quiet evening at home will recharge your batteries.
PISCES (P'eb. 19-March 20):`
Welcome surprising news today. A
message from someone at a distance.
boosts your ego. Expand your circle
of acquaintances you are tuned in
to the right crowd. Avoid talking
shop at parties.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are energetic.funny and open-minded. From an
early age these Geminis will display a strong interest in other people's beliefs
and customs. Born adventurers,they will want(olive abroad as Well as visit
there. Wiry and industrious, these children are unlikely to have a weight
problem.Theyenjoy athletics and often become avid campers or hikers.Their
somewhat Unpredictable behavior can'complicate their personal relationships.

*Friday & Saturday
wr Led 5 p.m.-9 p.m.

Open 4 p.m.

Hwy. 641

We, your elected Representatives from the First
Congressional District, encourage all of our constituents to participate in the Primary Election to be
held on Tuesday, May 28.
Remember to vote for all local and state offices.
We also endorse

BOB BABBAGE

for Secretary of State.
We feel he will not only be good for the state of
Kentucky, but also for our district in Western Kentucky.
ncerely,
Rep. Charles Geveden
1st District
Rep. Dick Castleman
2nd District
Rep. Albert Jones
3rd District
Rep. Rex Smith
4th District
Rep. Freed Curd
5th District
Rep. Richard Lewis
6th District
Rep. Sam McElroy
7th District
Rep. Ramsey Morris
8th District
Rep. Jim Bruce
9th District
Rep. Eddie Ballard
10th District
Rep. A. G. Pritchett
11th District
Rep. Dorsey Ridley
12th District
Rep. Preacher Nelson
15th District
— Pad tor by Eddie Ballard

fYou can now get a personalized daily horoscope from Jeane Dt%on based on your am% it birth date. It costs
only 95 cents per minute. Call I -900-9814-77111.1.
(To order a revised and updated copy o1Jean DiX011's best-selling book, Yesterday TtkiJ% and Foreser
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan,- send $K.95 plus SI postage and handling to
Di min, Andrews and MeWleel,.P.O. Box 4t4H50,Kairtas-Crty. Mn.b4141-. Make...beg:its payable to Anikeuo.
and Mc Mal.I

Contemporary Sofa with Solid Oak =
Trim and Matching Chair

Beer Prices Only Available
At Puryear Location

Transitional Sofa,
Loveseat and Chair
Sliced Fresh From Deli

SALE PRICE — 1299 Sofa

199 Loveseat
SALE PRICE — '149 Chair

SALE PRICE —
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MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR
Friday, May 24
Games/8 p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th Street
Extended, Mayfield.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Dance recital of Jane Marie's/7

p.m./Lovett Auditorium/MSU

iCont'd on page 7)

iTHEATRES

"Thelma & Louise"

Pemberton-Herndon wedding planned
JO'S DATEBOOK
Ms. Ashley Allen Pemberton and
Jason Wayne Herndon announce
their engagement and approaching
wedding.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Barth Pemberton of
Lexington.
She is the granddaughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Pryor Pemberton
and Mr. and Mrs. Cephas Bevine.
all of Lexington.
The groom-elect is the sop of
Jerry W. Herndon and Nancy . Atkins Crowe, both of Lexington.
He is the grandson of Ms. Euple
Atkins and the late Brent Atkins
and of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Herndon, Dover, Tenn. He is the greatgrandson of the late Mr.11and Mrs.
Carl Colson of Almo
Ms. Pemberton is a graduate of
Bryan Station High School and
attended the University of Kentucky. She is now manager of Pembenon's Florist.
Mr. Herndon is a graduate of
Bryan Station High School and of
Transylvania University. He is
employed in computer analysis by
ARDIS.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday, June 22. at
Central Christian Church.
Lexington..
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Ashlet Thurman will be spending
the three summer months marching with the Number Two Drum
and Bugle Corps in the World.
The Ca‘aliers Drum and Bugle
Corps, based in Rosemont, Ill.,
will tour the 1. nited States in
competition with other corps all
mer the world, ending their tour
in Dallas, Texas. for the Drum
Corps International World
Championships on Aug. 17.
This IS Ashley's fourth yearto
march with the Ca+aliers. Being
now the age of 21, this istbe last
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Four-H Babysitting Clinic Tuesday
The Four-H Babysitting Clinic will be Tuesday, May 28, in the annex of
Calloway County Public Library. Registration will begin at 9:30 a.m. and the
clinic will conclude at 2:30 p.m. Lunch will be provided, but participants will
need to bring a soft drink. All youth are invited, according to Jane H. Steely,
county agent in 4-H Development.

Class members' addresses needed

for Thurman School of Dance,
and his fa%orite hobby is water
skiing.

Helping /Witty as sponsors are
Bank of Murray and Peoples
Bank of Murray.

_The second reunion for the Cook families and _friends, formerly from..
between the rivers near Model and Rushing Creek, Tenn., will be Sunday,
May 26, at Paris Landing State Park. The event will be near the pool area. A
potluck meal will be served at 12 noon. A special invitation is extended to
anyone from Vinson school days. For- additional information call 753-5093,
evenings.

Elsie Thurman, is a sophomore
with a music education major at

Lovett, reunion on Sunday

Murray State University. He is
drum major of the MSU Racer
Band, teaches ballroom dancing

The family of Ella Lovett will have a reunion on Sunday, May 26, at 1:30
p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant, Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road, Murray. This will be a country buffet with cost being $4.95 plus tips per person.
For information call Ruth Lassiter, 753-4877, or Lottie Brandon, 753-3517.

irikonfors)
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Oakley reunion on Sunday
Oakley reunion will be Sunday, May 26, at 11 a.m. at the picnic area in
old Golden Pond in Land Between the Lakes. Each one should bring a potluck lunch and chairs for seating. For more information call 759-1734.

RENT-TO-OWN
I

Crutchfield reunion Saturday

•T.V.'s•VCR's•Appliances•Furniture..Stereos
"Now you have a choice!"
Hwy. 641 S

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

Willoughby reunion on Sunday

Cook reunion on Sunday

Thurman, son of Charles and

the m0.14.4.!

II141/4 Chest nut • 75:1-331 I
Onyn 11:am I. 111-nm

Calloway County High School Class of 1966 has planned its 25-yearreunion on Saturday, July 6. A coffee for class members and their families
and faculty members will be from 9 to 11 a.m. at Calloway County High
School. The dinnerand dance will start at 6:30 p.m. at Gums Center, Murray State University. 'Silver Threads to Golden Memories' will be the theme
of the reunion's festivities. Each class member has been mailed a letter with
instructions for reservations to be made by Friday, May 10. The class had
about 150 members which have all been located except for three who are
William E. Mart, Jerry Cowen and Ronald Webb. Any one having any information abbot these three members is asked to contact a member of the
class, according to Jim Kelly, a class member.

The family of Henry and Lela Willoughby will have a potluck reunion on
Sunday, May 26, from 12 noon to 5 p.m. at the pavillion in the Old City Park
section on Payne Street between North Eighth and North 10th Streets. All
family and friends are invited to the reunion. It is requested that persons
bring to the reunion old family photos and a favorite old recipe, handwritten
and signed, for a collection of recipes of family and friends. For further information, call Linda Chadwick, 753-1050, evenings.

year he will be eligible to march.
He will play one of the six mellaphones in the corps this summer.

EVERYDAY Starting 5/25
Relit

All retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
will meet Tuesday, May 28, at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. This is a special
event held each month by the group. For more information call Nancy
McClure or Lotte Brandon.

Thurman with special croup

935

"Only The Lonely"

Hospital retirees to meet

Ashley Allen Pemberton and
Jason Wayne Herndon to marry

9-05

_ at)

Rape Victim Services are accepted applications to fill four board vacancies occurring when July 1991 terms expire. The 15-member regional
governing board of directors is responsible for setting policy and procedures related to the operation of the rape center. Members are required to
attend board meetings the second Monday night of every other month and
a committee meeting on alternate board meeting months. Members are
selected so that the membership reflects a wide range of professions and
occupations. Representation from each of the nine county purchase area is
desired. Persons interested may apply by calling Carolyn Smith at
1-442.-7273 or by writing to Rape Victim Services, P.O. Box 8506, Paduc
cahi Ky. 42002-8506.
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"BACKDRAFT"

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

753-2600 _

Ashley Thurman in uniform

KURT RUSSELL - WILLIAM BALDWIN • SCOTT GLENN
JENNIFER JASON LEIGH •REBECCA DBMORNAY
DONALD SUTHERLAND AND ROBERT DE NIRO
Siientl, behind a door. k waits
One breath of oxygen
and it explode) in a fleadb rage.
In into ite,Lant it can ereate a hero...
tor (YAW'a tietrel-s,

The second Crutchfield School Reunion will be Saturday, May 25, at 10
a.m. at Shelter C near the parking area at Columbus Belmont State Park.
This is a small shelter so each one should bring lawn chairs. A basket lunch
will be served at 12 noon with each one bring food, drinks and eating utensils. This is for all teachers and students who ever attended Crutchfield
School. 'If you want to update last year's newsletter, bring it already written
out to give to Louise Herron Watson,' said Pauline Waggener of Murray,
class of 1937.

Bethel homecoming Sunday
Bethel United Methodist Church and Bethel Cemetery will have their
annual homecoming on Sunday, May 26. Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
with worship at 11 a.m. with the pastor, the Rev. Don Barnett, as speaker. A
potluck meal will be served at 12:30 p.m. followed by a gospel singing and
fellowship.

Pageant planned June 8
A little Miss and Mr. Western Kentucky Pageant will be Saturday, June 8,
at Kentucky Oaks Mall, Paducah. This is for children, 0 to 17, and each
must be pre-registered. For more information call 1-442-5472.

Susan Lax accepted at university
A Murray resident, Susan Lax, has been granted admission into FreedHardeman University, Henderson, Tenn., for the fall 1991 semester. A 1991
graduate of Calloway County High School, she is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Lax.
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Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wofford of Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn., are the parents of
a son, Collin Kirk, weighing five pounds eight ounces, born on Monday, April
29, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Kim
Eavenson. Paternal grandparents are Hugh and Viola Collins, Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn., and Bailey and Sara Wofford, Rt. 2, Buchanan. Maternal grandparents are Mike and Edith Eavenson, Rt, 1, Springville. A maternal greatgrandmother is Mrs. Aletha Eavenson of Union City, Tenn.

Starts May 24th-Matinees Start May 25th
Show Times
1:30, 4:00, 7:00, 9:35

Patients are dismissed

NEW SALON HOURS:
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8

Angela Edwards Herndon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Donald Herndon of Murray, was recently chosen to be a member of Cardinal Key at
Auburn University, Auburn, Ala. This is a junior class honorary. Herndon
was also elected as the School of Human Sciences vice president. She is a
member of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority and is active in the SGA.

For additional information
753-8084

Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the follow
ing: Linda L. Bennett and Carol Lee Simmons of Puryear, Tenn., and Vicki
E. Hosford of Murray, from Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.;
Leslie Humphreys of Murray, Willie Miller of Farmington, and Jeffrey Ramsey of Dexter, from Lourdes, Paducah
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Boren and Lane vows are solemnized

By JANE H. STEELY
Four-Mouth Development County Agent
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Some 22,000 young people
eagerly anticipate one of the highlights of their year coming up soon
— the beginning of 4-H summer
camp.
Dwight Crum, 4-H specialist
with the University of Kentucky's
Cooperative Extension Service,
said half of those participating in
the largest camping program in the
country will attend a summer resident camp at one of five Kentucky
locations.
The location of the camp for
Calloway County children is Dawson Springs.
The rest, he said, will participate
in day campgs closer to their
homes.
"Resident summer camps plus
local day camps all through the
year make Kentucky the national
leader in the total number of young
people who participate in 4-H
camps," Crum said.
Calloway County youth will
spend the week of July 8-12 at
camp. Other counties camping at
that time include Ballard, Fulton
and Marshall.
Parents who want to send their
children to 4-H camp still have
time to make arrangements. They
should call 753-1452 to make
reservations.
Children need not be affiliated
with 4-H to attend camp.
"Often. 4-11' camp is the first
experience many young peole have
with our Organization," Crum said.
"We're -glad to welcome anyone
from 9 to 14 years of age."
4-Hers will participate in swimming, volleyball, canoeing,
archery, boating and crafts among
other things.
Camps will be staffed with certified emergency medical technicians
and lifeguards, Crum said. About
3,000 adult volunteers and 140 professional staff members also will
be on duty.

Registration for Calloway County Public Library's annual Summer
Reading Program will begin Tuesday, May 28, and continue through
Tuesday, June 11
This year's Summer Reading Program will follow the theme of "Summer Splash" and will begin on Wednesday, June 12, continuing each
Wednesday through July 17.
"Reading Partners" will meet at 2 p.m. for one hour. This program will
be for preschoolers, 2 to 5, accompanied by a parent or adult.
Grade Schoolers will meet from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. This will be for students just completing kindergarten through grade 5.
"Summer Reading is a non-competitive, educational and entertaining
program designed to introduce children to the joy of recreational reading
and to keep children reading during their summer vacation," a library
spokesperson said.
"The loss of reading skills during the summer is a widely recognized
problem for school children. Studies have shown that library leading
programs stimulate interest in books, motivate children to read, and ignificantly improve reading test scores," the library staff member said.
Anyone interested in registering a child may do so by calling the
library at 753-2288.

Honey may be used
for healing wounds

CALENDAR
(Coned from page 6)

, at 1:30
ad, Murr person.
53-3517.

Wanda Barnhill, left, and Sandy Michael, members of Xi Alpha Phi
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi Sorority, discuss plans for the concessions
at the Fifth Annual Arts and Crafts Show to be Saturday and Sunday,
May 25 and 26, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.at Fenton Access Area, located
just across Eggner's Ferry Bridge, on Highway 68. A $1 per car parking fee will be received with proceeds going to Need Line, a service
organization designed to meet the immediate emergency needs of residents of Murray and Calloway County. This event was changed this
year to the Memorial Day weekend to accommodate the many visitors
and tourists in the area for the holidays.

Saturday, May 25
Arts and Crafts Show/sponsored
by Beta Sigma Phi/Fenton access
area on Highway 68 across from
Eggner's Ferry Bridge/9 a.m.-5
p.m.
Murray Independent System
wide breakfast/8 a.m./cafeteria of
Murray High School.

Sunday, May 26
Arts and Crafts Show/sponsored
by Beta Sigma Phi/Fenton access
area on Highway 68 across from
Eggner's Ferry Bridge/9 a.m.-5
p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open
12:30-4:30 p.m..

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/4 p.m./American Legion
Chapter M of P.E.O. Building, South Sixth and Maple
Sisterhood/10:30 a.m./home of Streets. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.
Mrs. N.T. Beal.
25, at 10
ate -Park.
ket lunch
ing utenrutchfield
y written
f Murray,

Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club/I2 noon/club
house.

Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

LBL events include Deer Up
Close!/9:15 a.m., Hawks and
Owls/11:30 a.m., Snakes
Alive/12:30 p.m., Red Wolves/1:30
p.m., Eagles Up Close!/2 p.m.,
Attracting Hummingbirds/3 p.m.,
WNC; Planetarium Show/12 noon,
2 and 3 p.m./GPVC; iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.,
Oxen
Working/2
pin./Homeplace-1850.

Dance/8 p.m.-12 midnight/Murray
Moose Lodge.
ave their
:30 a.m.
eaker. A
ging and

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

By 3-2-1 CONTACT
For AP New sfeatures
Start making room in your medicine cabinet for a jar of honey.
Why? Because some scientists
think honey may be a sweet treat7
ment for healing wounds.
For decades, doctors doubted
that honey had any. healing power.
But after reviewing past medical
research, Alimuddin Zumla, a doctor in England, now says honey
may be useful in treating some
conditions.
Zumla began his research after
watching African doctors use a
honey solution to treat an eye disease — and it worked! Later he
found studies showing honey kills
certain bacteria.
According to research, the sweet
stuff also speeds up the healing of
surgical wounds, skin ulcers and
burns.
"Honey is extremely thick,
which allows it to absorb water
from swollen tissue," says Zumla.
"It also helps clean the wound and
protect it from further infection. So
it's time the medical world gives
honey its proper recognition."(But
until more scientists prove honey is
a sticky solution, don't use it on
any cuts.)

The wedding of Miss Tina Marie
Boren and Mark Alan Lane, both
of Cadiz, was solemnized on Saturday, April 20.
The vows were said at 6 p.m. at
Conaldson Creek Baptist Church,
Cadiz. The Rev. AWrchie Brock
officiated.
Music was by Jerri Ameue Crenshaw of Hopkinsville.
The bride is the daughter of
Robert and Marlene Boren of
Cadiz.
Parents of the groom are Jimmie
and Vickey Lane, also of Cadiz.
Escorted by her father, the bride
wore the wedding dress worn by
the mother of the groom at her
wedding. It was a street length
candleligtht satin dress with lace
overlay and featured a large satin
bow at the back waist with streamers which came to a point. The fitted bodice featured a scooped
neckline and 3/4 length sleeves that
came to a point at the wrists. A
blusher and pearl sprayed waist
length veil was attached to a half
crown covered with lace embellished seed pearls.
The bride carried a cascading
bouquet of pink roses and blue and
pink peonies, accented with candlelight lace and pink streamers.
Mrs. Roberta (Bobbi) Norrid of
Hopkinsville, sister of the bride,
was matron of honor. She wore a
pink taffeta dress.
The father or the groom served
as best man.
A reception, hosted by the
bride's parents, followed in the
Fellowship Hall of the church. .
Camille Stewart of Versailles,
sister of the groom, and Sherry
Walker and Pam Freeman, Cadiz,
served. Margaret Sumner of Cadiz
coordinated the reception.
After a cruise to the Bahamas,
the new Mr. and Mrs. Lane are
residing at Cadiz.
.
The bride is employed at Trigg

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Alan Lane
married in church ceremony
County Farmers Bank, Cadiz. The
groom is employed at Kentucky
Machine & Engineering, Cadiz.
The groom's parents were hosts
for a rehearsal dinner held at their
home.
Bridal events given in honor of

the couple included a shower by
Camille Stewart at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmie Lane, Cadiz; a
personal shower hosted by Pat
Shelton at her home; a household
shower by Roberta Norrid and
Kathy Thomas at the Norrid home..

Quick-to-fix sandwich recipe given
NEW YORK (AP) — For a
quick-to-fix sandwich, spread a
mixture of vegetables and cheese
and bake on English muffin halves
in the microwave oven. Your sandwich will. be -ready in about 5
Minutes.
Swiss Cheese-Veggie
1 cup shredded Swiss cheese (4
ounces)
1 cup shredded zucchini or
carrots
VI cup chopped tomato
V2 cup cup thinly sliced small
cauliflowerets
2 tablespoons mayonnaise or
salad dressing
/1 4 teaspoon salt
Y2 teaspoon dried dillweed, if
desired
3 English muffins, cut in -half
and toasted
Mix all ingredients except muffins. Spread mixture evenly over
muffin halves. Arrange on a
microwave-safe rack in a
microwave-safe dish. Cook uncovered on high (100 percent power)
for 3 to 4 minutes, or until hot and
bubbly. Makes 6 open-face
sandwiches.
Nutrition information per serving: 150 cal., 7 g pro., 10 g carb., 9

g fat; 15 mg chol., 360 mg sodium,
165 mg potassium. U.S.RDA: 10
percent vii. A, 8 percent vit. C, 4
percent thiamine, 6 percent ribotla-

yin, 2 percent niacin, 20 percent
calcium, 2 percent iron.
(Recipe from: "Betty Crocker
Super Snacks")

Rules • T-Squares •-. Acrylics • Pawls
Oils • Water Colors • Canvas and much more!
Custom Framing - Vacuum Mounting - Shrink Wrapping

COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL
Service,N1ASTER of the Lakes

759-1707

MEMORIAL WEEKEND
SUPER SPECIALS

LBL events include Deer Up
Close!/9:15 a.m., Hawks and
Owls/11:30 a.m., Red Wolves/1
p.m., Eagles Up Close!/2 p.m.,
Hike to Honker/3 p.m./WNC:
Planetarium Show/I2 noon, 2 and 3
p.m./GPVC; Iron Industry/10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Sheep Shearing
and Wool Working/1-4
p.m./Homeplace-1850.
That's how nany Kentuckians read a dailyitgi
vspaper. Daily. Everyday.
Every single day.
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And they're spending more time with today's newspaper.•58 percent spend
at least 30 minutes each day reading today's newspapers.
Before you send your advertising dollars packing,invest your money wisely,
inyestln newspaper advertising. 1493,345 Kentuckians can't be wrong...and
you won't be either by putting your message right in the hands of your customers.

Features: 'Roast Beet 'Baked Greek Chicken 'Baked Ham 'Six (6) Assorted
Vegetables 'Cobblers 'Cake •Banana Pudding 'French Bread

Every Thursday Fashion Show 12 Noon
Fashions 8 Models From The Susie 0 Shoppe

Newspaper advertising -it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.
Call 753-1916
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Sunday Noon Buffet

Miiiray Ledger & Times

I I,diva Ohms

We Accept Reservations for Small or Large Parties, Receptions, Group Meetings.
We Festers In House Catering From Primo Rib To Seafood Ballet Ts Breakfast Met Upon Request

Hwy. 641 S., Murray, KY 753-1505

MAJESTIC R i YALE • MAJESTIC R I YALE • MAJESTIC R I YALE
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Murra-Calloway County Senior Citizens recently helped stuff the
by
10,000 plastic eggs used for the annual Easter Egg Hunt sponsored
Bass,
lames
photo,
right
top
Radio Station ‘1SJP. Pictured, from left,
Plomer Futrell, Beulah Burks, Jean Willoughby, Herman Johnson,
left photo, Marie Wilseated, Lockie Foster and Ludean Bass; top
Hilda Whitnell, Wes
Massey,
011ie
liams. Nlattie Thomas, Carl %Bier,
Lovett, Verble LewErma
Byrd,
Jewell
seated,
Darnell,
Fulton. Bead
Bucy, Elvie Carson,
Lena
is and t)aiss Lou Boyd; bottom side photo,
stated, Maggie
Boyd,
Lalla
Ford,
Alpha
Ethel Walker, iya Ellis,
Bailey.
Jessie
and
Roberts
Muria!
Cunningham,
Trilby
Pruitt.

Murray Chapter No. 1465 of Women of the Moose recently made a
donation to the local Fraternal Order of Police. Melodic Jones. center.
Murray police officer, accepts the donation from Wanda aughn. left.
junior graduate regent, and Edna Bogard, right, senior regent. of th5
_Murray Chapter of W.O.T.M.

Gumbel talks of 'Today' show
NEW. YORK (AP).- Today"
co-host Bryant Gumbel predicts
NBC's revamped morning show
will he back on top by January.
ABCs "Good Morning America" has been first in the ratings
among the networks' morning news
shows for 72 weeks.

Richard Pryor has
multiple sclerosis

•

LOS ANGELES (API .Richard Pryor has suffered from.
multipfe sclerosis tor five years.
says a .spokesman for the j/14:11.1Tcomedian.
Guv McElvvaine said 'hurski,iy
that 15ry,or's MS is M-rernission-and
is not life-threatening.
MS is a degenerative disease o!
the central nervous sy stem. Its
ca.,;se is .unknown. and its sy mp,
toms can include numbness. tre`mors and disturbarxes in vision.
speech. balance and -coordination.
The 50-year-old Pryor Just finished filming "Another You.about a compulsive cheat. played
_Gene Wilder. vvhose.,outrageous
-.;:es --teat -10--rany - goingsoon..Wilder and Pryor have starred.
'5.11vcr Streak:
Crazy.' and "Hear No Evil. See
No' Evil."

Photos by Verona Grope

"We'll.. celebrate our 40th
anniversary in style - as No. 1."
Gumbel told NBC affiliates and
.adverlisers .Thursday. "Today"
began on Jan. 14, 1952.
Gumbel's opinion was seconded
at the meeting by NBC News President Michael Gartner. who last
year admitted we screwed up the
'Today' show" with • personnel
changes • that involved the departure
of lane Pauley.

Most popular
video sales and
rentals released

,
Jacqueline 011aSS1S
•letter is published
•
NEW YORK (AP)- JaCquelMe

By Associated Press

Kennedy Onassis says she's •"Pas'slortate----about --- preserration'L of
architecture and her(tage.
In a letter to Parade magazine,
published in the upcoming
weekend edition, Mrs. Onassis
encourages people to think about
.saving architecture as part of their
efforts to preserve the environment.
"We are the only country in the
• world that trdshes its old buildings.
. old neighborhoods. Too late we
realize how much we need them,"
•
-she *Mte,-•
Members of Murray Music Teachers Association presented their students in recital, "Let's Welcome
."youth is leading .the fight to
Spring." on Saturday, April 13, in Recital Hall Annex, Doyle Fine Arts Complex, Murray State Uniiersity.
..save eplanet... Why not.also -fight . Pictured. top photo, are;from left, top row. Robyn Dick, Erica Row lett, Melody Parker, Jane Herndon,
for some of the great old buildings
Kelley Tra‘is. Jenny Wood, middle row, Kimberly Stalls, Amy Wood, Ellen Carpenter, Juli YOO, Carolyn
asked.
on it?"
Jackson. first row, J.T. Harrington, Susie Richter and Ashley (lough; bottom photo. are, from left, back
row, Tiler Williams, Jenni Pigg, Stacy Schroader, Nathan Hughes, middle row, Matthew Yezerski, Elizabeth ‘Ilen, Emily Cutini, Whitney Price, and first row,.Glenn Timmons, Corrie Reinhardt and Ryan
Cieb.

Ross Insurance Agency

*ir

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
753-0489

6th & Main
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The following are the most
popular videos as they appear in
May 27th issue of Billboard magazine. Copyright 1991, Billboard
Publications, Inc. Reprinted with
permission.
VIDEO SALES
1."The Jungle Book" (Disney)
2."Pretty Woman" (Touchstone)
3."Ducktales the Movie" (Disney)
4."The Little Mermaid" (Disney)
5."Three Tenors in Concert" (London)
6 "Peter Pan" (Disney)
7."Richard Simmons: Sweaun' to the Oldies" (Warner)
8 "Rocky & Bullwinkle: Vol. I" (Buena
Vista)
9."Playboy Sexy •Lingerie III" (HBO)
10 "Desert Storm: The War Begins"
Mutant Ninla Turtles: The
"T
.e
(Turn
11eenage
(Family)
(i
r Fvanmg
Miss Daisy" (Warner)
(Warner Reprise)
13."Voices that Care" .
14."Steel Magnolias" '(RCA-Columbial
15 "Playboy's '1991 Playmate of the
Year" (HBO)
i6."Rocky & Bullwinkle: Vol. II" (Buena
Vista)
17."Michael Jordan's Playground" (CBS)
18 "Rocky & Bullwinkle• Vol. III" (Buena
Vista)
19 "The Sound of Music" (Fox)
20."Star Trek V. The Final Frontier"
(Paramount)
VIDEO RENTALS
1.(-Ghost" (Paramount)
2."Marked for Death'' (Fox)
3"The Bonfire of the Vanities" (Warner)
4."Presumed Innocent" (Warner Bros.)
5."Pacific Heights" (Fox)
6.':Three Men and a Little Lady'
(Touchstone)
7."The Jungle ^Disney)
8."Rocky V" (MGM-UA)
9."Memphis Belle" (Warner)
10."Miiler's Crossing" (Fox)
11."Ouigley Down Under" (MGM-UA)
12.-Havana" .(MCA-Universal)
13 "Mr Destiny" (Touchstone)
14."Flatliners" (RCA-Columbia)
15."Sibling Rivalry" (Nelson)
16."Wild.at Heart" (Media)
17."Narrow Margin" (Live)
18."Arachnophobia" (Hollywood)
19."Child's Play 2" (MCA-Universal)
20."White Palace" (MCA-Universal)

Chocolate may
become threat
to dog if eaten

ial Name - Broker
(SU)7594191

SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE!

By BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS
A Meredith Magazine
For AP Newsfeatures
Many dogs wolf down as much
chocolate as they can find. That's
why the sweet treat poses such a
threat to them, reports Better
Homes and Gardens magazine.
Eating even a little chocolate can
create a severe reaction in a small
dog. Dogs arc more likely than cats
to become poisoned by eating chocolate, because felines are generally more discriminating eaters.
The most dangerous delicacy is
baking chocolate, which contains
almost 10 times the active ingredient, theobromine, of milk chocolate. One ounce of cooking chocolate or part of a 1-pound bag of
candy-coated chocolate pieces can
be life threatening to a pet weighing up to 10 pounds.
A dog's reactions to chocolate
range from vomiting and diarrhea
to seizures and death. Other possible side effects include restlessness, frequent urination, irregular
heartbeat, overactivity and tremors.
Symptoms may not appear for
several hours. Even after the pet
has been treated by a veterinarian,
complete recovery may take several days.
If it is knOwn or suspected that a
pet has eaten a large amount of
chocolate, contact a veterinarian
immediately.

May 22 thru 25
0 Days Same As Cash
With approved credit,

Tiffany In Stock 65 oz.........._._.?8

Large Selection
of

sq. yd.
7 Star Top of Line

Short Roll Carpets,
Vinyl and Remnants,
Starting at $288 sq. yd. & up

$3.29 & up
Sculptured Carpet
$2.88 & up
Astro Turf
Philadelphia Short Roll of Carpet
$7.99 tN, yd.
high quality

Come and see the WKYQ RABBIT
Sat. at the BIGGEST YARD SALE
EVER at the Carpet & Vinyl Store'
Special - Unheard of deals!
We've got vinyl floor covering, astro
turf, commercial, plush trackless &
• car & marine carpet. --:-.

No reasonable offer refused! All rugs
will be sold. 100's to choose from.
Dealers & builders welcome.
Large rolls will be inside at special
prices so come on down & see the
Georgia Boy & the WKYQ RABBIT.

Reg. $17.,66

Wall
7

Star Top of Line ACE
Sale 12.99

Exterior

Reg. '21.36

Star
Interior Flat ACE

5 Star
Exterior White ACE.

5

9/18" 6 lb. Density
11.15 yd.
Rebond Pad

I/2" 31/2 lb. Density
.99 yd.,
Rebond Pad....

Interior Flat

10.99

Sale

fiat

AICE

Reg. '13.99

1Vill Not Knowingly Be Undersold

CARPET 8 VINYL STORE

MURRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY

Look For Old Steam Engines
641 South on Hazel Hwy.

Inc.

753-0074

Murray, Ky.
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Dramatic increases in AIDS battle, but disease is outpacing efforts
WASHINGTON (AP) — From
truck stops in Tanzania to movie
houses in Uganda, AIDS prevention is making dramatic strides but
is still losing the race to the deadly
disease, a government report said
Thursday.

In an annual report to Congress
on AIDS, the Agency for International Development said Africa
continues to be the continent most
affected by acquired immune deficiency syndrome, with close to six
million adults infected by the

report said.
The report on prevention and
control of AIDS in the developing
world highlights several programs,
including one to distribute condoms at truck stops in the eastern
African country of Tanzania.

AIDS-producing HIV virus and
700,000 adult AIDS cases.
Unless effective prevention
programs arc started now, the same
thing could occur in many countries of Asia, the Near East, Latin
America and the Caribbean, the

Defendent judged competent to stand trial
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OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — A
man once convicted of threatening
the life of George Bush has been
found competent to stand trial for
allegedly attempting to kill a federal parole officer.
But the U.S. Attorney's Office
reported that a mental evaluation
also found that David Allen Russell
Was insane at the time of the
incident.
Russell, 24, is accused of carrying a gun into the federal building
in Owensboro on Oct. 10 and trying to kill officer Ron Smith. Russell is being held in the Daviess
County Detention Center without
bond on an attempted murder
charge. .,-In the fall of 1988, he wrote letters to the White House threatening
the life of George Bush and carrieda gun to a Bush rally in Owensboro
in September 1988.
Russell pleaded guilty in March •

1989 to charges relating to the
Bush incident and received a
22-month prison term, which he
completed in the spring of 1990.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Hancy
Jones III said the federal Bureau of
Prisons had conducted a mental
evaluation of Russell and issued its
report last week.
Jones requested the evaluation in
December saying the government
had reason to believe Russell is
insane or so mentally incompetent
that he is unable to understand the
proceedings or assist in his
defense.
Jones said the report claims that
Russell was insane at the time, but
now is able to assist in his own
defense, "Ile will be relying on the
insanity defense," Jones said.
What will happen to Russell is
"a question for a jury to decide,"
Jones said.

Ethiopia's besieged capital
is reported calm and busy
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia (AP) ammunition.
"We had no captains," said
— War came to the doorstep of
Ethiopia's capital today, but Gebremedhim. "They fled when
nobody seemed to notice.
the president left and the fighting
With rebels reported only 12
was fierce, so we came back to the
miles west of Addis Ababa, the
City.
"We arc brothers with our
city's marketplace teemed with
enemy. We want peace. We are
shoppers, cars and trucks competed
with donkeys and an occasional
tired of the war and the lighting. I
camel on the streets, and foreigners
will go home now to my family.'
frolicked in the pool and on the
As he finished speaking, a white
tennis courts of the leading hotel.
and
blue taxi van pulled up in front
Even the army seemed relaxed.
The tanks and hundreds of sol- of the station and four more deserdiers hurriedly deployed around the ters piled out.
Small oblongs of fresh paint
presidential palace on Thursday
were missing and only the usual stood out on the grimy walls of
guards stood at its gates.
many shops, marking the place
"Of course, a lot of people are where until Thursday a framed picworried:. said Farsis Wolde as he ture of the former President Menfilled an order in his small pharma- gistu Haile Mariam had hung.
cy. "But we've already had one
The Marxist leader resigned aq
terribTe—gOvernnient. Can it get fled- the -- country-Tuesdar-eridityworse?"
almost two decades of ruthless,
Waiting at the old, ramshackle dictatorial rule. The Council of
Ethiopia-Djibouti railway station State, once his chief policy board,
for a train to take him home, quickly ordered his likeness
Gebremedhim Workind, 28, obvi- removed from all homes, offices,
ously hoped things were going to shops and public places.
get better for him.
"I looked at that photo for so
Unshaven and bleary eyed, many years I almost miss it,"
Gebremedhim was one of about 20 Deborah Maker said as she stared
army deserters from the western at the blank spot on the wall of her
front lounging at the station. All jewelry shop. "But I'm glad he's
wore tattered, dirty uniforms and gone. You can't know how glad we
most still carried their weapons and all are he's gone."

Carson officially bows out
as 'Tonight Show' host
NEW YORK (AP) — After • about when and if he'll leave the
years of saying maybe, Johnny show, hut had said in an interview
Carson has made it official. He has with the Los Angeles Times last
told NBC affiliates that in next • month that "I think I would be
May he'll end what will have been hard put to go beyond 30 years. I
a 30-year reign as host of the can't imagine going any farther
than that."
"Tonight" show.
Thursday afternoon, he made it
NBC spokesman Curt Block
declined today to comment -on spe- official at a meeting of NBC affiliculation that Jay Leno, 41, Car- ates at Carnegie Hall. He told the
son's permament substitute host on executives from 209 stations that
the late-night show since June "This will be my last year I'm
1987, will succeed the silver-haired doing the show. My final broadcast
will he on May 22, 1992."
Carson.
The New York Post said in
In April, Carson, 65, signed a
one-year extension of a today's editions that Carson's sidemultimillion-dollar contract that kick on "Tonight," Ed McMahon,
would also retire next year.
gives him 15 weeks of vacation
Carson first appeared as host of
every year. In recent years, he has
been host of "Tonight" only three the show as a guest host in 1958,
sitting in for Jack Parr. He became
nights a week.
He also has been ambigious permanent host in October 1962.

Russell's attorney, Richard Flaherty, said he agreed with the finding that Russell would be able to
stand trial. "David Russell is not
incompetent to stand trial," Flaherty said.

The alleged attack on Smith
occurred about a week after Russell
was released from Western State
Hospital where he had undergone a
mental evaluation, according to his
mother, Beatrice Russell.

Hatch says Sen. Edward M. Kennedy
acknowledged he should quit drinking
BOSTON (AP) — Sen. Edward
NI. Kennedy reportedly has acknowledged to his friend, Sen. Orrin
Hatch, that he should stop drinking
but made no promises.

but clearly if he didn't want a drink
he wouldn't have gone out that
night (in Palm Beach, Fla.)"
Kennedy's 'nephew, 'William
Kennedy Smith, has been charged
with sexual battery, the legal term
for rape in Florida, while staying at
the family estate there Easter
weekend.

In an interview with the Boston
Herald published Wednesday,
Hatch described a recent talk he
had with the Massachusetts
Democrat.
"I said, 'It's time to change. It's
time to quit- drinking,— the Utah
Republican said. "He (Kennedy)
said, 'I know.' He knew I was
right.

According to police documents,
Kennedy woke up'Nis son Patrick
and Smith to go out for drinks the
night before the alleged rape.

At one stop, a *est house owner abusers, infected blood or blood
with the nickname "Bwana Con- products, and from infected predom" and his associates were said gnant women to their offspring.
The chief victims of AIDS have
to distribute about 20,000 a month.
Other successes noted by the been homosexual men and
report include a social marketing intravenous drug abusers. Health
program that has sold over 2 mil- officials estimate that heterosexual
lion condoms in Cameroon, a tele- contact is responsible for 4 percent
vision campaign in the Dominican of cases and that between 1 million
Republic and a movie, financed by and 1.5 million Americans have
the agency, shown commercially in been exposed to the virus. More
Uganda.
than 100,000 Americans have died
"We have developed and honed of AIDS.
The number of AIDS cases wodthe tools needed to fight the disease. We know how to prevent and dw ide since the disease first
control its,spread," said Ronald W. -appeared in the early 1980s is now
Roskcns, administrator of the agen- estimated at 1.2 million, with the
cy, in a letter accompanying the number infected by the virus
approaching 10 million, the report
report.
But, he said, AIDS "is outpac- said.
It said.some of the most alarming our efforts to contain it."
The- report noted projections by ing increases in AIDS and HIV
the World Health Organization that infection have been outside Africa:
a cumulative total of up to 25 mil- *In Bangkok, Thailand, HIV infection among drug users is up from
lion people could be infected with
AIDS by the end of the decade, less than 1 percent in 1988 to 50
percent in 1990.
including 10 million infants and
*In Bombay, India, infection in a
children. .
group of 1,000 prostitutes rose
The incurable disease is spread
most often through sexual contact, from 1.6 percent to 23 percent in
less than two years.
needles or syringes shared by drug

-

Leading tenor receives
a punch at the opera

LONDON (AP) -- Off-stage
sings the role of hording', Ferranpassions bubbled to the surface at do's sweetheart.
Hatch said he did not think the the Glyndbourne Opera when a
In. the opera,. friends Guglielmo
incident has interfered with Ken- chorus singer punched the star
and Ferranti° successfully Woo
nedy's Senate work or would tenor in Mozart's "Cosi fan tuttc,"
each other's lovers, Fiordiligi. and
prompt him to retire when his term all for love of the leading lady.
Dorabella respectively, while in
expires in 1994.
Chorister David Ellis apparently
disguise — losing a bet to an
"If he does drink, he becomes was angered
acquaintance who said the women
by the intensity of
very jovial. He's not mean or spite- American
would he unfaithful.
tenor Kurt Streit's ,stage
ful, or rotten," Hatch said of Ken- embrace
of soprano Amanda Roonedy and also said Kennedy and
The newspaper said that to avoid
croft — Ellis' off-tagergirlfriend.
his brothers were taught to "work
So last Friday, Ellis, 22,, con, another, confrontation, Ellis was
hard and play hard.
moved to the chorus of Mozart's
fronted Streit in the opera's aptly
serious- opera —
"If he made up his mind to quit, named Wallop Hall restaurant and
with a much milder love interest —
struck a blow for his lady.
he could do it," Hatch said. "I'm
The star went to the hospital for about a king who must sacrifice his
trying to help him. I consider him a
friend. I don't mean to be moraliz- first aid, the chorus singer was son.
transferred to another opera and the
ing. I think a real friend will tell
show went on.
him (to quit drinking).
"There was a single, sharp blow
in
the Wallop Hall restaurant but
He also said Kennedy could
Mr. Streit did not hit back,"
inspire others if he quit drinking
Glyndbourne spokeswoman Helen
alcohol and smoking cigars.
O'Neill confirmed Thursday.
"Boy, would that set a standard
"There were apologies all round
— if he quit drinking and smoking.
and it's a1,1 blown over now,- she
He's been a great legislator. I'd
likejp se; him_ be a great example _ said. Streit, who had a small cut on
-----tris-tficektynne71fidft't rti5S- a- per—
as well:" Hatch said.
formance, she said.
London's Evening Standard
newspaper said Ellis felt that Streit,
in the role of Ferrando, had
become a little- too enthusiastic in
embracing and kissing Miss RooCroft The 24:year-old Soprano
bullpen area about 2 a.m., he said.
"There was no way my people
were negligent," Combest said.
About 20 prisoners were in the
22-bed bullpen with Bolin at the
time, Henderson Police Lt. Robert
Meadows said.
No other prisoners lodged in the
bullpen area attempted to stop the
beating, Meadows said.
Meadows and Combest said an
inmate shouted for jail deputies on
an intercom system after the
alleged beating ceased. Two jailers
Located in University Square
N. 12th 51.
found Bolin unconscious on the
floor and bleeding from the head.
The jail was designed to hold 70
prisoners, but Combest said the
inmate population has reached
more than 100 at times.
Combest said the jail is too small
and has too few rooms to allow
him to classify prisoners according
to their alleged crimes.
Charged with first-degree assault
in the jail incident are two Henderson men, Steven Hayden, 25, and
Rodney Lee Deno, 21, and two
Evansville men, Joe Edward
Deweese 23, and Roland Tyler, 27.
Deno and Deweese had been
jailed on burglary charges. Hayden
and Tyler had been charged with
failure to pay child support, officials said.

"He acknowledged it would be
better for him not to drink. He
knows sooner or later he must
come to grips with these things."
Ilaich, a close triend of the liberal Kennedy despite their differences in political philosophy,
described Kennedy as an evening
drinker and said he did not think
Kennedy has a Severe drinking
problem or that drinking has hindered Kennedy's work in the
Senate.
Kennedy spokesman Paul Donovan, declined to comment Wednesday on Hatch's remarks, the Herald
said.
A devout Mormon, Hatch said he
thought it would do Kennedy a lot
of good to quit. "I've watched him
-go-on those liquid diets for months
on end when he didn't take a
darned_slrink
Hatch
. ..
"I don't think he's an alcoholic,

Jailer blames overcrowding
of facility for beating of inmate
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) —
Henderson County Jailer Jackie
Combest is blaming overcrowding
for the beating of an inmate, who
was attacked after telling fellow
prisoners that he was arrested for
sexually assaulting a child.
Willard Eugene Bolin, 43, of
Henderson suffered a fractured
skull and was listed in critical condition at Deaconess Hospital in
Evansville, Ind., early today,
according to a hospital
spokeswoman.
Four inmates have been charged
with beating him early Wednesday
after he told them he had been
arrested for sexually assaulting a
child, police said.
Combest said he has been_pteading with the county's fiscal court
for five years for a new jail. Last
spring the Kentucky Corrections
Cabinet told the fiscal court that
the jail may be closed if state standards for cell size and security
weren't met.
Bolin suffered multiple skull
fractures in the incident which
occurred between 2 a.m. and 2:30
a.m. CDT in one of the bullpen
areas of the detention center, Cornbest said.
One of the three jailers on duty
for the 76 inmates checked the
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Churches rd elease information about Sunday's services

Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, May 26,
as follows:
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guest will speak at 7 p m service
Grace Baptist
Mancil Vinson will be deacon of the
The Rev Robert Johnson, pastor,
week. Steve Littlefield will direct the
will speak at 830 and 10 50 am and
music with Lisa Ray and Gina Scaggs 6 p m services Noble Bray
will be
as accompanists. Armed Forces serdeacon of the week. Kevin Rudicil will
First Christian
vice will be recognized The Sanctuary
direct the music with Dwane Jones
Dr. David C. Roos, pastor, will
Choir will sing 'Almighty God" at mornand Susan Jones as accompanists.
speak about 'Lead by the Spirit" with
ing service, The Youth Choir will sing
Faye Stephens will sing at 8 30 and
scripture from Acts 10 44-48 at 1045
"Peace that Passes Understanding" at
Adult Choir at 10.50. Sunday School
a m. service. The Chancel Choir will
evening hour. Sunday School will be at
will be at 9.45 a.m., Deacons' meeting
sing an anthem, 'I Know That My
9-30 a m , Mission Friends at 10.45
at 2 p.m. and Adult Choir at 5.15 p.m.
Redeemer Lives, with Lee Kern as
a.m . Acteens at 445 p.m., Youth
Lake-Land Apostolic
director. Assisting will be Carmen GarChoir at 5:50 p.m., Discipleship Train- C..,
The Rev. James H Cain, pastor,
land, Barbara Pursley, Vivian Sykes,
ing, GAs, RAs and Sign Language
will present a lesson entitled "The
David Poynor, Bailey Gore, Benny
Class at 6 p m
Word, Faith and Works' in the 10 a.m.
Maddox, Terry Hart, Robert Hopkins,
New Concord
preaching/teaching session. EvangeLynn Griffiths, Ann McKeel, Anita PoyChurch of Christ
listic service will begin at 6 p.m.
nor, Marilyn Stickler, Charlie Williams,
Lake Riley will be guest speaker at
Memorial Baptist
Don Wilson and Rob Williams. Sunday
10 a.m. and 6 p.m. services Assisting
The Rev Jim Simmons, pastor, will
School will be at 930 a.m., Junior
will be Ed Hendon, Junior McCage,
speak at 10-50 a.m. and 7 p.m. serHigh at 4:30 p.m., and Senior High at
Jason Haley, Van Pittman, Chad Stubvices. Assisting will be Bruce Thomas,
5.30 p.m.
blefield, W.T. Patterson, Hugh Fuqua,
deacon of the week. Curt Simmons,
First Presbyterian
W.D. McCuiston, Glen McCuiston and
minister of music, will direct the music.
Sallie Guy will speak about 'SojourEddie Stubblefield. Bible classes will
Kathy Alexander will play an offertory
ners not Sightseers' with scripture
be at 9 a m and 5:30 p m.
and the Sanctuary Choir will sing
from Hebrews 11 and 12 at 10:45 a.m.
Westside Baptist
'There Is A Redeemer' at morning
service. Pat Bomba will be organist.
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
hour. Sunday School will be at 9:40
Assisting will be Robert Boss, Jae Belspeak about 'Home Improvements —
a.m., Teachers meeting, Disciple
cher and Carleen Belcher. Church
The Husband As the Model of Love"
Training, Preschool Choir, Music MakSchool will be at 9_30 a.m.
with scripture from Ephesians 5:25-33
ers, Young Musicians and Youth Choir
St. John's Episcopal
at 1030 a.m. service and about "Datat 6 p.m.
Trinity Sunday will be celebrated
ing Tidbits: What You Sow Is What
University
with the Holy Eucharist at 8 and 1030
You Reap' with scripture from GalaChurch of Christ
a.m. Fr. Andre Trevathan will preside
tians 6:7-9 at 6 p.m. service. Tommy
Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak
and preach, assisted by Elizabeth
Scott will direct the music with Patsy
about `Message of Philippians" at 10
Whitmer, Barbara Ahlenius and Jim
Neale and Sherma Scott as accoma.m. service. A Songfest will be at 6
Schempp.
panists. The Adult Choir will sing -How
p.m. service. Ernie Bailey will direct
Eastwood Baptist
MajestiGAII Creatures Of Our God and
the song service. Assisting will be Dan
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will speak
King' and Mr. Scott will song 'The MisDavis, Sherrill Gargus, Danny Claiborabout "Where Are the Dead' at 11
sion.' Jackie Willie will sing "The Altar'
ne, Bob Melugin, Pete Waldrop, Gary
a.m. service and about 'Diotrephes
at evening hour. Sunday School will be
Johnson, Rick Murdock, Max Cleaver,
and Demetrius' at 6 p.m. service. Greg
at 9:30 a.m. and Adult Choir at 5 p m
Barry Johnson, Ronnie Geurin, Ronald
Mayall will direct the music with April
First United Methodist
Wisehart, Steve Spiceland, Richard
Mack and Susan Reynolds as accomThe Rev. Nowell Bingham, pastor,
Smith, Chuck Wilson and Jim Darnell.
panists. Gunner Nance and Tom Holwill speak at 830 and 10:50 a m. serBible classes will be at 9 a.m.
derby will sing solos at morning hour.
vices. Acolytes will be Jeremy Hunt
St. Leo Catholic
The Children's Choir will sing and
and Brad Wilson, Susan Taylor will
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday
Loma Borders and Richard Lomax will
sing a solo at 8:30. The Chancel Choir •and 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday with Fr.
sing solos at evening hour. Assisting
with Kim Black as director and Joan
Larry McBride as pastor. Assisting will
will be the Rev. Steve Todd, the Rev.
Bowker as organist will sing an
be Nathan Reed, Jason Tidwell, Karen
Randolph Allen, Rick Beam, Brent
anthem, The Time For Singing Has
Balzer, Simone Taylor, Robert Taylor,
Evans, Calvin Todd, Max Dowdy, John
Come' at 10:50. Church School will be
Victor Fromm, Lynn Fromm, Richard
Brittain, Anthony Manning, Bob Tanat 9.45 a.m., Junior High UMYF at 5
Kirby, Matthew Pate, Cheryl Gressler,
ner, David Lee and Michael Cutini.
p.m. and Senior High UMYF at 6 30
Mike Stepto, Paul Maggard, Lorraine
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.,
p.m. with supper for both at 6 p m .
Maggard, Joey Woods, Chanler CasJunior Church at 11 am. and Family
and Reach-out Callers IV at 7 p.m.
per, Carl Woods, Aileen Castrale,
Potluck at 12 noon.
Elm Grove Baptist
Maryanne Olson, Pam Kelly, Jerry KelGlendale Road
The Rev David Brasher, pastor, will
ly, Cindy Cripps, Frances Ross and
Church of Christ
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. serDavid Earnest.
John Dale, minister, will ,speak.
vices. Music will be directed by Donald.
- Goshen United Methodist
about 'We; Remember' with scripture
Smith with Glenda Rowlett and Teresa
The Rev. Susan Allsop-Atkinson will
from II Peter 1:12-15 at 9 a.m. service
Suiter as accompanists. Special music
speak at 11 a.m. service with Marlene
and about if I Were A Teenager
will be by Melissa -Moore at morning
Beach as lay assistant. Children's
Again" with scripture from I Timothy
hour. Sunday School with Dwayne
Church will be directed by the pastor
4.12 at 6 p.m. service. Jerry Bolls will
Fulkerson as director will be at 10 a.m.
Acolytes will be Timothy Palmer and
direct the song service. Assisting will
and Church Training with Bill Outland
Eric Villaflor. Tina Sexton will direct
be Jamie Potts, Joel Fisher, Lenith
as director and Junior and Youth
the nursery. Sunday School with RonRogers, Jerry Humphreys, James Lee
Choirs at 6 p.m.
nie Hutson as director will be at 10
Harmon, Bobby Fike Jr., Kenneth
Hazel Baptist
a.m. and Bible Study at 6:30 p.m.
Cleaver, Gene Roberts, Bob Hargrove,
The Rev. James T. Garland, pastor,
Kirksey United Methodist
Jim Wilson, Max Farley and Bill Nix
will speak at 11 a.m. and 630 pm
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor, will
Bible classes will be at 10 a.m.
services. Willie Vinson will be deacon
speak about 'Leaving Behind: A Living
West Fork Baptist
of the week. Gene Orr Miller will direct
Name" with scripture from Solomon 2
The Rev. Lawson Williamson, pasthe music with Oneida White and
at 11 a.m memorial service. Ron Pace
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Roger Hutson as accompanists- The
will direct the music with Clarice Norsservices. Music will be directed by Don
Adult will sing "Worship Medley' at
wothy and Janice Hays as accompanNorsworthy with Brenda Wyatt as
morning hour. Sunday School with Joe
ists. Assisting will be Rob McCallon,
accorrkanist. Special music will be at
B. Adams as director Avtlt-be-at 9•45
Jayson Key, Jason Witte, Josh Smith,
morning hour and by the Children's
a.m. and Discipleship Training with
Emily Collins, Dale Outland, Mark
Choir at evening hour. Michael Morton
Charles Overcast as director at 5.30
Johnson, E.A. Royal, Nitaree McCalwill serve as deacon of the week. Sunpm
Ion, Angie Majors, Laurie Witte and
day Sunday with Philip Bazzell as
South Pleasant Grove
Don Paschall. Sunday School will be
director will be at 10 a.m.
United Methodist
at 10 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Jim Alford, pastor, will
Christian Science
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
speak abput 'A Precarious Position" at
Services will be at 10:30 a.m. Sunpastor, will speak about 'We Are
10:45 a.m. service. Christian Outreach
day and 7:30 p.m. each second WedGod's Children' with scripture from
will have a special presentation to the
nesday. Reading Room will be open
Romans 8:14-17 at 10:30 a.m. service.
1991 graduates. The Church Choir
from 12 noon to 3 p.m. on Wednesday
Alice Witte will be organist. Assisting
directed by Truman Whitfield, will sing
and Saturday.
will be Leo Behnke, Dieter Jedan, Joe
"Song of Fellowship" with Tommy
New Lite
Gupton and Andy Gupton Sunday
Gaines and Kathy Erwin as accompanChristian Center
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
ists. Assisting will be Darren Clark,
New Life Christian Center will hold
First Baptist
Mitch Jackson, Gary Cooper, Darrel
worship services in conjunction with
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
Clark, Ronnie and Donna Jackson
Christian Community Church at Camp
speak at 10:45 a.m. service, and a
Sunday School will be at 9:45 a.m
Kum-Ba-Ya at 10:30 a.m. For information call 753-1622 or Z53-7217.
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services. W.A. Erwin will direct the music
By H.C. CHILES
with Gela Edwards and Cindy Cossey
as accompanists. Sunday School with
gave. Paul charged Titus to continue Lewis Warner as superintendent will
The Grace Of Giving
his work of teaching the Corinthians be at 10 a,m. and Children's Church at
By H.C. Chiles
to prove the sincerity of their love by 11 a.m.
II Corinthians 8:1-15
Murray Church of God
With a view to prompting the the cultivation of the grace of generDale Robinson, pastor, will speak at
Corinthian Christians to faithfulness osity.
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Sunday
and generosity in giving, Paul deNo more beautiful description of School will be at 10 a.m.
lighted to cite the wonderful liberality the voluntary impoverishment of our
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor, will
of the churches in Macedonia who Lord for the enrichment of others can
generously shared their limited means be found than in verse nine. What a speak at 2.45 p.m. service. Bible
Study will be at 2 p.m.
with the suffering saints in Jerusalem. wonderful display of grace. The highFerguson Springs Baptist
Their personal hardships and afflic- est example of sacrificial giving the
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, will
tions never made them unmindful of world has ever seen is found in the speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
the trials and tribulations of others. Lord Jesus Christ. He was rich in the - Roy Skinner will direct the music with
Vivian Stom as accompanist. Sunday
They did not lament their trying love of the Father. He was also rich in
School will be at 10 a.m.
circumstances, nor grieve because possessions. "For by Him were all
Calvary Temple
they were less fortunate than any- things created that are in heaven and
The Rev. E.F. Clere, pastor, will
body.
that are in earth, visible and invisible, speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. serThey gave cheerfully from the whether they be thrones, or domin- vices. Sunday School will be at 10
depths of their poverty rather than ions, or principalities, or powers: all a.m.
Palestine United Methodist
from the abundance of riches. Their things were created by Him, and for
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
remarkable expression of love Him." Christ had rights such as we do speak at 11 a m. service. Stanley Dunstemmed from the fact that they were not have in anything. Not only did He can and Mary Conner will direct the
music with Faye Childress as pianist.
yielded Christians. They "first gave have creative

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

themselves to the Lord." By nature the
Macedonians were as selfish and
stingy as any other people, but the
disposition to give freely of their
means was created in them by the
Holy Spirit. The natural thing is for
one to hold to his money with a tight
grasp, but to give freely is an evidence
of the operation of God's grace.
The Macedonian Christians had
given so cheerfully, so generously,
and so sacrificially that Paul was
almost ashamed to receive what they

power, but sustaining
power was His also, for "in Him all
things hold together."
Voluntarily Christ left the heaven1),
world and came to earth via the
manger at Bethleham. Everything He
did was for the sake of others. He, the
Son of God,became the Son of Man in
order that we, who are the children of
men, might become the children of
God. He became the prince of poverty
for our sakes, that we might become
the beneficiaries of the heaven1
riches.

Sunday School with Jimmy Burkeen as
director will be at 10 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Mark Hardison will direct the music
Sunday School with Marty Futrell as
director will be at 10 a m and Church
Training with Ricky Stewart as director
will be at 6 p.m.
Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev Thomas E. Cary Jr. pastor, will speak at 9.30 a.m. homecoming service. Ralph Robertson will
direct the music with Edwina Petrie as
pianist. Sunday School and a brunch
follow.
Good Shepherd
United Methodist
The pastor, the Rev Thomas E.
Cary Jr., will speak at 11 a.m. service.
Diana Tatlock will direct the music with
Margaret Kennedy and Betty Poole as
accompanists. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. and UMYF at 5 p.m
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. Jackie Geurin, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m. and 6 p.m. services.
Bobby Manning will direct the music
with Marge West and Jennifer Culp as
accompanists. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Lynn Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Coy Garrett will speak at
9:30 a.m. service. Judy Kelso will be
organist. Sunday School will be at
10.30 a.m.
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
Sunday School will be at 10 am.

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-f
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at WhItnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Catholic group
gives positions
on proposals
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. Catholic Conference has outlined positions it advocates on 74
legislative issues under consideration by Congress.
The church, influential last year
in legislation providing vouchers to
assist parents in securing child care
from public, private or religious
providers, sketched positions on
various matters.
Among proposals supported:
— An act on family medical
leave, requiring employers to offer
limited unpaid leave to workers
with serious health conditions,
newborn or ill dependents.
— A new civil rights bill prohibiting discrimination in
employment.
— Prohibition of federal\funding
for abortion.
\
— New and increased funding
for low-income housing development by community organizations.
— Full Nnding to restore compensatory educational service for
all low-income, educationally disadvantaged school children.
— Human rights initiatives in
Guatemala and Haiti, diplomatic
solutions for a just peace in El Salvador and assistance to Panama
and Nicaragua.

May 26, 1991
Special music by The Liberty
Boy's in the afternoon. All
singers welcome.
Fellowship meal at Noon.

Everyone Welcome!
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Bethel United Methodist
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. homecoming service
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Hardin Baptist
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham. pastor, will speak at 8:30 and 10:30 a.m.
and 6 p.m. services. Max Lawrence
will be song leader with Martha Lou
Lawrence and Sheila Clark as accompanists Sunday School will be at 9.30
am

GAs and Mission Friends from
First Baptist Church, Murray.
recently participated in the annual Blood River Baptist Association Track Meet held May 11 at
the associational office at Hardin.
Both groups are mission action
and study organizations.(;As are
girls in grades 1-6 and Mission
Friends are for preschoolers. The
girls won second place in the
group competition bringing home
several individual ribbons. Pictured, from left, front row, Janna
Furches, Megan Haverstock,
Katie Wagoner, Katie Ashb.,
Amy Travis, Blair Wagoner,
back row, Debbie Wagoner and
Sharon Furches, leaders, Leigh
Haverstock, Kelley Travis and
Janet Ashby, leader. Also attending, but not pictured, were Cathy
Hopkins and Vickie Travis.

99th Homecoming
FLINT BAPTIST
CHURCH
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School with Howard Coy as superintendent will be at 10 am
Mason's Chapel
United Methodist
Richard Dowdy will speak at 11 a m
service. Sunday School with Frank
Coles as director will be at 10 a m.
Flint Baptist
The Rev Ronnie McPherson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 645 p m.
services Music will be directed by Bill
Miller at 11 a.m and Darrin Chapman
at -45 p m. service Janice Chapman
anb Karon Johnson will be accompanists 'Martin Bailey Jr will be deacon of
the week Sunday School will be at 10
a m and Discipleship Training with
Edward Chapman as director at 6 p m
Sinking Spring Baptist
Dr T.A Thacker will speak at 11
a.m and 7 p.m. services. Michael Milby will direct the music with Laura
Paschall and Rhonda Lamb as accompanists_ Sunday School will be at 10
am
Brooks Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor, will
speak at 9:30 a m service Sunday
School will be at 10.30 a m

Grou s partici ate

•

Shell

Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis. pastor.
will speak at 9 a m. service with
Donald Williams as song leader and
Dean Stephenson as pianist. Sunday
School with Jerry Lassiter as superintendent will be at 10 a m.
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Sunday School will be at 10
a m. and Church Training at 5 p m
Temple Hill
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 10 a.m. service with Janna Hopkins as music director Sunday
School with Benny Herndon as superintendent will be at 11 a.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m
services. Sunday School with Russell
Moss as superintendent will be at 10
am
Russell Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 9.45 a.m. service with Red
Woods as song leader and Dorothy
Brown as pianist. Sunday School will
be at 10.45 a.m.
New Providence Baptist
The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m. and 6 p m services
Sunday School will be at 10 a m.
Independence
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service 'with
Richard Dowdy as song leader and
Patricia Lassiter as pianist. Sunday

/
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FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1. Nobody but nobody gets something for nothing.
2. Office motto: Be pleasAlrery morning until ten O'Clock. The
rest of the day will take care of itself.
3. Read from your Bible a chapter a day; it will help to keep the
devil away.
4. A retreat from the wrong direction is the only wise move in the
right direction.
5. A bad moment for an atheist is when he feels grateful and has no
one to thank.
6. You can't break God's promises by leaning upon them.
7. The truly independent person - in w horn creative thinking is at its
best - is someone who can accept society without denying himself.
Richard Cruthfield.

TRIM YOUR
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Put an end to your JUNGLE with
the power of ECHO' Whatever the
size of your JUNGLE, there is an
ECHO tnmmer or brushcutter to fit
your needs. Every model precision
built to provide trouble-free long life'
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2000
$11999

Sale Price Si
You Pay
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after rebate
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THE RIGHT TOOL,

Murray Home & Auto Stores
Northside Shopping Center
Murray
753-2571
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Sports Writer

Murray, Calloway come close but,won't meet

Jim LITRE
Associated Press

By DAVID RAMEY
Murray L•dgor I Times Sports Editor

PADUCAH — The Murray High
Tigers and the Calloway County
Lakers tried to make it an allFourth District final, but instead
today's champion game of the First
Region tournament will have a different flayor.
Second District powers Reidland
and Lone Oak will meet at Brooks
Stadium for the title today at 3
p.m., after the Greyhounds eliminated the Tigers 17-7, and the
Flash coded the Calloway season
7-2 in action Thursday.
The Tigers fell behind early and
could overcome an impressive display of Reidland firepower. After
traiing 4-0, the Tigers fiwice edged
to wohin two before Reidland
troke the game wide open in the
top of the seventh with six runs.
_ The pesky Lakers. who matched
their rege!arseason win title in the
phooffs, led - the favorite Flash
until Lone Oak put four runs on the
Niard -i-n- the fifth inning — all with
two outs — and added two more
runs in the sixth to take command.
Reidland 17, Tigers 7
R,:•,11and used singles from Matt
Land and Jamie Lee in the top of
tie first to take a 2-0 lead, and
d,!sr,•te. a Tiger attack paced h)
Bat CrJrn. Murray could never
Cos.: the gap on the Greyhounds.
"Th.rgs just weren't going our
y codas." Tiger coach Cary Miller sad."They hit the ball real well,
-and-'we hit -it - -right. at people.";.
After the Hounds scored a run'in
hoth,the_secOnd and. third innings.
.
r kod up three runs in the

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — A
man with the name of Lake
Speed once raced autos, but
never made it to the Indianapolis 500. More's the pity,
because that way Speedway historians would be assured of at
least one name that would never ever go out of date.
Technology has toyed with so
many sports terms in so many
ways — think of golf's metal
woods — that considerable
research would be necessary to
select the event left holding the
'biggest bag of misnomers. But
without doubt, the 500 is a
contendgr.
Think about it. Even now,
this venerable racetrack is commonly referred to as "The
Brickyard." That name issues
from the fact that when it was
first built 82 years ago, the
2%/2 -mile racing oval was constructed entirely of bricks. Sensible enough.
But by 1938, all but a handful of them were ripped up and
replaced with concrete. And so
today, all that remains of the
original Brickyard is a
yard-wide strip of bricks that
serves as, the start-finish line.
The Concrete Yard? I don't
think so.
How about Carburetion Day,
the final practice session held
on the Thursday just before the
Sunday race? Carburetion Day
was devised to give the race
teams one last chance to take
the cars out on- the track and
fine-tune every aspect of the
set-up. And the touchiest problems were always presented by
the carburetors.
However, because of fuelinjection systems, superchargers,
turbochargers and the like, the
last "carburetor" actually spotted at "The Brickyard" was in
1952.
And what of Gasoline Alley,
the cluster of garages on the
east side of the Speedway
where drivers work on their
cars — if no longer their
carburetors?
As it turns out, even that
hallowed name is obsolete. Gas
— as they say — is passe
these days; all the race cars are
fueled by methanol.
No one and no thing at Indy,
it seems, is guaranteed to be
free of misnomers.
The winner's drive down Victory Lane used to be just that
— a drive down a lane. But
after a modernization craze
struck the Speedway a few
years ago, the trip now ends
with driver and car being
hoisted unceremoniously above
the track, via hydraulic lift,
onto a square platform (Victory
Platform?)
Further, most of the "Indy
rookies" are not rookies at all.
True, most of their fellow drivers get unnerved at the thought
of going 225 mph next to
someone who hasn't already put
in considerable time at that
speed in this place.
But all of the "rookieS"
have been shaving long before
they pull up here and most
have driven for years on other
circuits, such as Formula One
or Sports Car Club of America.
Some have even driven on the
Championship Auto Racing
Teams, or CART circuit, that
uses Indy-style cars.
But would they — or anybody else for that matter — be
comfortable with "Indy virgins?" Not likely.
And while we're at it, what
about the pits? And all the pit
stops on pit row?
Pits are holes. Now granted,
a driver who pulls into a pit
because of car trouble (or
something worse, like an engine
in flames) might feel that he's
in a hole. So why make him
go through the additional torture
of watching all those trouble- free cars continuously lap him?
Why not dig out a space and
(Cont'd on page 13)

Calloway County pitcher Trasis Turner (left) and Murray skortstop•Bart Crum tright i ended their fine high school careers at the First Region
baseball tournament at Paducah's Brooks Stadium Thursday. Turner and the Lakers fell to Lone Oak, 7-2, while Crum and his Tiger team mates lost to Reidland, 17-7.
bottom 01 the third. Allen Rayburn
s.r.ged with two outs, and the
le:handed hitting Crum, who was
4.10r-4 on the day, tripled to right
to -p,i4 Murray- on the board. He
see:ed after Joey Bazzell reached
on an
ror, and Lucas •Denart
s,
1), ./10.1 w't1.-1 a dcii.Ne to

day."
left.
Freshman Jon Reid came in and
But Tiger starter Doug Payne
couldn't keep the Hounds in check, cooled Reidland off, and the Tigers
as Lee paced a five-run fourth that picked up two runs in the fifth after
Payne reached on an error, Rayput Reidland up 9-6.
"He just wasn't on," Miller said. burn singled, Crum doubled on run
"Reidland hits the ball real well, home and Joey Bazzell walked. But
"arid they ..tu.St tagged the hall all --afier they chased Reidland starter

Chad Hite by loading the bases
loaded and no one out, the Tigers
scored just one run off reliever
Chris Jones when Lucas. Denhart
hit into an. RBI force play.
,"That's just the way-it goes,"
Miller said. "If we could have got a
(('oft'd on Page 131

Phillies' Greene gets no-hitter in only second start of season
MONTREAL(AP) — If there was one guy who knew what
Tommy Greene was going through as he neared a no-hitter, it
was teammate Terry Mulholland.
•
And that's why Mulholland was the first one to start spraying the beer in the clubhouse ter Greene completed a nohitter in the Philadelphia Phil s's .2-0 victory over the Montreal-Expos -Thursday.
"I was just so happy for him and I know this is going to
make -a- big.--big elifference in his career." said Mulholland,
who threw the National League's last no-hitter last Aug. 15
against:the San Francisco Giants. "It's just to give him so
much confidence in his own abilities. It's going to be great."
The locker-room celebration was delayed somewhat
because Greene spent the first 25 minutes after the game
doing television and radio interviews on the field. But waiting
around their fdod table was a lot easier on the Phillies than
waiting for the last couple of innings to wind down.
"We were with him on every pitch, but didn't say anything
to him, because it's not right to," Mulholland said.

Act:Ally, the Phillies didn't have to say anything because
Greene (3-0) was well aware of what was going on. Still. the
24-year-old right-hander from Lumberton. N.C., who was
making only his second start of the season, tried not to let it
affect him.
"I knew from the sixth irming what was happeniog, but you
still .have to concentrate on doing your job," Greene said.
Greene, who pitched the first no-hitter in Olympic Stadium
since Montreal's Charlie Lea did it against the Giants on May
10, 1981, overpowered the Expos, throwing 130 pitches, 76
for strikes. He struck out a career-high 10, and walked seven,
allowing only three fly balls.
"He seemed to know exactly what he wanted to do and
when," catcher Darrin Fletcher said. "There were a couple of
times he didn't feel comfortable with the pitches I called and
he shook me off. He was in control out there."
Greene ended the game himself, spearing Tim Wallach's
comebacker to the mound. After the pitcher stabbed the ball.
he extended his arms outward and jogged toward first base

Murray State Lady Racer
Basketball Camp
June 2nd-6th
Ages 8-18
•

For More Information Call:
Coach Breazeale 762-3448 or Continuing Ed. 762-2187

Come Join The Fun!!

NAPA
Auto Parts

before flipping the ball to Ricky Jordan for the putout.
"As soon as I grabbed it, I . just yelled 'Yeah,'" said
Greene, who became the first pitcher to no-hit the Expos since
Bob Forsch of St. Louis did it Sept. 26, 1983. "But I'm just
glad we played on turf, because it gave the ball a true hop. He
hit the ball hard, but it was clean."
Greene. whose last complete game and shutout came in
1989. only got the chance to start because Danny Cox was out
with a pulled groin. He said he isn't going to worry about
whether or not he gets another chance to start.
"I'm not even going to think about that tomorrow,"
Greene said. "As long as the team wins, I'll do whatever they
ask me to."
The Phillics gave Greene an early lead against Dennis "Oil
Can" Boyd (2-5), scoring when Ricky Jordan followed John
Kruk's two-out double in the first inning With an RBI
-triple.
Fletcher doubled home Von Hayes in the ninth inning for
the other run.

Robinson 'reassigned' to office
BALTIMORE (AP) — Frank
RobinSdri...did his hest:. but he
couldn't overcome the Baltimore
Orioles'.• injuries, lousy pitching
and inconsistent hitting. Now it's
Johnny Oates' turn, and it's not an
enviable position.
"I- think he has a chance to be a
good manager, but - he's not a miracle worker, so don't expect miracles," Robinson said Thursday,
shortly after he was fired as the
Orioles' manager and replaced by
Oates, his first-base coach.
With Baltimore languishing in
last place with a 13-24 record,
Robinson became the third major
league manager to lose his job in
three days when the Orioles reassigned him to the front office.
. Although the team went through
ireat lengths to specify that Robin-son was still an integral part of the
organization, the deposed manager

and hope that it can be a long, sucDettCr.
Wasn't reassigned. 1 Was- fire- ees-sful -tenure here in Baltimore"
Robinson, 55, was baseball's
d," Robinson said. The club
offered him a job that would first black manager when he took
include the evaluation of player over the Cleveland Indians in 1975.
talent, but Robinson said he would He managed the Indians from
wait until the post become better 1975-77 and the San Francisco
defined before deciding whether to Giants from 1981-84 before joining'
the Orioles' organization.
accept.
He replaced Cal Ripken Sr. as
Oates, 45, was the 1988 International League manager of the year. manager in April 1988, six games
He has held three minor league into what developed into a record
managing posts and was the 2I-game losing streak at the start
Orioles' first-base coach since of the season. The Orioles finished
1989. He had longed to be a big- 54-107 that year, but in 1989
league manager since he retired in Robinson was named American
1981, but would have preferred to League manager of the year for
get, his chance under different leading Baltimore to an 87-75
recprd and a second-place finish.
circumstances.
The Orioles sagged to 76-85 last
"1 thought this day would be a
totally exciting and exhilarating year, however, and were 10 games
time for me, but I've had mixed behind-first-place Boston in the AL
emotions all day long," he said. East when general manager Roland
"But I'm excited for the challenge Hcmond dismissed Robinson.
knew

•
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McRae to lead Royals again
NAPA has Complete Coverage for
all your Spark Plug Needs...
OUTBOARD MOTOR APPLICATIONS
AQUA SCOOTER
CHRYSLER
:LINTON
ELGIN
ESKA
EYINRUDE
EXPLOYER
FORCES
HONDA

JOHNSON
MARINER
MERCURY
MIGHTY MITE ii
NISSAN
OUTBOARD
MARINE
SEA KING
SEARS

SPIRIT
SUZUKI
TANAKA
TCHATSU
VOLVO-PENTA
WET
WIZARD
YAMAHA

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
Hal McRae, whose aggressive.
hard-nosed style personified Kansas City baseball during its glory
years, has been selected to replace
John NVathan as manager of the
Royals.
McRae will be formally presented in a news conference this
afternoon in Minneapolis, according to a story in today's edition of
The Kansas City Star.
The newspaper said Royals'
General Manager Herk Robinson

MARINE INBOARD ENGINES

' • -•

4
7?

AMERICAN CHALLENGER
BMW
BERKELEY
CHRYSLER
CRUSADER
FLAGSHIP
HARDIN MARINE

and McRae reached agreement late
Thursday night in a meeting at a
hotel in Chicago. McRae, a hitting
coach for the National League's
Montreal Expos, was in Chicago
where the Expos are to open a
three-game series against the Cubs
today.
"Hal signed." McRae's wife,
Johncyna. told The Star. "It's official. It'll be like going back
home."
Earlier, Royals owner Ewing
Kauffman, who had been reported

unhappy with McRae over past
incidents, gave him a ringing
endorsement in an interview, saying he would "happily" approve a
recommendation to hire the former
designated hitter-outfielder.
McRae had confirmed Thursday
he was going to meet with Royals
officials after the Expos' arrived in
Chicago on Thursday night. And.
the Royah, who begin a series
tonight in Minnesota, had told
Twins officials to prepare for a
possible news conference
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Belles & Beaus Tee Times

PONY LEAGUE

OVC BASKETBALL

Hawaiian-Tropic and Kiwannis each
defeated opponents from Calvert City
Thursday in Pony League play
Hawaiian-Tropic was a 6-1 winner, as
pitcher Jason West threw a complete
game, struck out 15 and allowed just two
hits Sean Waller drove in two runs with
three hits, Incudling two doubles David
Lay singled twice and hit a two-run double by Shane Johnson had two has
Kiwannis was a 9-5 winner, with Stephen
Crouch, Tyler Bohannon and Ryan Van
over doing the pitching Caleb Johnson
had a three run triple, while Charlie Harrell had two triples and Greg Taylor had a
double

MOREHEAD. Ky (AP)
Former
Creighton assistant Dick Fick survived
two searches to become basketball
coach at Morehead State "People realty
want to have a successful basketball
program here," Fick said Thursday by
telephone, "and they've made the corn•
mitments to be able to compete for the
Ohio Valley Conference championship
That's all I ask" Fick succeeds Tommy
Gaither, who resigned March 31 alter
compiling a 52-64 record in tour seasons
He was reportedly one of three finalists
for the lob that included Minnesota assistant Al Brown and Morehead assistant
Allan Hatcher
eMorehead conducted two searches to
find a replacement for Gaither Former
Tennessee coach Don DeVoe and Murray State assistant Craig Morns withdrew
their names in the first search, leaving
only former Morehead aide Jeff Burkharner in the running for the post Morehead president C Nelson Grote then
ordered the search reopened, which left
Fick, Hatcher and Brown as the finalists.
WMKY, a Morehead radio station,
reported that Brown was offered the job
but apparently turned down the offer this
week FiCk said that he had applied for
the position during the first search. Fick,
a native of Joliet, Ill , was in charge of
Creighton's recruiting, scheduling, travel
and scouting, as well as on-floor preparation while assisting Tony Barone, who
was recently became head coach at Texas A&M

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Ryan Milk and Hodge, Noel and Associates were winners in Kentucky League
play on Thursday. Ryan Milk defeated
Taylor Bus Service, 8-6 with John McKell
picking up the victory Joey McKeel
doubled and Kyle Robertson singled tor
Ryan Milke, while O'Shea Hudspeth
tripled, while Justin Garland doubled and
Adam Larson and Adam Cole singled
Hodge, Noel and Associates defeated
Peoples Bank, 13-10. Tyler Williams was
the winning pitcher while Heath Brown,
John McClure and Josh Oakley singled
and doubled and Eric Villallor doubled
Micah Cathey singled for Peoples Bank,
while Spencer Chambers doubled

PARK LEAGUE
Futrell Tire defeated Physical Medical
Service 16-6 in Park League play Wednesday Kwen Trice had two doubles and
a homer for Futrell, while Matt Kellener
had three hits and Sean Clemson homered and singled. Darrell Cole had two hits
with a double, while Josh Garland
singled and tripled. Michael Stoddard
and Michael Swain each had two hits.
For Physical Medical Services, David
Parcell and Mark Chumbler each singled
and doubled while Jason Chapman
doubled for Physical Medical Services

KIRIESEY LEAGUES
In Park League play, Hardin Grain/Ryan
Milk defeated Murray Cablevision and
Country Store, 16-5. Dustin Rogers hit
two homers for Hardin Grain/Ryan Milk
while Matt Thorn and Jeffrey Boyle each
homered. For Murray Cablevision/
Country Store, Todd Sexton, Bradley
Shaw, and Kelly Overby all tripled
•In girls softball play, Peoples Bank/Ross
Insurance defeated Art Cratt/Public Ice,
8-7.

BASEBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — Outfielder Mark
Whiten of the Toronto Blue Jays and
pitcher Jack McDowell of the Chicago
White Sox were suspended for three
games each by Arnencan League president Bobby Brown for fighting. McDowell
immediately appealed the decision
through the Major League Baseball Players Association, meaning it will not take
effect until after a hearing before Brown
If Whiten doesn't appeal, he will miss the
Blue Jays' weekend series at California.

GOLF
FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) — A
return of his old-time putting touch propelled Mark Calcavecchia into a three-way
tie for the first-round lead in the Colonial
tournament. Calcavecchia did not have a
5 on his card in shooting a bogey-free
5-under-par 65 He shared the top spot
with Peter Persons and Fred Funk Six
players were a single stroke back, including Bruce Lietzke, Jim Hallet, Gene
Sauers, Mark Lye, Dave Edwards and
Chris Perry.
CORNING, N.Y. (AP) — Martha Foyer,
winless in five years on the LPGA Tour,
took the lead at the Corning Classic with
a career-best 6-under-par 66.

TENNIS
STRASBOURG, France (AP) — Topseeded Judith Wiesner of Austria moved
into the second round of the Strasbourg
Open with a 6-4, 6-4 victory over Veronika Martinek of Germany. In other
second-round action matches, Radka
Zrubakova of Czechoslovakia outlasted
Mariaan Deswardt of South Africa, 7-6
(12-10), 6-1, Naoko Sawamatsu of Japan
downed Sabine Appelmans of Belgium
6-4. 6-3, and Claudia Kohde-Kilsch of
Germany eliminated Akiko Kijimuta of
Japan 6-4, 6-7 (5-7), 7-6 (7-5).
BOLOGNA, Italy (AP) — Eduardo
Masso of Argentina and Jan Gunnarsson
of Sweden moved into the quarterfinals
of the Bologna ATP tournament. Masso
won when South Africa's Wayne Ferreira
withdrew after becoming ill with the second set tied 3-3_ Masso won the first set
7-6 (7-5).

Murray, Calloway...
(Cont'd from page 12)
few more runs there it might have
been a different ballgame."
A two-run double from Crum in
the sixth answered two Reidland
runs in the inning, but the Hounds
put seven runs on the board to put
it away for good.
The Tigers ended their season at
14-9, and Miller had nothing but
praise for the five Tiger seniors
who will leave big shoes to fill.
"It's been fun to watch their
development as baseball players,
but it's been even better to watch
them develop as young men," Miller said of Chad Bazzell, Joey Bazzell, Ban Crum, Doug Payne and
Allen Rayburn. "We're going to
miss them but they've left this
program in good shape."

Lone Oak 7, Lakers 2
The Lakers, behind starting
pitcher Travis Turner, had the
Flash on the ropes before some
two-out clinching hitting by Lone
Oak in the fifth inning put an end
to the Cinderella Laker run.
Calloway put a run on the board
in the second inning, on a single
from Trent Gibson, a double by
Turner and an sacrifice fly by Ken
Carmode. Lone Oak scored an
unearned run in the fourth to tie the
game, but in the home half of the
inning the Turner reached on an
error with two outs, moved to third
on a single by Ken Cardmode and
scored on a wild pitch.
Turner Struck out the first batter
he faced in the fifth, but he hit
Lone Oak's Chris Williams and
gave up a single to Brian Mudd.
With runners on first and third,
Calloway shortened the infield in,
and Lone Oak's Brady Thompson
grounded out to second with Williams remaining at third.
But John Griffith poked a two-

run single to left and Matt Loelace
hit a run-scoring double and later
scored on a wild pitch that put the
Flash up 5-2.
"Travis has had an elbow problem all year and it finally caught
up with him," Laker coach Eddie Morris said. "He's a senior, but he
told me the elbow wasn't going to
hold up. A lot-of guys would have
been bull-headed and tried to pitch,
but he's a guy that wants the team
to win and wanted to do what was
best for the team."
Calloway had a chance to answer
in the home half of the fifth, but adouble play ball off the bat of Wes
Cogdell with runners at first and
second ended the Laker threat.
"We like we could be in theballgame today," Morris said. "And
there were probably 25 people,
including us, who felt that way.
But when you get to the regional
semifinals, all four of the teams are
good teams and you can't make
mistakes. The team that makes the
fewest number of mistakes is going
to win, and Lone Oak did make
any mistakes."
Lone Oak lefthander Tim Simmons kept the Lakers without a hit
in the last two innings to seal the
victory.
Morris felt the experience of
playing in the regional tourney will
pay dividends for the young Lakers
in the future and he was proud of
the way Calloway rebounded from
a poor start to turn their season
around in the district and regional
tournaments.
"With the season we had, a lot of
teams would have went south and
been at the Ramada Inn, Panama
,City," Morris said. "But this team
sucked it up and weren't about to
quit and that says a lot about
them."

DeLeon defeats Pittsburgh
8-2 as Cards take 2-of-3
PITTSBURGH (AP) — There was a no-hitter in the National League
East and something even more rare a few hours later.
Jose DeLeon won a .game.
DeLeon won for the third time in 27 starts and St. Louis beat_Pittsburgh
8-2 Thursday. The Cardinals won two of three games from-the divisionleading Pirates.
DeLeon (2-3) wants ti') erase the memories of a 7-19 season in 1990.
But how can a pitcher forget leading the league in losses?
"I've done it before," DeLeon said.
Indeed, DeLeon is one of the few pitchers who can claim such an
experience. He was 2-19 for the Pirates in 1985. It was such a disaster,
the Pirates sent him to the minor leagues to avoid the stigma of having a
20-loss season on his record.
DeLeon has been a puzzle for the Pirates, Chicago White Sox and Cardinals. He has great talent and lousy results. His career record is 70-99.
"You see the ability he has and you'd like-to something more on his
record," Cardinals manager Joe Torre said. The problem in SL Louis has been a lack of run support.
"If we get him a lead, it's of the 1-0 or 2-1 variety," Torre said.
"There's hardly been any breathing room. We just don't score enough
runs for him."
.The Cardinals used 15 hits to score eight runs for DeLeon.
Pirates starter Randy Tomlin was let down by his teammates in the
field and the bullpen. One of three runs he allowed in six innings was
earned.. The other two were aided by errors by Bobby Bonilla and Jay
Bell.
The Cardinals broke the game open with five runs in the last two
innings against Stan Belinda, Bob Kipper and Bob Patterson.
Kipper has struggled more than the others, posting a 9.82 ERA that
includes a 16.88 mark at home.
"I hate to say this with my stats the way they are but I feel fine,"
Kipper said. "It's just been some balls with eyes on them, some bloop
hits that have fallen in. I can't control the results."
The Pirates have lost four of five.
—"We -haven't seen - the Pirates since spring training but I think they
know we play hard," Torre said. "We had two games here where the
starting pitcher didn't get to the fourth inning and we still took two of
three. I think we were fortunate in that regard."
"It's been instilled in us from day one of spring training that we can
win," third baseman Todd Zeile said.
Zeile and Felix Jose each had three hits for the Cardinals.
Bell' hit his fifth home run for the Pirates, the only run allowed by
DeLeon. Scott Terry worked the -last three innings for his first save.

The league's top playoff goalie,
Barrasso left after the first period
with a slightly pulled groin and
was replaced by Frank Pietrangelo.
The North Stars, 27-39-14 during the.regular season, are trying to
become the third losing team in
major professional sports history
— and the first in 42 years — to
win a championship.
To do so, they need a two-game
winning streak, beginning Saturday
in Game 6 at Met Center.

at Murray State
University

Sports Writer...
(Cont'd from page 12)
make the view fit his mood?
But if you want to cause a
real stir, simply drop a flag
instead of just saying the flag
has dropped.
Just imagine the confusion
when all the cars that aren't
using carburetors, but are using
methanol ... whose drivers are
dreaming of a trip up onto
Victory Platform after avoiding
crashes with those untested Indy
virgins and thus a detour into
the holes ... look down for the
flag and actually see the yard
of bricks,

'war

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
Thursday's Gem..
Philadelphia 2, Montreal 0
Los Angeles 2. Houston 0
Cinonnati 6. San Francisco 2
St L0..011 8 Pittsburgh 2
San Diego 11, Atlanta 10 12 innings
Chicago 4, New York 3
Friday's Gams.
Montreal (Gardner 0-1) at Chicago (Scanlan 1-0).

Basketball
CONFERENCE FINALS
(Bev-of-7)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Chicago vs Detroit
Sunday, May 19
Chicago 94, Detroit 83
Tuesday, May 21
Chcago 105. Detroit 97. Chicago Cars stones 2-0
Saturday, Miry 25
Chcago at Detroit 230 p
Monday, May 27
C Margo at 0•1,021 230 pm
Wednesday, May 29
Detroit at Chicago 8 pm, 3 necessary
Friday, Slay 31
Chicago at Detroit. 8 p in if necessary
Sunday. Jun. 2
Detroit at Chicago. 2 30p m 4 necessary
• • • •
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Portland vs. LA Laker*
Saturday. Hey 18
LA Lakars 111 Portland 106
Tuesday, May 21
Portland 109 LA Lakers 98 series red •
Friday. May 24
Portland at LA Lamers, 9 p m
Sunday, May 26
Portland at LA Lames, 2 30 p m
Tuesday, May 28
LA Leiters at Portland. 8 pm
Thursday, May 30
Portland at LA'Lakers. 8 pm , if necessary
Saturday, June 1
LA Lamps at Portland, 230 pm , if necessary

Los Angeles IR Manez
rti
7-1) at Cincinnati (Hammond

2
3.7), P"'
635 p rn
„
Pao
:sarsiopa
h m aknoteno

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Boston
23 15
605 —
Toronto
24 17
585
'Ai
Detroit
20 19
513 37.
lialwaukee
18 21
462 51.
Cleveland
14 23
378 87i
New York
14 23
378 87.
Baltimore
33. 24 —.351 -9:/i West Division
W
L Pct, GB
Texas
21
14 .600 —
Oakland
23 17 .575
Seattle
23 17
575
Caitornia
550 1.-4
22 18
Chicago
19 18
514 3
kannesota
19 21 .475 WA
16 22 .421 6Y,
Kansas City
Thursday's Games
Texas 10, Minnesota 6, 11 Innings
Donal 5. Boston 3
M1watikee 7, Cleveland 3
Chicago 11, Oakland 1
Only games scheduled
.
Friday's Gam.,
New York (Sanderson 4-2) at Baltimore_
(J14 Robinson 2-21, 6.35 p m.
Boston (Bolton 4-1) at Detroit Pety(
2-21, 635 p m.
Kansas City is Davis 2-41 at Minnesota (Morns 3-5).
705 pm
Cleveiand (Nichols 0-2) at Milwaukee (Navarro 3-21.
7 35 pm
Toronto (Key 6,2) at California (Finkry 70). 9 35 p m.
Chlcago (McDowell 5-2) at Oakland (Slusarski 1.1),
9:35 pm
Texas (Rogers 3-31 at Seattle (Holman 4-4). 915 p.m
Saturday's Gemes
Cleveland at Mlwaukaik 12t5 pm
Chicago at Oakland. 305 pm
New York at Baltimore 635 pm
Boston at Detroit. 6 35 pm
Kansas C,ty at Minnesota, 705 pm
Toronto at Catlorno, 905 pm
Texas at Seattle, 905 pm
Sunday's Games
New York at Baltimore, 12135 p.m.
Boston at Ostrort, 12.35 p.m.
Kansas City at 1annesota. 105 pm
Toronto at Callan*, 305 p.m.
Chicago at Oakland, 3.05 p m
Cleveland _at_ Milwaukee, 7:05 p.m.
Texas at Sean*. 7 05 p
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East CbViSION
W I.
Pet.. GB
Rnsburgh
23 15 .605 —
Si Louis
22 17 .564 VA
New York
21
17
553 2
CNICa.610
20 20 .500 4
20 20 .500 4
Philadenia
Montreal
475 5
19 21
West Division
W L
Pct.
GB
Los Angeles
22 17
564 —
19 17
Atlanta
528 17,
Cincinnati
20 /8
526
San Diego
512 2
21 20
Houston
3135 7
15 24
San Francisco
12 28
300 10:4

5-21

at Pittsburgh (1 Smith

Saturday's Games
Los Angst.' at Cinonnati. 12 15 pm
P
SINIad
Lirolpshaf
a at
N.e
Pitt
"
YabuIght,2640
05prn
Pm
San Franosco at Atlanta, 6 10 p m
Montreal at Chicago 7 05 p.m
San Diego at Houston. 70$ pm
pm
.
Ph4iariel)hia aI S
sbu
ayrr
's Gam.
12 35
Pum"i
pm
Sr Louis at
at AYD
San
°arkMat.240
snocroNie
1 10 p m
Los Angeles at Cinonnati. 1 15 pm
Montreal at Chicago, 1 20 pm
San Diego at Houston, 1 15 pm

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (108 at bats)—Joyner, Callornia. 375,
°Henderson Oakland. 355, Molitor, Milwaukee,
348, EMarnriez. Aeattle. 344 CReziken, Baltimore.
340 Puckett 4"nes045. 340
RUNS—DHenderson. Oakland 32. Poionm Callama, 30, Canseco. Oakland. 28, Pawner°. Toxas,
28, Sierra, Texas 28
'RBI—D-lenderson, Oakland: 36, Fielder, Detroit
32, Joyner. California, 32, CRipken, Baltimore, 31,
Sierra, Texas. 31, Thomas, Chicago, 31
HITS—DHenderson, Oakland. 55, Mottor, PAlwaukae, 55, Joyner C.lifornia. 54, Puckett Minnesota,
54, Pok>nia, Caktomia, 51
DOUBLES--DHenderson. Oakland, 14, Carter,
Torontcr, t2:PaInveircr Texas, 12, RAlornat, Toronto,
12, White, Toronto. 12
TRIPLES--Po.onia. Caltornia. 4, Sara tied wen 3
HOME RUNS—DHenderson, Oakland. 11, CRipken. Baltimore, 10, 7 are tied wth 8
STOLEN BASES—RHenclerson. Oakland, 15,
Polonia. California. 13 Cuyler. Detroit, 11. atiNly.
Seattle. IS, Coro, Seattle. to RAiornar, Toronto, 10,
Raines Chicago. 10
PITCHING 14 decisionsi—Slottlemyre. Toronto,
5-0. 1 000, 2 82; Gonads. Texas, 4-0, 1 000, 2 95
Finley. California, 7-1, 875. 3 47, Langston, California, 5-1, 833, 360, Bolton, Boston, 4-1, 800, 302,
Horseman, Donal 4-1. aoa. 1 67.
STRIKEOUTS—Ciernens. Boston, 72 Ryan, Texas, 63 .RJohnson, Seattle 58 Mc,Dowell, Chicago,
53, awn Texas, 50
SAYE S—Reardon, Boston 13 DWard, Toronto,
12: Etkersley, OaRtand, 11, Harvey, Calttomic Tt:
JsRussell, Texas, 10, Montgomery, Kansas City, 10
NATIONAL LEAGUE
.
BATTING (108 at batsl—TGwynn, San Diego,
357, Biggio, Houston, 354. Jose. St Louis, 350,
HMorns. Cincinnat, 348 Samuel. Los Angeles 329
RUNS—TFernandez. San Diego, 30, DeStioNds,
Montreal, 28. FMcGritt, San Diego, 26, 0Smith. Si
Lou's. 26: 7 are red win 25
RBI—WCiark, San Francisco. 35, Justice, Atlanta,
31. Kruk. Philadelonia, 31, Calderon, Montreal, 10,
TGwynn. San Diego. 30
HITS-57ary
San Dino. 60, Samuel Loa
Angeles
Jose St Louis. 50 Fk4cOntl, San Diego.
47 WCIani San Francisco. 47
DOUBLES—Jose, St Louis 14, Bonilla, Pittsburgh,
12, HMorns, Cincinnati, It, Justice, Atlanta, It,
Sandberg, Chicago, It, TGwynn, San Diego, It
TRIPLES—TGwynn, pan Diego, 5. Candaele,
Houston, 4, LGonzalez. Hcsiston, 4, TFernanclez, San
Diego, 4; Felder, San Francisco, 3; Finley. Houston.

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Don't Diet
Weightloss Center
Call 7594999

THE MURRAY
CORDIALIY

COUNTRY

CLUS

INVITES YOU TO PARTICIPATE

PRESTON "TI" HOLLAND MEMORIAL GOLF TOURNAMENT
TO BENEFIT THE AMERICAN HEART

American Heart
Association

ASSOCIATION

FORMAT.

Two-Man Scrasble Tournament

DATE

Friday. June

TIME.

1100 PM, Shotgun start

ENTRY

FEE

7,

1991

$35 per person (Incluite cart)
(120 tax deductible)

GIFT CERTIFICATES WILL hE AwARDED FOR
x
lac, Ind, 3rd overall
let, 2nd Seniors (both

players at least IS yes 0141

lat. 2nd.Women'a (both

players dopale)

I5th, 70th, List

r./ -"

places

_ttii h..
ii

PRIZES AWARDED FOR

• .• • •

Long Drive - sen (014)
Long Drive - women

fel)

Closest

to pin

Closest

to pin -coats (011)

June 9-13

- sen (07)

,
• •• N•••

TOM . TOMPKINS AND HELEN MISS

55

N.'44;04
It • '
en,

SIGN UP AT MURRAY COUNTRY CLUB
OS MAIL ENTRIES (NO LATER THAN MAY

Team Camps

7th, 8th, and
9th Grades, June 23-27
Fees:
$210.00 Individual Camp
$175.00 Team Camp

Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink

„t• • ...II!'

55-.•

TOU NNNNNN T CO-CHAIRMEN_

Bar-8-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham

-

HOME RUNS--FMcGn11, San Diego, 10, Mitchell,
San Francisco, 10. GBell, Chicago, 9, Johnson, New
York, 9. °Neill, Cincinnati, 9; WCIark, San Francisco,
-a
STOLEN BASES—Coleman New York, 27,
DeShields, Montreal, 18, Noon, Atlanta, 15, Gnssom,
Montreal. 14. °Strath. St Louis, 13
PiTCHING (4 deosionsf—RMarinet. Los Angeles.
7-1. .875, 1 85, Smiley, Pittsburgh, 6-1, 857. 309,
Carpenter, St Louts. 5-1, 833, 291, Hurst, San
Diego. 5-1. 833, 331, BSmith. St Louis. 4-1, 800,
406; .1Jones, Houston, 4-1, 800, 2.70 Portugal.
Houston, 4-1 800. 443
STRIKEOUTS—Gooden, New York, 61, Banes
San Diego. 51, filo. Cincinnati. 49, GMaddux, Chicago, 47; Dianne, Atlanta,'45 Hurst, San Diego. 45
• SAVES—LeSmith, St Lou's, 12, Dibble, Cinonnas,
11, DaSmoth, Chicago, /0, Letlens, San Dego, 9.
Franco, New York, 8, Jr-lowell, Los Angeles. 8, LaiWittarns, Philadelphia. 8

Individual Week

Friday tligfit Buffet

„

San Francisco (Bunton 2-3) at ',tante (Glavin. 6-2).
640 pm
St Louis (Ft Smith 4-1) at New York (Con. 3-3). 640
pm
,356n
5 p n,
Diego (Bens. 2-4) at Houston (Harnisch 2-31

Jane Rogers Insurance

This Week's Special;
Lg. Hamburger, Fries & Med. Drink

u.

State Farm Insurance corrpanies
Home Office Bloomington, Illinois

Steve Newton's
Boy's Basketball
Camps
-

71,

1991) TO,

MURRAY COUNTRY CLUB
(Heart Association Tournsent)
College Fars Road
Murray, KY 42071

NAME

4
11.',1141
Vee

PARTNER

11„

•

• 1-•.Vi;.

ADDRESS

4...

Plan, Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

For more information, call:

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers

chosintit

ty

1-800-660-7654

••

.
•

753 0045 ital

•

r -.0.44 • •
•,•

•••
'

• -.es..

e•0:14.

+a,

PRONE

,

AMOUNT ENCLOSED
(Mose chetka

'

•

Vor-4.

payable to.

Asarican Resat

ITZToi.)
•

CROUP YOU CNOOSI TO PLAT WITS

.••••.

•

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

Penguins take 3-2 lead
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Mark
Recchi is back. Paul Coffey is
back. Mario Lemieux definitely is
back. And the Minnesota North
Stars are back to where they were
when the playoffs started — in the,
role of undisputed longshots to win
the Stanley Cup.
The Pittsburgh Penguins moved
within one win of the first NHL
title in their 24-year history, taking
a 4-0 first-period lead Thursday
night on two goals by Recchi and
one each by Lemieux and Kevin
Stevens, and holding on for a 6-4
victory in Game 5 of the finals.
Ron Francis scored in the second
period, before Minnesota cut the
deficit to 5-4 by taking advantage
of the absence of Tom Barrasso.

.

log

SCOREBOARD

1B Flap & Julie Martin. Ronnie & Christy Faith.
Glen & Cindy Donnigan
2 J It at Polly Buchanan. Jim Alexander & Sue
Jordan, Weldon & Kathy Moms
3 Gary & MAMA Pritchett. Danny & Carolyn
lloivard, Bill & Sid Lemond
3/3 Hob & Billie Hargrove, Jack & Donna
Durden. Clyde at Paula Lae
4 Jell ttacks & Divonda Gough. Lee Canter &
fracy Parsons, Scott & Donna Tucker
5 Tommy & Judy French. Herb & Hazel Camp,
Fred & Helen McKelvy
6. George at Vicki Coghill, Jasper Vowell &
Vicki McCleary, Roben & Pnscilla Ray
613, Harry at Linda Sandusky, Charles & Betty
Wood. Leonard & Bea Adkins
7 Mac at Donna Tucker, Gary & Barbara
Chandler, Chuck Terrell & Martha Farmer
I Vernon & Betty Childers. Jun & Tern Lamb,
Jerry & Nancy Oliver
8B Mike & Debbie C:athey, Charles & Virginia
& Mickey Dodd
91 Randy ar Mary Scott. Chuck & Donna
Robertson, Sieve & Denise Steele.
10. Bill & Ada Roberts, Bob & Sheltie Harnett,
Ted & June Alum •
1013 BiB & Polly scale. Mack & Mary Win.
Alan & Mary Jane Park
II Gerald & Sue Stone, Max & Linda Oliver,
Ron & Gay Bayley
12 Jack & Pat Snuddy, Jerry lk Rosati Johnson
Hub & Robbie Danner
1213 Glen & Marlene Stone,
& Ann
"[yews, Clayton & Vicki Hargrove
13 David & Cindy Garrett, Tommy at Vicki
Bowles, Danny at Renee Allen.
14 David & Misty Browning, Cody & Ladonna
Drake, Mike & Jackie Hendley
1415. Greg & Margo Wilkins, Gary & Diane
Cancer, Jerry & 'Reds Watkins
15 Dan & Anna Duke, Don & Barbara Sloan.
'torn & Sherry Tuggle.
16 Bob & Verenda Johnson, Kenton & Ellene
Holland, Tot & Hilda Jackson
17 Joe Warren & Martha Burnett, Jerry & Karen
Falwell, Barry Putrell & Joy Roach.
1713 Ricky & Susan Rothschild. Tom & Martha
Burgess, Danny & Donna Morefield
18. Bobby & Belly Muria,Tim & Pet Holloway,
Stan & Jenny Soma.
18B Jim & Janice Johnson, Dave & Dons
Woods_ A,R & Melva hatcher

BEL.LE-S & BEAI.S PAIRINGS
MAY 25 & 2., 1991
5:00 a.m.
1 Jun & Millie Robinson, An & Edith Wallace.
Jimmy & Mary Wilson
I B James & Judy Hooper. Joey & Pam
Williams, Mike & Beth Schroeder
2 Ronnie at Debbie Ray, Danny & Nancy
Rogers. Steve at Vicki Simmons.
3 Ban & Vicki Elam, Billy Vassar & Paula
Greer, Pete at Evelyn Whitten
3B Mai & Mumlle Walker. David & Trace
Martin, Rudell & Isabel Parks
4 JP & Laura Parker, Delmar & Burlene
Brewer, Joe Pet & Sue Lamb.
5. Barry Herndon & Vickie Allen. Sieve & Cindy
Trovery, Dan Jones & Mary Ann Hargrove
6 Jerry Robinson & Ruth Wells, Aaron Vinson
& Betty Robinson. David & Barbara Mann
7 Jerry at Velvet Jones, Johnny Quertermous &
Joanna Gibbs, Roy Cothran & Sheri Lamb
George & Vicki Oliver, Rat & Diane
Villanova. Johnny Wilson & Shirley Hughes
1311 Tun at Teresa Garland. 'ferry & Tracy
Butler, Donnie & Gina Winchester.
9 Kr.sm at Nancy Yates, Wendell & Nancy
Wade, Billy & Evelyn Davis
10 Malcolm & Martha Ray, Truman & Donna
Whitfield, S C & Kathy McKinney
1013 Pete & Angie Haywood, Jerry & Barbara
Jones. David & Carol Speed.
11 Pmnucc & Lou Daniell, Jerry & Ethlene
McCallort, Tommy & Tonja Eike
2. Carl& Robbie Martin,Dalton & Peggy Noel,
Norman & Carol lane.
13 Butch 8c Belinda Elliou, Ricky & Mary
Atkins, Virgil & Susie Dick
14. Walter & Claudean Epps, Bobby & Linda
McKinney. James & Ruth McCabe.
14B Mike & Des Walsh. Bubba & Sheryl
Kohler, Bob & Shirley LaMastus. •
15. Richard & Erma'Tuck, Mike & Melynda
Riley, Jay Marvin & Sue Wells.
16 Bob & Wanda Brown. Dean & Karen
Alexander, Dale Nance & Della Boggess.
17. Billy 'at • Carol Brann, Bill & Barbara
Alderdice, Billy & Judy Everett.
18 Jerry & Shirley Wade. Jerry & Bronda
Parker, Danny & Irene Woods
1813, Stonty & Missy Newcomb, Jeff & Cindy
Wiseman. Jeff Stone & Debini McGregor
1:30 p.m.
1. Vince Genovese Thcda Bobo. hal & Mary
Hunter, John Willoughby & Judy SUilet
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Have A Safe and
Happy Memorial Day!
Kroger
Kroger Hot Dog or
Charcoal
Hamburger Buns

9010gLb

(Limit 2 Please!)

STOREY'S
FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR CENTER
4t g
0
ifikk*I t4544

AVLOiklit

Prices Good Thru
Tues. 5/28
Murray, Ky.

t

753-8841 •
12th St.

•

Protect Your Eyes
From The Sun With Quality Sunglasses
Ray-Ban, Oakley, Serengeti, Vuarnet,
Gucci, Carrera and more.

•••••

Olympic Plaza
„

753-7063 ,

UNDER THE BIG TOP!
(Whole & Halves)

'Hickory Smoked Chicken
'Pork Ribs
'Fresh Deli-Made Cole Slaw,
aked Beans, Potato Salad

FREE Delivery ANY Time!
Central Center
Noir lc B.; B C.e.arleet,

„ „.„, „....e,„
F

Sal 11 a m •1

1GA 12 or 8 Pk. Hamburger
or 10 Pk. Hot Dog

Fully Cooked
Field Kentuckian

BONELESS
HAM'

2/99"1.99Lb
r
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ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.(AP) —
A couple were reunited today with
their 2-week-old son, who was
abducted from a hospital nursery a
day after his premature birth. A
nurse in whose car the baby was
found was arrested, authorities
said.
Jerry and Sandra Chavez cuddled
Kevin, a twin, at Presbyterian Hospital after he was found safe Thurs-

day night in a car that was pulled
over on an Albuquerque interstate.
"I never had a chance to hold
him after he was born," said the
23-year-old father. "I want to see
them cry together."
Mrs. Chavez, 21, said Kevin's
twin brother, Kristopher, seemed to
sense something was wrong.
"You could see it in his eyes
that there was pain," she said.

Doctors monitored a slight murmur in Kevin's heart, said James
Nelson, -a special agent in charge
for the FBI. The infant also had a
mild eye infection, but was otherwise healthy, said Dr. Sydney
Swetnam, a neonatologist at Presbyterian Hospital. He had gained
13 ounces during his
disappearance.
The infant was abducted May 10

Queen to visit Lexington horse farm
By MIKE EMBRY
Associated Press Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Queen
Elizabeth II w)11 spend some quiet
time on the farm before heading
home Sunday.
The queen, who spent three days
in Texas after highly visible stops
in Washington, D.C., and Florida
king the past 10 days, landed at
Witie Grass Airport- Thursday with
little pomp and circumstance.
"She's coming here to have
some time to relax," said Michael
Price, press officer of the British
Embassy. "She looks forward to it
very much, indeed."
The 65-year-old British monarch
was greeted. as_she stepped off the
British Aerospace 146 by her hosts,
Will and Sarah Farish of Lane's
End Farm in Midway.
The queen will be looking today
and Saturday at stallions at some of
the leading farms for breeding to
her mares. Two of her mares,
Christchurch and Highclere, are
stabled at Lane's End.

The monarch also was handed a
bouquet of flowers from Katy
Birch, 7, of Lexington, and welcomed by her racing manager, Lord
Carnarvon, and his wife, Lady Carnarvon upon her arrival.
The queen, wearing a light blue
jacket trimmed in white and blue
skirt, smiled and waved twice to
about 150 spectators on hand for
her fourth visit to Kentucky since
1984. They responded with polite
applause.
She was in view for only two
minutes before being whisked away
by iimousihe and police escort to
Farish's farm about 10 miles west
of Lexington.

has to get back more quickly than
the queen," Price said.
Although the queen has had a
busy schedule since arriving in the
.United States on May, Price said,
"She's enjoyed every minute of
it."
And the people who gathered at
the airport for her arrival enjoyed
getting a glimpse of the queen.
. Doris Hale and Madge Smith,
both of Lexington, arrived more
than: an hour before the queen's
landing to get a good seat. "Two years ago ... I got a very
good view of her, and I just
thought it was very exciting," Hale
said. "How many people get to sex
the queen'?"
Other than visits to the farms,.
Jane Draeger and a friend
the Farishcs reportedly will have ar brought along their, infant grandsmall dinner party for her Saturday daughters. Draeger, of Richmond,
night.
was holding a rolled-up sign with
This is the queen's fourth trip to two British flags attached to sticks.
The sign, she said, proudly proKentucky. Her previous visits were
claimed-that "Our granddaughters
in 1984, 1986 and 1989.
Prince Philip returned to Eng- are princesses too."
For their parts, the infants wore
land after the visit to Texas.
"He's going to Norway and he outfits proclaiming "Princess of
Wails."
"1 think the whole world looks
to (the royal family)," said Draeger, 58. "I would say that- the
queen and Barbara Bush are the
two most gracious women the
world has _ever produced."

Officials fear increase
in spotted fever cases
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Two
dogs are being treated for Rocky
Mountain spotted fever, and the
tick-transmitted disease also is suspected in the death of an Indiana
woman.
"If somebody has just fatigue
and a 101-degree fever, it's the
flu," said Dr. David Allen, director
of the Jefferson County Board of
Health. "But if there's a high fever, 104 degrees, and a headache,
gq that chetked out."
Allen said from two to six cases
are reported in the county each
year, none of them fatal.
The ticks may be out in greater
numbers this season because of
mild spring weather, said University of Louisville biologist Charles
Covell.
Dog ticks are the most common
transmitter- of the disease to
humans in this area, Covell said.
People can get the fever from
tick bites, or from getups the tick's
body tissues or feces on their skin
if the bug is squeezed too hard
when removing it from a pet.
Concern about the risks for
humans rose Wednesday with diagnosis of the'disease in a collie and
a Labrador retriever at the Doerr
Animal Clinic in Louisville — the
first in the clinic's 23-year
existence.
Clinic spokesmen said they suspect a third dog the clinic destroyed three weeks ago also had the
disease.
That means humans beware, said
Dr. Clarkson Palmer, manager of
the communicable disease branch
of the state Department for Health
Services. "It is generally true that
the frequency of dog cases and that
of human cases go up or down
together," he said.
The state confirmed 11 cases of

from the nursery at Memorial Medical Center in Las Cruces, a day
-after he and his brother were born
4'A weeks premature. Police said
Kevin, who weighed 5 pounds at
birth, was taken by a woman posing as a medical student.
Acting on a tip, the FBI arrested
Bridget M. Denny-Shaffer, 36, a
nurse from Gallup, as she drove
into Albuquerque on Interstate 40.
The infant was found in the car,
said FBI spokesman Doug Beldon.
Denny-Shaffer, who did not
resist arrest, was held on probable
cause and a hearing was scheduled
today before a federal magistrate.
Her 18-year-old daughter, who was
with her in the carp was not
arrested.
Memorial Medical Center had
offered a $10,000 reward for information leading to the newborn's
safe return, and the parents issued
emotional appeals for him.
Beatrice Cowdrey, a nursing
supervisor at Rehoboth McKinley

Christian Hospital in Gallup where
Denny-Shaffer briefly worked, put
FBI agents on her trail, Beklon
said.
"I had a dream about it," Cowdrey said. "It haunted me and I
started thinking about
coincidences."
Denny-Shaffer claimed to have a
baby in Texas that she planned to
bring back to Gallup, Cowdrey
said.
"It struck me odd that she would
leave her baby," Cowdrey said.
"That stayed with me for quite a
while."
Cowdrey said she finally called
authorities after she received a telephone call from the woman, and
could hear a baby crying in the
background. "It wasn't the cry of a
baby that would have been several
months old," Cewdrey said.
The couple's plans for the twins
were simple, Chavez said:
"They're going to be loved very
much."

Commissioner of Agriculture
VP ED UNDERSTANDS AGRICULTURE
'Raised on a dairy farm.
Owned and operated 400 acre pork, beef and tobacco farm.
'
•Director, Kentucky Agriculture Department, Division of
Shows and Fairs, 1985.
'Director, Clark County Farm Bureau.
'Member, National Rural Development Committee, 1976-77.
•FFA American Farmer Degree, 1968.
-Life-long Kentucky resident.
"mg ED UNDERSTANDS GOVERNMENT
'
Elected County Judge at age 26.
'Elected President, Kentucky County Judges Association, 1978.
'
Deputy Commissioner, Kentucky Department of Local Government, 1979.
.Over 10 years experience working with the General Assembly.

"Pulling Together For Kentucky's Future"

Steamboat kound Virginia Baked Sliced Ham, Turkey, Cornbread,
Dressing, Southern Fried Chicken, Bar-B-0 Ribs, Country Ham,
Country Fried Steak & Gravy, Cream Corn, Green Beans,
Broccoli-8 Cheese, Cauliflower & Cheese, Mashed Potatoes, Baked Apples,
Lima Beans,30 Item Salad Bar, Delicious Dessert Bar With Wide Variety

Fresh Deli-Made

Cole Slaw
Baked Beans
Potato Salad

15
PAGE 15

KATIE SMITH, ROBERTSON

ED LOGSDON

the disease last year, down from 15
in 1989.
Death from the disease is unusual with prompt diagnosis and treatment, medical sources say,
although up to 6 percent of victims
nationally have died in recent
years. Without treatment, up to 20
percent of those infected die.
In the case of Paula Wilbur, the
Rockport, Ind., woman who died at
Owerasboro-Daviess..County Hospital after she suffered flu-like symptoms, the possibility of Rocky
Mountain spotted fever wasn't considered for a week.
Stories in The Evansville.(Ind.)
Courier, which reported the case,
said Wilbur worked for an. Owensboro veterinarian and had found a
tick in her scalp -about two weeks
before her death, on May 6.
Spokesmen for the Indiana
Cabinet for Health Services said
tests couldn't determine conclusively if Wilbur was killed by the
fever.
Palmer suggests that area residents have veterinarians remove
ticks from pets as a precaution, and
then outfit pets with flea collars.
The parasites can be removed by
hand with tweezers from dogs or
humans, Palmer said, but suggests
the extraction proceed promptly
after a bite because ticks don't
release their disease-causing -germs
sooner than four hours after a bite.
Some veterinarians reported that
deer ticks, sometimes carriers of
bacteria which cause Lyme disease
in humans as well as wild and
domestic animals, have begun to
show up frequently in Hopkins
County.
But those removed so far from
animals have shown signs of carrying the disease

Crab Legs, Crab Meat, Frog Legs, Scallops, Clam-Strips, Cod Nuggets,
Fried Oysters, Fresh Oysters, Cod Strips, Fried & Fresh Shrimp, Fried
Catfish Fiddler, Fillet, Shrimp Creole, Egg Rolls, Hush Puppies, Caiun Rice,
Corn on the Cob, White Beans, Potato Wedges.
4 P.M.41 P.M.
32 Item Salad Bar and 29 Item Dessert Bar Included With Buffet
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Baesler names Calloway County
campaign co-chairs, committees
Lexington Mayor and Democratic candidate for governor Scotty'
Baesler named campaign co-chairs
and committees for Calloway
County.
Judge Executive George Wcaks
and Tom Auer have been named
co-chairs for the Scotty Baesler for
Governor Campaign for Calloway
County.
Sam Parker has been named the
public relations coordinator.
Baesler's agricultural committee
is made up of Calvin Key, Rick

Murdock, J.R. Rhoades and Glen
Sims.
His education committee consists
of Johnny Bohannon, Waller Byars.
Dr. Richard Crouch, Willie Jackson, Sal Matarazzo, Jim Nix, Jack
Rose, Pete Ryan, Jan Weaver,
James Willis and Marilyn Willis.
Youth committee members are:
Todd Bohannon, Jamie Futrell,
Mike Hopkins. Jody Lassister.
Wendy Parker, Lea Ann Rayburn
and Jon Rose.

Forgy picks up endorsement
from former Hopkins backer
LEVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — LaForgy picked up an endorsement
:rom a state senator who previously
had backed U.S. Rep. Larry HopkIns for governor.
Sen. _Landon Sexton. R-Pine
Knot. said Thursday he preferred
l'org's opposition to the state lot107 and to excessive campaign
spending and Forgy's position on
ta
Forgy. and Sexton appeared
toaether at an airport news conference 'in • -L-exington: • Word. of •Sex ton s defection had circulated a few
-days earlier, and Hopkins had criti.-..
ezed S,.•:on on Tuesday in Whit-

ley City, the seat of Sexton's home
McCreary County.
"Why did he come and speak
against me in my home? He didn't
have that right," Sexton said.
Sexton was among Republican
House and Senate members who in
January signed a letter endorsing
Hopkins and attempting to discourage Forgy from challenging the
veteran congressman in the gubernatorial primary.
"As. .1 watched. the. .campaign
(develop), I've distanced myself
from the Hopkins camp," Sexton
said.

Former governor Brown
endorses Brereton Jones
K. kAP) — Forriwr Gov. • John Y. Brown Jr.
Brereton Jones for the
normnauon for governor and had some optimistic words
date.
ior
- I -2J the job once I got in
he said to Jones during a
c.on nenc.e_...
-ne
gc)irig -to love it. It's a
— Y,
"
add:tion of Brown.
endorsements from
:
a:: c :77,0 ,* crrner Democratic gover.
nor wfl have taken sides this
Carroll. Edward T.
••N:..;- Brea:hilt. Bert T. Combs.
A.B.. "Happy- Chandler and
La-arh,.-e Weatherby have all
endorsed Jones.
•--Ferreer- Govs-. - Martha-- -Lerne-Collins and Wendell Ford have not

-

governor this year and Ford is the
senior U.S. senator from Kentucky.,
Brown said he was also glad to
see that Republicans arc having a
primary to determine their
nominee.
"They haven't had much of a
choice for the last 30 years,"
Brown said. "Even when they
elected a Republican, that wasn't
nieh of a choice.''
• When Brown was elected governor in 1979, he defeated Louie
Nunn. the last Republican to serve
as governor.

Now AT

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
An Unbeatable Offer
1991 Cavalier Cpe.
$219 per mo.
'Plus tax !!‘,

641

•

Stereo. Bucket Seats, Tinted Glass

:ense tased on 48 months Closed End Lease

South

Ms. Doris (Dot) Stallons
Ms. Doris (Dot) Station 34, of
Lebanon Church Road, LonvOak,
died Thursday at 8 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
She was employed by Alco
Health Services, Paducah, and was
a member of Lake City Baptist
Church.
Born Aug. 1, 1956, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
Frances Rose Pierce and Frelon
Pierce who died July 9, 1977.
Survivors are two sons, Mitch
Stallons and Jay Stations, Lone
Oak; her mother, Mrs. Frances
Pierce, Rt., 1, Kirksey; two sisters.
Mrs. Susan Belcher and husband,

Danny, Grand Rivers, and Mrs.
Sharry Carlisle and husband, Joe,
Hazel; two brothers, Mike L. Pierce and wife, Lou Jean, and Mark
Pierce, Murray; six nieces and
nephews; several aunts, uncles and
cousins.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
David Brasher and the Rev. Danny
Belcher will officiate.
Burial will follow in Kirksey
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Saturday.

James Gatlin (Jim) Jordan
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Services for James Gatlin (Jim)
Martha Morton Jordan, to whom he
Jordan were today at 10:30 a.m. at
was married in Manheim, GerStillwater Church of Christ, Stillmany, on Dec. 1, 1957; one
water, Okla. Calvin Warpula
daughter, Mrs. Ann Kampschmidt
officiated.
Pallbearers were Bob Henderson, and husband, Dr. Kit, Houston,
Texas; three sons, Dr. James D.
Blanchard Reel, Tom Keys, Steve
Papendick, Marilon Morgan, Pat Jordan and wife, Dr. Sheila Kennedy, Duncanville, Texas, David
Murphy, Riley Merritt and Russel
.Jordan, Oklahoma City, Okla., and
Conway.
Burial rites will be _later. at. _Scott Jordan., Edmond, Okla.; three
Arlington National Cemetery, grandchildren, Jordan
Kampschmidt, Erin Kampschmidt
Arlington, Va., with full- military
and Lauren Jordan.
honors at the cemetery.
Also surviving are his stepStrode Funeral Home of Stillwater is in charge of arrangements. mother, Mrs. Myrtle Workman JorThe family requests that express- dan, Rt. I, Murray; one stepsister,
ions of sympathy take the form of Mrs. Marian Lockett-Egan and hus'donations to OSU Foundation. band, Douglas Egan, Ardmore, Pa.;
James G. Jordan Scholarship Fund, three stepbrothers, Tommy WorkStudent Union H100, Stillwater, man and wife, Anne, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Okla. 74074.
Max J. Workman and wife, Carol,
Mr. Jordan, 56, Stillwater, died
Lawrenceburg, and Eddie WorkWednesday Morning .at his home. man and wife, Linda, Rt. 1,
His death followed an extended illMurray.
ness from cancer.
He had retired as a lieutenant
colonel of the U.S. Army after 20
years of service in Germany, Lebanon, Korea, Vietnam and various
An Alabama man driving a stolocations in the United States. He len car and using an alias was
was assistant professor of military arrested and detained in McCrackscience at Oklahoma State Univer- en County District Jail, according
sity, Stillwater.
to a published report.
Daniel Joseph Sage who also
gave police the name Scott Starling, 32, of Tuscaloosa, Ala. was
with suspicion of knowcharged
Social
A person should contact
ingly receiving stolen property,
Security:
• Before getting his or her first first dcree wanton endaNepnent,
job, because a social security num- first degree is-Satili: dri-ving -Mid&
the influence, atempting to allude a
tp_get,proper 6ocia1 peceofficenletvirtg.the scene e
Security credit for earnings.
Employers are required to examine an accident and possessing drug
paraphernalia, the report said.
a person's Social Security card. Be
Police began the search for Sage
least
at
number
a
to
sure apply for
he allegedly left Travel Hut
when,
two weeks before it will be needed.
Cairo
on
Road without paying for
• After a death in the family to
see if survivor benefits can be paid. 516 of gasoline.
Police began the pursuit at Lone
• When someone in the family is
Road and Broadway, before
Oak
disabled, to find out if disability
the 1991 black Camaro, driven by
benefits can be paid.
•
At retirement — at 65 for fullrate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for Medi:
care two or three months before 65
LOUISVILLE (AP) — A Fergueven if there are no plans for
son man presented Kentucky Lotretirement.
tery Corp. officials the winning
•
Kentucky Lotto ticket Thursday to
Anyone with a question or with a
claim a jackpot worth $3.5 million.
report to make prior to the repShawn King, 35, will receive 20
resentative's visit to the library
annual installments of $133,000
may telephone the Mayfield Social
after taxes, lottery officials said.
Security office at 247-8095.
King said he stopped at a convenience store near Somerset to buy
some cola but ended up buying a
S2 lottery ticket instead when the
store did not have a certain soft
drink brand in stock.
King, who is a floorman for
Eastern Kentucky Power Co., says
he chose the numbers from birthdates of family members and his
own.
He said he plans to pay off debts
with the money and then evaluate
the situation before deciding his
long-term future. King has two
sons and a wife.
A lotto winner from five weeks
ago, Juanita Berry, also was from
the Somerset area, said lottery
spokesman Greg Donaldson.
The same man owns the two
stores where King and Ms. Berry
bought their tickets, Donaldson
said.
The winning numbers for Wednesday night's Kentucky Lotto
game were: six, seven, 15, 26, 29
and 38.

753-2617

King receives niillion
dollar lottery prize

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?

Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.

When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Sheriff's Association recognized
society by associations in such
areas as education, safety, ethics,
research and community service.
The summer camp operates as a
summer youth camp for needy
children throughout Kentucky with
support from voluntary donations
and fund raisers.
About 1,000 needy children
attend the camp each year and participate in a variety of recreational
and educational activities during
their one-week stay.

The Kentucky Sheriff's Association has received a national certificatd of excellence for the contribution its boys and girls ranch makes
to the public.
The American Society of Association Executives in the group's
Advance America Awards program
selected the state sheriff's association from about 300 entries, to be
one of 47 recognized.
The national program acknowledges significant contributions to
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England awarded scholarship
are recommended by their high
school principal or guidance
counselor.

Lori Allison England of Murray
has been awarded a $500 Raincy T.
Wells Memorial Schoarship for the
1991-92 academic year at Murray
State University.
England is the daughter of Larry
and Jobeth England of Murray.
A graduate of Calloway County
High School, she plans to major in
communications, minor in
marketing/economics and pursue a
career in public relations.
Administered by the MSU Alumni Association, the scholarship is
presented to students who have an
outstanding academic record and

Banking legislation
closer to approval
WASH LNGTON (AP) — The
most thorough reworking of the
banking system since Franklin
Roosevelt's New Deal is over its
first obstacle on the way to becoming law and the Bush administration is pronouncing it good — so
far.
"It's a long process and this is
the first step, but we're very
pleased. on balance /with the way
it's going," said Assistant Treasury
Secretary Jay Powell.
The House Banking subcommittee on financial institutions voted
36-0 Thursday to approve legislation permitting banks to go into
business with securities firms and
insurance companies for the first
time in nearly 60 years.
It also, within three years, would
lift remaining restrictions to interstate hankitig,..allowing_ a bank_in_
New York, for instance, to open
branch offices in California.

Geologists drilling
toward Earth's center
By POPULAR MECHANICS

[ HOG MARKET

For AP Newsfeatures
ederat.State Market News Serske May 24, 1991
Geologists in the Soviet Union, Kentucky
Includes 4
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The Soviet Union has shown the
most interest in meeting the challenge, with plans to complete 11
exploratory shafts by the year
Prices as of 9 a.m.
2000. The deepest so far, on the
Kola Peninsula east of Finland, has
now plunged well over seven and
do
one-half miles and the Soviets (
Industrial Aserage...............- 7.16 )
not plan to stop until they're nearly
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Delegation split
on free-trade vote
WASHINGTON (AP) — here's
how the Kentucky delegation voted
in the 231-192 roll call Thursday
by which the House gave President
Bush authority for two more years
to negotiate a U.S.-Mexico free
trade agreement. The vote was on a
motion to disapprove the authority.
Therefore, a vote of "yes' is a
vote against the president's request.
Voting yes were 170 Democrats
and 21 Republicans and one independent. Voting no were 91 Democrats and 140 Republicans. X
denotes those not voting.
Democrats — Hubbard, N; Mazzoli, N; Natcher, Y; Perkins, Y.
Republicans — Bunning, N;
Hopkins, X; Rogers, N.

RAILROADPi!!!'
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Marshall, Calloway, Hickman, Fulton, Caldwell,
Livingston, Crittenden, Carlisle, Lyon, Trigg.
Graves, McCracken, and Ballard Counties
Railroads - A vital factor In the economic
development of Western KY.
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Sage hit Ann S. Lawson, .56, of
1035 Madison Ave.
Lawson told police she was turning her 1985 Dodge Caravan left
from Jefferson Street onto LaBelle
Avenue when it was hit nearly
head-on by the Camaro.
Lawson was taken to Western
Baptist Hospital, expected to be
treated and released.
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"Bring Back The Future"

Milerray Ledger ik Times

Mrs. Gadberry is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Debbie Louise
Blakeslee and husband, James M.,
Murray.

Mrs. Mary L. Gadberry, 63, of
1301 Poplar St., Murray, died
Thursday at 10:45 a.m. at her
home. Her death followed an
extended illness.
Born Sept. 25, 1927, in Detroit,
Mich., she was a member of the
Catholic Church.

Alabama man arrested in McCracken Co.

Social security rep. visits Murray

A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be
--in--MuTray at the Calloway County
Public Library on Tuesday. May
44, _front_ 10:30_444._tuatil LL3.0Steve, is runrfing for lieutenant P.m.
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Coin Beat
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my rope. Actually, I am mad at myself because I just came home from
another boring evening. I am a 74year-old retired widower with time
on my'hands. I belong to a golf club
where I hang out to kibitz with the
card players.
A retired professional man about
my age, also a widower, also kills
time at the club. I felt sorry for him
because he was always alone, so I
started having lunch with him —
then he suggested we have dinner
together(Dutch), so I said OK. Now
I can't get rid of him.
He is the most boring person I've
ever met.He talks about himself,his
investments,his assets, his this, his
that,and no matter how hard I try to
get off his favorite subject(himself),
he manages to get back on it.
I can't get rid of this obnoxious
guy. He sticks like glue, and doesn't
have one other friend at the club.
Everybody avoids him because he is
so egotistical and boring.
If you can solve this problem,
Abby, you are a genius. For obvious
reasons, I can't sign my name or
location. Sign me ...
DEAR TRAPPED:You could
do yourself and your boring
friend an enormous favor if you
sat him down and told him very
frankly that he would not be so
lonely if he made a few major
changes in his personality.
Tell him that nobody wants
to listen to a person who talks
about nothing but himself and
his assets. If he's all that wellheeled financially, he could
benefit enormously from a few
sessions with a psychologist.The
truth may hurt,but it could arab
solve your problem.
*0*
DEAR ABBY: When my husband
and I go to a restaurant, we are
served such large portions that we

is It Time to Change Our Coin
either have to ask for a doggie bag to Desigur _
.
take home what we can't eat, or we
leave it on our plates to be thrown
out.
At times we have ordered only
one meal and an extra plate so we
can split the dinner. This isn't always convenient because we both
don't always want to eat the same
thing. •
The few restaurants that offer
lighter fare" serve diet foods. Why
can't these restaurant owners realize that all people don't eat like
harvest hands? I sometimes wonder
if they realize how much food is
wasted.
How can we get the restaurant
owners to offer only half-portions? I
can't be the only person who hates to
see food wasted. How about it, Abby?
Any suggestions on how to get this
problem corrected?
NOT THAT HUNGRY
IN ORLANDO

By DR. JOE FUHRMANN
Guest Writer

Coin collectors generally favor a
redesign of our current coinage.
Our argument is that the designs on
our current coins have been around
too long.
Did you realize, for example,
that the Lincoln cent was first
issued in 1909 when William Howard Taft was president? The
Washington quarter appeared under
Herbert Hoover, in 1932. The Jefferson nickel was unveiled in 1938.
The Roosevelt dime is a relative
newcomer, debuting in 1946, the
year after FDR died, The Kennedy
half-dollar appeared in 1964, a
mere five months after Kennedy
was assassinated on November 22,
1963. That's over ,a quarter of a
DEAR NOT THAT HUNGRY:' century ago — and it's our most
If you are suggesting that rescoin.
taurateurs offer half the food at recent
We who favor new designs for
half the, price, please read on:
Restauiant owners could not our nation's coins also maintain
survive on halfthe profit. Better their artwork was not much in the
leave things the way they are first place — with the possible
and give their customers doggie exception of the Lincoln cent. Such
bagsto tote home their leftovers. judgments are a matter of opinion,
I grant. It is beyond dispute, however, that new designs would stir
CONFIDENTIAL TO NO up interest in coins and coin colGAMBLERIN LAS VEGAS:When lecting, and this in turn would
Itcomes to birth control,the only bring new revenues to the Mint to
method that's 100 percent effec- apply to expenses of the Federal
tive is self-control.
Government as a whole. For example, the sale of proof sets — they
have all looked the same since
1981 — has slumped badly in
recent years, but would skyrocket
if new designs entered circulation.
To get Abby's booklet "How to Write Collectors would want sets containLettere for MI Ogcasions," send a long, ing the last year of an,old design
business-sise, sell-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for 1111.95($4.50 and, even more, sets containing the
in Canada)to:Dear Abby,Letter Booklet, first year of a new design.
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 61054.
For a time it appeared the "coin
(Postage is included.)
lobby" was bringing Congress
around to its view. One proposal
seemed in particular favor. This
was to give the presidents on our
current coins facelifts and to completely redesign the reverse side of
each coin. But in the last few days
a powerful voice for the status quo

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

has been raised, a voice which
weakens the likelihood of any
change in the near Tutige.
Donna Pope, Director of the U.S.
Mint, recently testified before the
House committee which oversees
our coins and currency. Pope had
previously been neutral on the subject of new coin designs. She noted
the Mint could carry out changes if
instructed by Congress, which has
power over this matter. But Pope
expressed no opinion about the
desireability of change until several
days ago.
Pope has now urged Congress to
leve the designs of out current
coins alone. She claims most
Americans are satisfied with the
coins they now have. Pope expressed the opinion that th
designs
are "classic" and "beautiful."
thinks changes would cause "c
fusion," and that stability, not
change, is needed in fiscal policy at
this time.
Numismatists respect Donna
Pope for a host of reasons, but I
can't agree with anything she has
to say on this particular issue.
Every year we get dozens of new
stamp designs; car lines are constantly changing; clothing styles
come in an out, up and down.
Canada, Japan, Great Britain and
Germany constantly redesign their
coins and paper money without
much — if any -- "confusion."
The issue of stability is important, but I don't think it applies in
the matter of coin designs. In 1916,
during World War I — and at a
time when it seemed as if Great
Britain and Fiance might be losing
-- Americans were treated to a
new dime, quarter and half-dollar.
From the outset, Americans loved
the "mercury dime," the. "standing
liberty quarter" and the "walking
liberty half-dollar." Why? Because
the new coins were beautiful,
demonstrably superior to what they
replaced. This may have reassured'
troubled people the least bit. Possibly it had no impact at all.
The nickel and quarter we now
have, incidently, appeared during
the Great Depression.So much for

our nation's supposed inability to
absorb change in troubled times.
often wonder if Americans
were once more resourceful than
today. Between 1938 and 1948,
Congress and the Mint replaced a
great nickel, dime and half dollar.
Why? Because the designs — if
excellent — had been around for a
long time, and it was taken for

gamted that new artists deserved a
chance to make a statement for
their day. Whatever the merits of
our current coins, surely Pope
would not maintain they are the
equal of these masterpieces: the
Buffalo nickel, the Mercury dime,
the Walking Liberty half-dollar?
The struggle for new art on our
coins is not over.

Hello Stranger!
Searching for mowers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative. Its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Cell...

VCR Service

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492-8348

PUBLIC NOTICE

* SPECIAL *
Fluid & Filter
Change 24.95

THE FINEST. BBQ
RIBS & CATFISH
FILLETS
.1 of on Full order with
ths AD . May 24 8 25.
aite, 5 PM
Farley's. Market &
Restaurant

Ail Brands

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

6

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
624 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-6374

3 miles West of Hazel
on State Line (Hwy
893)492-8248

For the best family
entertainment visit

AS SEEN ON T V

Backstreet Station
Family Music Show
Now Open

Vote May

28

LEARN TO DRIVE,.

Dr. Floyd Poore
for Governor
For ride to poll
call 759-9786
Paid for by Poore for Governor Committee of Callo-

Fri. & Sat.
8 p.m.
North Benton, Ky
For reservations Call:

TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED
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you, you

rake May 24, 1991
el Report Includes 4
Eel 500 Barrows /4
53.514.

ALUMS Ele3s1
PORTAL TO REDHEADS

'
VE
VEIL I

--552.50-53.00
M50-52.50
Steady

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1931 Camaro RSloaded
*143445 5312 30 ma'
Call Gene at 753-2617
•111,..s Tax Title & License

48 Mo Closed End Leas.

Lt

1116-1k--

544.00-45.00

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
Unless still in School
or

Leona Helmsley of the Paleozoic

a.m.

5

YOU CAN HAVE RUFFLES ON
THE TOP AND TRY TO LICK
AS THOUGH 40U DON'T HAVE
A TEENY CHEST...

7.16
2910.33
... 671/4 + 3/4
.42B 421/IA
+ 1/4
.... 1621/211
4734unc
31 - 1/4
121/2imc
+ 34
... 453/4 + ?/4
514B 153/sA
555/s - 1/s
..33 + 1/4
—.391/4 + 34
+ 1/s
........243/sirc
.
..10474 + 1/4
463/s + 3/s
....... 431/4onc
22 - 1/1
211ir + 1/s
........403/sunc
341/4 + 3/s
561/s 4- 1/4
571/4 - 14
383/. + 1/s
+ 1/1
641/s + 1/s
...1153/s + 3/4
43'4 +
40'4 + 1/s
30unc
......
5.42

OR SOU CAN HAUE RUFFLES
ui PlACES AND HOPE EVERYONE WILL OCT THE RUFFLES
CONFUSED AND START THAJKING
'WOE TRYING TO CONCEAL A
CHEST THAT'S TOO (110 AND
A REAR THAT'S TOO TEENY!

...AND HERE'S

ANOTHER
SULLETIN!

"‘ INSERT THE NEEI7LE
THROUGH THE DELTOID MUSCLE, /
AND MANIPULATE IT 50 THE..."

WHERE'
HE 60?

fers

comprehensive

3

4

11
14

15

5

6

7

'bee local dean serelce

MRS. THERESA psychic
reader and advisee- can
help through all problems.

Call for appointment
502-554-7904.

eg
4 Verve
5 Negates
6 "Five Easy

8

9 Greek letter
10 Commands
11 Experience
13 Uncanny
16 Lock opener
19 Comes on the
scene
21 Fisherman's
spear
23 Protuberances
25 Drawing

1-900-454-3535

We would like to
take this opportunity to express
our appreciation
to friends and
neighbors
who
sent food and
flowers.
A special thanks
to Rev. Burpae
and Rev. Sammy
Cunningham.
Also a special
thanks to Blalock
& Coleman Funeral Home and
GarMemorial
dens. A Deep appreciation for pall-.
bearers
and 7
Oneida White. A,
personal thanks
and gratitude to •
Silly Buchanan for:
the songs and:
deep appreciation:
of his friendship..
May God Bless
You All
Family of

'Extension #702

Jewoll'Hofford Brown

9

10

12111113,
MOM
27 Hurried
17
18111

111

llU36
111

III

infor-

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

29 Equality
32 "M'ASH'
character
201111
18 119 2311
33 Gets up
25
24
34 Brands
22
35 Golf course
29
28
27
26
parts
36 New Zealand
31
aborigines
30
ll
37 Fragment
idI
37
40 Viper
34
32 33
43 Pugilistic
encounter
41
39
38
44 Let it stand
47 "Kinder45
44
43
garten —"
4211
48 Period of
49
48
47
46
time
51 Film's
50
51
Dirty Harry:
2115311
inns.
55
53 For example:
abbr.

III

rates. For free

mation call:

7 Ar ow poison
8 Beast of
bu den

11

JTA1OMMt 5-24

..404WawitSinek
UP.C.

2

1 — nature
2 Above
3 James Bond.

Answer to Previbbs Puzzle

21

ion Available
pon Request.

if investment
is you.

32 Blackbirds
35 Makes neat
38 War god
39 Sailor.
colloq.
41 Ark builder
42 Underworld god
43 Foundations '
45 Neither
46 Schwarzenegger 19
47 Contend in
riValry
49 Note of scale
50 Get
compensation
for
52 Sea nymph
54 Clans
55 Antlered
animals

1 Pondered
6 Instrument
for Billy
Joel
11 Upend
12 Make certain
14 Near
15 New York
baseball
players
17 Down: prefix
18 The urial
20 Female
relative
21 That woman
22 Gull-like •
bird
24 Sight organ
25 Garment tor
a ranee
26 Mistakes
28 Thinly
scattered
30 Mountain on
Crete
31 High
mountain
1

POLICE REPORT THAT SOMEONE
GOING AROONP HANDING
KILLETINS TO NEWSCASTERS!

Our most popular Major Medical Policy of
benefits at reasonable

ACROSS

DRIVING ME.

their

expired_ due to age.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

EXCELLENT CIHOICE.
WHY 3UST FOOL THE MEN
WHEN THERE'S A CHANCE WE
CAN ALSO DELUDE OURSELJES?

College,

family group hospital
insurance may have

II

lUll

.

,`‘ .
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CLASSIFIEDS

z

iv:0.4'm •
ick

"Thank You"
I would like to
express my appreceation and
love to Bro. Jim
Alford, and all
churches,
the
friends and relatives tor their
and
concern
during
prayers
my illness. And
to all my neighbors on Hurt
Drive. The love
offering was so
also
nice,
thanks for the
food and flowall
You
ers.
mean so much
to me

BABYSITTER to sit in your
home evenings and
weekends Lynn Grove
area preferred 435-4000
•EARN EXTRA INCOME*
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing 1991 Travel brochures For more inform&
lion send a stamped
addressed envelope to A 1
Box
P 0
Travel
430780-B1 South Miami
FL 33143

RECEPTIONIST
Insurance clerk for doctor s
office Fullbrne Send re
sume to P0 Box 1040W
Murray Ky 42071
SERVICE Technician for
Heating Air Conditioning
Apply at Buford s Heating
and Air 1928 N 8th Street
Paducah, KY or send re
sume to P0 Box 1396

HELP wanted' Kool 100,
the new 100 000watt pow
erhouse FM is now seeking
experienced salespeople
Braodcast experience a
plus but not essential if
you can sell then we need
to talk This is a career
opportunity Call Faye for
an interview for Satutrday
at
25 t h
May
1-800-745-7253 EOE

050
Lost
And Found
LOST black & white spotted
fox hound Answers to the
name of 'March Will give
reward Call Collect
502 436 5526

JOBS IN ALASKA Hiring
Entry Level $600.weekly
Construction Canneries
Call
fields
Oil
1-206-736-7000 Eat
12488

LOST,dog Southwest Villa
area White male pointer
witelemonspots 753-5344
or 753-5069

LEAD guitar needed for
country rock band
759 9932

WILL babysit M F My
home Have references
753 5978
WILL babysit in my home
have references Reason
able rates 436 2553
WILL care for your children
in my Canterbury home
753-5450
WILL do house cleaning
Call after 7pm 753 1016

13 IMMEDIATE OPENLOST German Shepard
INGS NEED a job/ A
near N 16th St Answers to
GED" Hope for the future'
Lamonte She's very
You may qualify it 'You do
A
759-4605
Reward
riendly---r-f
not have your GED or high
LOST Gray tiger strip long school diploma •Yow are
hair cat Near Hale Road & between the ages of 16 &
94E 753 6760 Leave 21 We are an E 0 E This
protect is funded by the
message
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Counol- JTP A
Call J TP A Out Of School
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
8a m -11 30a m
1 ADULT and 2 students
needed for gift shop The PAINTERS must have 2
years experience or more
Hitching Post Aurora
Steady work Apply at
474-2266
Black s Decorating Center
AVON -representatives S 4th Street -or call
needed , Up to 50% corn
753-0839
mission $84 $15 kits Delayed billing Door to door POSITIONS Miailable at
unnecessary Insurance Shoney s Inn Must apply in
available Assist Mgr
person Shoney's Inn
1 800 866 2243
641N, Murray Ky

PET Pen, 1101 Story, tropi
OF WEEK" 2BR farmhouse on 280 BULLS AND HEIFERS
O P augometer stepping "SPECIAL
ONLY
cal and goldfish birds, re
38r
off
duplex
14X70
log
NCE
lbr
TESTED
$250/mo
PERFORMA
Il
machine with 8 function
Baker
elites. small animals, dog
Keith
wily)
near
1br
and
(1
94
Gelbvieh
East
Simmental
$230imo
$I11,1099
moderator Student movradio tower $175./mo All Maine Anjou crossbred grooming 759-132'2
$130 Homes, Hwy 79E, Pans. Ps
sell
Must
ing
155
644 OUI2, I 800-533-3564
require deposit No pets service age Bulls and Hed
753-8133
era Only the very top per
753-8848 before flpm
Inre
to
AKC standard poodle pupready
homes
USED
Rock
Amlistriess
LANDSCAPE Lava
formers offered for sale All pies, black, 9wks
sin
bedrooms
3
D
apartments
or
2
2
in
FURNISHE
and
tested
health
lcu ft bag only $1 50 ea
animals
glewides and doublewides
for rent $150 and $175/mo guaranteed to breed Smith 492-8529
14 CUBIC ft white Westing
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
Gas and water paid
house, frost -free ea We also have sanitized free delivery and set up
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz. AKC registered Siberian
Starting at $4 143 00
753-7276
only
refrigerator/freezer Excel
bag
50lb
KY
DAY Husky puppies Beautiful
42211
play sand
BEST HOME CENTER
lent condition $250 Day $2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
markings, blue eyes,
NIGHT
5182
(502)235dubrick
new
A
BRAND
Hwy 45 South Jackson TN
time call 762 3375
6weeks old, male & female
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
plex 2br, a/c, gas heat, all (502)235-5170
2825
422
901
753-0869 before 9pm
Coast Hardware 753 8604
appliances No pets
160
YOUR Choice NEW 2 or 3 753-7688 or 759-4703 QUARTER horse with
Horne
ROTTWEILER pupplies
ONE Pepsi bottle machine
bedroom. $10,999 00. nights
Furnishings
saddle and bridle Call AKC, male and female
$85 One set of office 5127 22 per month
our 753-6805 after 5pm
shots and worms
BEDROOM set Fultsize phocAes 3 lines 9 phones $88500 down, 1225% AVAILABLE July 1st
or
90 1 6 4 8 5024
bed dresser and 2 night- $125 753-7275
APR. 180 mos Free deliv- nearly new 2tir green door
901-644-1099
1811
duplex
Ridgewood
BEST
up
set
stands Fair condition
and
PATIO stones 2"x8"x16- ery
All rooms good size large
$125 Nag 753-2001
gray or red 69e ea Also HOME CENTER, Hwy 45 double sink bath Front
Ito
Jackson, TN
South,
hexagonal
or
square
2"x12"
BR furniture 6 drawer
Public
porch and rear deck Cen- AKC Brittany pups
2825
901-422
radius!
or
gray
stones
patio
dresser with mirror, 4
tral gas heatiair Lease and 502 362 4018
red
have
We
250
drawer chest of drawers, in $1 69ea
deposit No pets $375/mo
FOR sale, CFA Registered
Mobil*
very good condition $250, octagon square paving
.
753-0814
Persian kittens
18"
and
chinalla
ea
55e
for
stones
Rent
twin
For
ay/white
Homes
apricot-gr
ducks
white
patio
Baby
brickfaced
2
baths
2br
duplex
square
NEW
ruffle
comforter and bed
2BR 2 bath gas Garage with auto opener, 753-5950
with 2 apricot balloon val- stones $3 69 Coast to 12x65
heat central air Country
appliances plus microwave HAVE an obedient, safe
ances $40 DP weight Coast Hardware 753-8604
753 3942
furnished 5450/mo lyr
bench and weights, $150 PINE Bark Mulch or Nug
dog for show or home
lease Northwood Dr No
759 1293 after 5pm
Classes or professionally
gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
pets 753-2905
lust
bag
40Ib
trained Serving Murray for
soil
Hwy. 94 West first house
Top
ea
furniHOMECRAFT patio
In Graves County,3 miles
28R apartment in North- over 12yrs 436-2858
ture Table and 4 chairs, $1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib
wood $265imo 753-3964 HIMALAYAN kittens CFA
west of Lynn Grove
also 2 lounge chairs and 2 bag only $1 99 ea Also 2BR 753-9866
or
Living roorn suit, coffee table,
high back chairs $500 Call lgal size Shrubs
& flame
Blue
registered
2br
redecorated
NEWLY
DOUBLEWIDE 2br gas
435-4467 Fri Sat & Sun Azaleas are just $2 99 ea
portable dish washer, eight
H/A, W/D point $250 Call 435 4467
Coast to Coast Hardware heat Days 527-1987, duplex Central
track stereo, rengerator, two
only
Sun only
and
Sat.
Fri,
proyard
mowing
hookup,
nights 354-6335
753-8604
chest drawers, clothing, dishes
vided Westwood Dr $350
OAK corner china cabinet
PEG'S Dog Grooming
Lots of odds & ends
COINS
S
HER
NEWER 2br 14x60 on pri- 759-4979 or 753-8859
$300 2 wicker chairs CHRISTOP
753 2915
$50ea New panasonic is expanding, We now offer vate lot 19 miles from Mur- NICE 1,2,3br apartment
microwave $100 Whirlpool stamps and stamp supplies eyy Walk to Johnathan Furnished, near campus
$265 mo
Creek
microwave $50 All excel- along with silver dollars
Also 1-3br house, 1-4br
proof sets U S and foreign 354 6248
lent condition 753-4701
house Vii/D hook-up Day
supplies
coin
coins and
mobile home for rent
NICE
753-6111, night
9-5
great
are
Coins and stamps
165
Central RA Call 492 8348 753-0606
hobbies, they also make
wonderful gifts and invest- SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, NICE 2br duplex carport.
Antiques
ments Visit us today at the electric or gas Walking dis- appl., gas heat, deck.
ANTIQUE mall at The Ox-Yoke Antique Store tance to college 753-5209
lease. No pets $425/mo
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a.leader'm
Hitching'Post in Aurora wit (Hazel), Treasure House
710 Sycamore 753-7457
quality healthcare in Western
providing
Day
be opening Memorial
and Book Rack (Murray),
20n
Northwest Tennessee, announces
and
Kentucky
reand
stove
3br
NICE
)veoeirigt Dealers wanted the h4ercantle (Aurora)and
fisoling
theintiowing yob opemngs
frigerate( lurrished Cen474-2266.
the Book Shelf (Pans) We
And Cooling
the
of
tral heat/air Half
buy coins and stamps and
CLINICAL MANAGER: Seeking a dynamic nursAIR conditioner repair, free utilities $450/mo, deposit
appraise estates
No pets 105 N 16th
ing manager for our Critical Care, Progressive
estimates 436-2904
502-753 4161
Farm
753-1953 days, 753-0870
Care. and Second Floor nursing units BaccaEquipment
TOPSOIL pickup or we
nights
laureate prepared registered nurse with 3-5 years
300
deliver 753-0277 or
critical care experience and a minimum of 2 years
Business
ARTSWAY grinder/mixer
TAKING applications for
759-1090 Welch Sand and
management experience required Excellent salRentals
Hog & pig feeders 4 ton Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
section 8 rent subsidized
ary
and benefits package
bulk bin w auger and motor
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedKy
10x12 SPACES available
Apts
Hilldale
Apply
753-6088 753 8539
rooms.
downtown
550mo
TOP Soil good rich dirt
Hazel Ky Days 492-8175, Hardin. Ky or call
For details contact:
Ideal for yards and pant nights 1 901 247 5518
502-437-4113 EHO
I.yn Ryan. R N
beds 759-1828.753-2446
2br
Nurse Ret miter
Bogard Trucking a, Exce- 4 CAR shop with office. Cali VACANT furnished
(562)762.1319
apartment ' No pets.
l-rating
753-4509.
753 5292
Equal opportonev
TV antenna 400 bricks
rmplo)er
Prime
753-3022
saw
one miter

SUNTAN booth 753 3488

Experienced
Meat Cutter
Needed
Send resume to
P0 Box 1040T,
Murray, KY 42071

FULL brne word processor,
legal & word processing
expenence required Sal
ary to commensorate with
experience and ability Mail
resume to P 0 Box 1040E
Murray KY 42071

Ruth Hill

,

PERMANENT lull time
positions in deferent ph of laundry and dry
cleaning Good working
conditions paid holidays
No experience necessary
We will train Apply in per
son Boone Cleaners 605
Main Murray

BABYSITTER wanted
45-55 years of age for 2
month old gal 759-1334

WILL Sit with sick or elderly
Call 753-4590 or 435 2497
for information
inn
Business
Opportunity
1970 ICE Cream Truck
Very good condition
$1500 442 2/91

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
toes $7-S12 each We will
remove Will also buy axles' 527-2932

HELP WANTED

JUNK cars and trucks
437-4087

USED mobile homes and
campers 492-8714

Articles
For Sale

Murray Pressure Washing
And

Mobile Homes
Tractors
Farm Equipment

BROYHILL couch love seat recliner corner
shelves 14tt Camper
753-0955 after 5pm

Campers

•

CAMQUFLAGE army
pants rip stop cotton
$1995 Speed lace army
boots $3995 Motorcycle
helmets and shields
Walker work boots and
western boots Jerry s
Sporting goods 6th arid
Walnut Mayfield KY
42066
CLEAN timothy red clover
hay Available mid June
$1 00/bale or $200 delivered Coldwater 489 2773
after 5 30pm

•-e was 17 wish auburn hair
;1 er lips were soft and skin so fair
I was so in love with those eyes of blue
BUT NOW JANET SUE IS 42
We went to Prom and I fell deep
couldn't eat, I couldn't sleep
orr love was lasting, our Love was true
'-s-OW JANET SUE IS 42
e dated forever and then we wed
She followed me wherever I led
New York, Hong Kong, MSU
BUT NOW JANET SUE IS 42
Young and free - no children to adore
One - maybe two - so how'd we get four
That cute little figure - great disposition too
BUT NOW JANET SUE IS 42
ir„Tor.44-rhe

tra.

-7
•
.77

From lace to cotton, from an A to a C
From youth to mother, now she's never free
From sweetness and kindness to Shakespeare Shrew
FOR NOW JANET SUE IS 42
Charts and computers and billing she's smart
Just ask Dr Bright at Medical Arts
Laundry and taxi, piano lessons too
110W LONG CAN SIIE GO AT 42
Thee headaches and kids and fits of rage
They say like wine you get better with age
And like that wine ow love is too
I TI/INK I'LL KEEP IIER AT 42
ILYAWB

Softball 8.
Baseball
Batting Cages
j

Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY KY

24FT above ground pool
3yrs old with cover pump
and wooden deck $1600
435 4467 Fri Sat & Sun
only

Steam Cleaning Service

•••

Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf

USED chain link fencing
Need about 50 yards Call
Ann at 435-4425

ISA

For Estimates Call:
489-2705 or 492-8568

Par 3 Golf Course
Goif Carts

USED and junked air condi
tioners Will pick up
436-2904

le_ntucky Fried Chickens
Jui Marshall FrsactiMe

Concrete '
f),,nt,i6n Boats

411's

USED 'and antique fu-rni
lure glass tools, quilts
901 642-6290

,,icken restaurant, E0E.IMIF

Siding

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

SMALL farm with 3br house
in Calloway or Graves
county 435 4147

Kentucky ,Fried Chicken is looking for help If
you are energetic, enthusiastic and like people,
we would like to meet you
Positions available are.
* Manager Trainees tir Food Service Workers
* Customer Service Workers
Good Benefits
Good Salary
Kentucky Fried,
A pply in person at the Murray

Br:LI

Garage/Moving
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
May 24 & 25

DIVE Equipment Package
Decor regulator is
Octopus Decor Tri View
Mask 2 Underwater Lights,
Buoyancy Compensator,
Winoka Dive Knife Weight
Belt 184bs Compass Con
sole veDepth & pressure
guage 3/16" Wet suit
(Large) 345-2279 after
5 30pm
GOLF clubs Hogans
Pncess 3 woods 8 irons
Excellent condition MHS
golf bag 759 4593 after
3 30prn
MATCO Model 910, 10
drawer road chest, 334 L,
18'4 W, 194 H, $450. %
drive air gun, blue point
Model AT315 $85 4 drive
metric socket set. 10mm to
32mm $125 753-0250
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
TWO 1 way airline tickets
from Nashville to Seattle
with Dallas stop June 11
Make offer 753 5504
WOOD lathe Delta 4f1
model Includes motor and
tools First $195 753-5154
after 5pm

MEN S Arnold Palmer golf
clubs Sand Wedge-3Irons
$195 Women's Powerbilt
golf clubs Pitching
wedge 3Irons $75
753-5904
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
STOVE & fireplace wood
for sale Buy now and save
$1800 per rick 4354136
WOOD for sale 753-9745

Office Space
For Rent
2000 sq ft newly
decorated. Plus
800 sq ft decorate to suit Close
to downtown Murray. First month
free rent with 1 yr.
lease
753-8302 or
753-5870

WAREHOUSE or workshop Available immedi
753 8809 or
ately
753-2031
WOODEN storage buildings 8x16 starts at 51095,
1006' $142450, 12x24'
$2395 Other sizes available Acree Portable Buildings 502-247-7831
250
Business
Services
PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Investigations, Soultiside Shopping Center Suite #102
Murray, 753-2641

2BDRM, stove & refrigerator furnished 5225/mo
plus deposit 2bedrm duplex, 3 miles east Stove,
refrigerator, water furnished $225/mo plus
deposit
2BR stove/refrigerator,
lmi past Graves Co line
Hwy 1294 Deposit and
references required No
pets $275 489-2440

Apartments
For Rent

1BR and trailer only a couple blocks from campus
Author
SHARP copiers
Furnished Cheap rates
ired dealer for sales ser- 759-1534
vice supplies, parts and
rental units Local com- ,213DRM duplex Unfurnpany Gall 1-800-248-4319 ished, near university
$260/rno 753-5421
270
1 or 2BORM apartment
Mobile
753-4109
Horne For Salo
2BR apt for rent Close to
14x75 BUCCANEER trail campus Call 759-9839 after 6pm
2br, 2 full baths central
H/A Call Guy. 753-0405 2BR apt furnished, close to
campus W/C hookup
between 7am and 5pm
5300/mo $300 deposit
14x80 BUCCANEER Set 753-0919
up 3bdrm 2full bath Take
:2856 2BR Duplex in Northwood
over payments 753
5300/mo 759-4406
$16,9004BR doublewide, de
dulivered and set-up Keith 2BR energy efficient
extra
Baker Homes, Hwy 79E, plex New paint,
apParis, TN 644-0012, clean Central H/A,
now
Available
pliances
1-800-533-3568
Coleman RE 753-9898
1986 CLAYTON 14x70
3br 2 bath All electric
Stella Mobile Home Court
759 4934

NICE 2br 1 bath Gas heat
refrigerator and stove W/D
hookup.. 606 Sycamore
Available May 11th
$350/mo plus deposit No
pets 753-1772
NICE furnished house in
residential area for shared
rental to two responsible
graduate students $250
utilities each
each plus
Deposit and references required All appliances,
microwave, WO furnished
753-8143 or 606-254-6583

•

?. r4•'.

•

•

15 FEEDER pigs Average
$50ea
45- 50Ibs
498-8669
PURE bred Hereford's 37
head cows and calves
Good, clean gentle herd
Selling out 753-8848 before 8pm

12 hour shifts available
For details contact:
Lyn Ryan. R N
Nurse Recruiter
(502) 762-1319
hweloppottom
Empk Awe -

CITY RESIDENTS COST — $35.00 EACH VEHICLE
NON-RESIDENTS COST —$35.00 EACH VEHICLE USED IN
THE COURSE OF EMPLOYMENT INSIDE THE CITY.
IF ORDERING BY MAIL, PLEASE INCLUDE THE ABOVE
INFORMATION.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

a •

•

•

•

•• a
7 • •

An
sev
tur
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usi
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thir
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8
15
(c
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17

Clo
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ste)
etc

14I13 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

INFORNTATION REQUIRED FOR CITY AUTO STICKERS:
YEAR AND MAKE OF THE VEHICLE
LICENSE PLATE NUMBER

•

8r

MURRAY
CALLOMY
COLINTY
HOSPITAL

10% PENALTY EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 1991

""'"" 7- -.7,r1'

11. •

Livestock
Stmplim

ORTHOPEDICS:
3-11 part & full time 11-7 full time
M EDICAWSURGICAL:
3-11 part & full time, 11-7 full time
EMERGENCY ROOM:
3-11 charge nurse
OBSTETRICS:
11-7 full time
INTENSIVE CARE:
11-7 full time
GERIATRICS:
7-3 & 3-11 as needed

STICKERS AND BUSINESS LICENSE

•

Po,
lath
Cri
exe
clo
Nir
kid

REGISTERED NURSE POSITONS AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

4 DAYS LEFT TO PURCHASE 1991-92 CITY AUTO

"FREE 11181 FORD EXP."
with purchase of a certain
Doublewide. 3 to choose
Miscellaneous
from. For information call
Hwy
AGREE Iarports 12x2I Keith Baker Homes,
644-0012,
TN.
79F.,
Pans,
for
Reg $1295 on sale
$995 20x21 rag $1795 on I -800-533-3568
sale for $1295 Call May- 14 x80 313F1, 2 bath, must be
field 247-7831
moved 436-5272
LASER Computer Apple NEW doubler/ides 3 bedIle and Apple Ilc compel rooms $14 999 00
able, Monochrome mow $17221 per month $1,296
tor Some Software Pro- down 1225% APR Free
DOS booklet and manual delivery and set up BEST
Bought new Christmas HOME CENTER Hwy 45
TN
1989 Used only a few South, Jackson
901-422.2825
times $400 435-4632

••

370

Murray-Calloway (Ounn, Hospital a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky anct.Northwest Tennessee announces
the follou lag fob ru-senings

NOTICE - MAY 31 DEADLINE

240
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/403 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

320

1991 14x50 2br 1 bath
Total electric, W/D hookup
underpinned Located Rivi
ROCKFORD Fosgate (1) era Cts Lot 7 389-0141
Power-650 1 set of Fos
trailer
gate Pro 15 inch woofers 24tt PERRY travel
in
skirted
ed,
self-contain
New 247-6632
sulated underpinned Ex
SOUND System Yamaha cellent condibon, brick paPM -1000 16-channel tio,privacy fence See at
mixer (2) BGW 750W Grogans Trailer Court 94E
Amps (1) BGW 250W
down pay
Amp,(1) 31 band EQ.(1) 2 BANK Repc>s
low as
way eover, (4) Bass ca ments starting as
Wets with 2-15' JBL each $299 00 2 & 3 bedrooms
(4) community horns with doublewide repos also
JBL drivers (2441),(3) Har available BEST HOME
banger monitors with 15' CENTER Hwy 45 South
TN
JBL Road cases for all Jackson
901 422 2825
equipment 753-2981
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1 Story. tropi
ish, birds, re
animals, dog
9 132-2
poodle pup
k. 9wks
ed Siberian
s Beautiful
blue eyes
ale & female
re 9pm
R pupplies
and female
d worms
5024
or

Public
Sok

Pubic
Sato

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
May 24 & 25
1703 Johnson

7-3
1623 College Fm Rd.
Rain or Shine
of children
clothes- all sizes,
glassware, sewing
Lots

machine and lots
more.

(Off Doran Rd.)
By Murray High School
Furniture. toys, paintings, drapes. bedspreads, boy's, men &
clothes.
women's
1977 Corvette. 1986
Bronco.

Garage Sale
Sat. May 25
806 Sha-Wa
(off College

/Moving
ale
Sat.
4 & 25
est first house
ounty, 3 miles
nn Grove
tin, coffee table,
washer, eight
refngerator, two
, clothing. dishes
Zit ends

I'm Rd )

7 a.m.-Noon
Power Toots - Rockwell
lathe, Craftsman 6- planer,
Craftsman 10- radial saw,
exercycle, toys, children's
clothing, Nintendo game,
Nintendo remote control,
kidi: bed tent, bicyle, and
more. Ram or shine

Rain or Shine
Wicker, country decorating items, household
items, crafts, curtains,
clothes, knick-knacks,
miscellaneous,
some
nice items, priced to sell.

der.in

treadle
Antiques,
sewing machine, pictures, dishes, paper
back books, new &
used misc. items

mainces

Rain or Shine

Corner of 12th &
Poplar
(behind Eva's Custom Sewing)
Designer

Yard Sale
Sat. May 25
7-4
Hwy. 641 North.

1:74.‘

Brick house next
to West Ky. Allergy
Clinic. Look for
Signs

•
idll
.

Is

leader in
nrrounces

3 PARTY YARD
SALE
Fri. and Sat. than.
121 S. Turn left on
Overby Rd. Follow
Signs.
RCA 13" Color t.V.,
antique bedroom suit,
antique bed, twin bed
wi bookcase head,
many clothes, childrens books, toys,
comic books, baseball
collectables
cards,
and lots of miscellaneous.-

Household items, women and infant girl clothing, bicycle, baby
items.

Moving Sale
Sat. May 25
8 a.m.to 4 p.m.
1505 Beckett Di.

Family
Yard Sale
402 N. 17th St.
Saturday, May 25
8 till ?
8 pc setting ironstone
dinnerware - many extra pieces - green &
yellgw, 3 sets silverware, lamps & extra
new shades, 2 medicine chests, 2 car tires
14 in., storm window
complete 33x40, elect
broom

Elec. typerwriter,
left handed golf
clubs, pizza cooker,
adding machine,
canning jars and
more.

AVAILREAS:

2-Party

II time

Carport Sale

Yard
Sale

Sat. May 25,
7-3
1715 Keenland

Sat., May 25th
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
809 Bagwell

Clothes, books, household items, nic-nacks,
stepping stones, door,

Baby
furniture,
clothing, lots of
misc.

etc.
rVAN

t Laity 421171

NE

5-Party
Yard Sale,
Sat. Only
8-4
I mi. out 94 East
Corner of Vancleave &
94 - house before Pontoon place
Cancel if rain
No early sales
An.& crafts, clothes- all sues.
antique fiddle, vases, dishes.
many misc Iran.

Yard Sale
Sit. May 25
8 a.m.
1551 Mockingbird Dr.
Bar stools, rug,
boy baby clothes,
men & women's
clothes, odds &
ends, etc.

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated companies
to give you the best possible rates, benefits, and service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

4 companies

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

7 companies

NURSING HOME INSURANCE _6 companies

SED IN
ITY.
ABOVE

May 25th
8 A.M.
500 N. 5th
Lots of furniture,
knickknacks, and
lots more.

CANCER INSURANCE

3 companies

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

3 companies

LIFE INSURANCE

5 companies

ANNUMES

4 companies

Please call us the next time you need any of
the above Insurance. Over 2,000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business.

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopichisville Federal flaw. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray. Ky
"Our 29th 'roar of service"

•.
•

Use0
Cars

acre corn
3BR on 1
pletely remodeled siding
roof, carport 121 North 5
miles lust past Stella .
mile 753-7523

1986 MONTE Carlo Excellent condition 759-9472

BEAUTIFUL 2/, 5acre
tracts with paved roads
Located near Hwy 94E
close to Ky Lake Contact
Kopperud Realty
753-1222 for prices plats
and restrictions MLS 2644

1987 GRAND AM Maroon/
Gray Low miles, Air, Cassette Very good condition
$6700 1987 Mazda B2000
LX, short bed 5 speed All
options $5700 753-0639

CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities wheel chair ac
c-essable For sale or lease
753-3293

1988 MAZDA 929 Loaded
moonroof, leather seats,
Michelin tires 53xxx miles
Extended warranty
$10,950 753 3304 If no
answer, leave message

GLASRIDE boat trailer, Ms
19 to 20 ft boat Like new
Purdom Motors 753-5315

1987 COUGAR, loaded,
V6, nice car $6200
753-6022 leave message

MOTIVATED seller Tiara
1977 20h cuddy cabin,
198hp Mercruiser, new bottom paint, low hours, well
maintained Can be seen at
Harbor Hill Marine, $4750
OBO 407 253 1813

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495

HILLTOP Home Must Sell
On Hale Rd Reduced
$23,000 negotiable
436 2010

1989 FORD Escort 4 door
AM/FM stereo Air/heat,
cruise Extra clean 45,000
miles Owner must sell
KENTUCKY Lake view,/ $4900 753 6633
Furnished 3bedrm, 2bath.
large sundeck, finished
basement Extra lot South CAR Stereo Installation
of Murray $38,000, negoti- 753-0111 Sunset Boulevard
658-3558 or Music Murray's Alpine Car
able
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
658-3646
Center, 1 block from MSU
KY Lake property in low dorms.
$205 Furnished Irvin
Cobb area 314-472-1848 PUNCH 45 $225 15th An8to4 ask for Miller, after niversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Music -Murray's
6 30pm 314-276-4130
Rockford-Fosgatc authorized
MARTIN Heights Brick
dealer. Dixieland Center
3br, 2 bath, 2 car garage. Chestnut St. 753-0113.
patio landscaped, used
little 753-4065 762-1123 1965 FORD van, $350
1980 Monte Carlo, new
NEWLY listed 4bdrm, paint, new trans., engine
2bath lake front home on weak $450 753-9714 or
wooded lot Owner anxious 753-0062
to sell! A good buy-$60's.
MLS 3292 Contact Kop- 1974 DATSUN 610 station
wagon $300 OBO
perud Realty 753-1222
753-4224 or 762-3106
OPEN DAILY. new 3br 2
bath house in Martin
Heights. Excellent floor
plan, large rooms and
closets. Call
, 753-3903

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, drive
ways, painting, mainte
nance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANTENNA repair and installation Replace or install
channel master antennas,
rotors, and amplifiers Randell Beasley Buchanan,
Tn 901-642-4077
ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call 753-1916

BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266
DOMMERCIAL building
2800soft., next Ap golf
Course on N. 16th and Utterback Rd 753-0521 or
436-2165 after 5pm
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L
SMALL acreage for sale in
Kirksey area Financing
available 489-2161 after
7pm

COLES Campground road,
1 acre $10,000, 7, acre
$5500, Water & Gas - Restricted 753-5315
LOT I mile south of Kenlake State Park Water and
sewer on lot 753-5541
LOT on KY lake 1 mile
south of Kenlake State
Park in Anderson Shores
terms
Easy
1-800-621-3894 or
474-8826.
460

2BR House, vinyl siding.
carport, stove, refrigerator.
sattehte, newly decorated
On 9 acres of land 4 miles
south of Murray on blacktop
road. Owner financing to
qualified party 436-2041
2 HOUSES for sale 1 mile
out on 94 west 753-4448 or
753-4843

PRICE. reduced for quick
sale. 2br, 2 car garage on
lake. 11 miles from Murray.
436-5369.
SALE or lease. At lake. 2
miles from Aurora New cedar 2br, R-12/16 large
screened in porch, view,
private See at Bent Tree
Estates, last home at lake
drive Buddy Valentine, office Mayfield 247-5621,home Murray 753-4981.
PRICE reduced! Thrata
bedroom, 1-4 bath, brick,
excellent condition on quiet
street in city. Central gas
heat, living room dining
room, kitchen/utility room,
large sunroom, paved
driveway, carport, detached garage/or workshop, fenced -backyard.
Lots of extras. Call
753-1893, Chuck Foster.
470
Motorcycles
1978 750 SPECIAL
Yamaha, full tarring, trunk
and bags, 23,800 actual
miles, 492-8425,
1981 YAMAHA 550 Maxma
street bike $700 or trade
753-9714 or 753-0062
1984 HONDA 650 Night
Hawk. Garage Kept, 11xxx.
miles, good condition. Call
753-9292 after 5pm.

Nt

BD. HOME IN AL11401
rick raach over 1 acre wit
ssumable VA loan $39,
53-0530 753-0375
BD. FRAME- in good
fur Nice outbuilding on
100 deep lot. 528,500 817 S
th Si. 753-0375

Auto
Parts
1986 CAMARO black louvers $150 753-2068
82-91 CAMARO or 228
Daytona style hood $300
437-4076

1975 GRAN Torino. AC,
pb/ps, intermittent wiper,
61,000 original miles,
$1200 or make otter.
436-2639
1979 PINTO wagon 1
owner, no rust, air, stereo,
good motor, new tires
435-4579

38R, 2'A ST home 3 mi
west of Murray in Oaks
Estates Large kit & family
room with feeplaoe Dining
room, playroom, utility, and
garage Central H/AC,
paved drive city water, cablevision All appliances included Perfect for young
family or retired couple'
Call 753-8151 for
appointment

1981 PONTIAC Bonneville
492-8392

3BR brick 17, bath, tire
place West of Gatesboro
$65,000 Also 3 city lots,
$9,500
$10.500
753-0800

• - .
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MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling. Over
30yrs. experience Free estimates 753-1537 or
753-1221

1988 DODGE Caravan
gray with running boards
new tires $7500 437-4066

CH1M Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models. Call Gary at
759-4754.
DAVID Palmer Steer
Loader Service. 20yrs. experience. Can accommodate Jobs in tight places
502-489-2181
or
502-753-4181
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re-roofs Written guarantee Local references
753-5812
LICENSED for electric,
gas. refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates. 753-7203

1983 CAMARO Z-28, AM/
FM cassette, 1-Top, good
tires $2800 0130
753-0732 or after 5pm
753-5932
1984 GRAND Marquis LS,
great condition Hwy miles
$3600
759-9908 or
759-1423 after 5pm
1984 IMPALA, 4-door
78,000 miles Real nice
707 Sycamore
1985 OLDSMOBILE Calais Blue 2 door loaded.
61,000 miles $3750 Call
759-4808 after 6pm
1985 FORD LTD $2300
753-2856

ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing gravel, sand, dirt_drive
way rock 753-4545
753-6763 759-1823
SEE Big Joe and John boy
at Neal's Auto Electric for
generator, starter and al
ternator repair Off East
Main behind Holland Mo
tors 759-9756 :
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

VCR REPAIR'Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9 12 1 5
Mon Fri 9 2pm Sat
753-0530
WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435 4169
WILLIAMS Concrete Fin
ishing Service Low prices
Free estimates 354-9397
WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474 2300

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

WILL mow yards Also light
hauling 435-4169

T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Electrical Clean
ing Sewer 1210,1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm

FREE kittens to good home
only 7536376

YARD work, mowing trimming, odd jobs of any kind
Free estimates 753 8463

Free
Column

FREE kittens to good
home 6wks old 759-9948

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5568
MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, residential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254
MYERS Roofing Specializing in tear-offs, recovers
and repairs 5yr written
guarantee -20yrs experience Free estimates
354-6234 or 437-3056.
PAINTING-Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:
Custom

Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

-Drop by & see our showroom
409

SUNBURY-MURRAY tBehrxi Bunny ernac”
753-69•0

an•

W

MIS 2919
NESTLED IN THE TREES
Immaculate home with central heat and air overlooking wooded hillside. Property includes 13-acreswith.
barn and fenced area for horses. Only $59,500.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

i
ae Smth
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275. or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

lainignr17
-APLItr
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves- dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.

PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Enterson-Brown

PROFESSIONAL Painters
Inc Coolray and Larry
Adams 20yrs experience
Also remodeling and decorating 753-3315

753-5341 or 753-1270

*A11 Repairs Are Guaranteed

Steitleallibrittent Inc.

1986 F150 Shortbed, 302
engine, automatic trans
$3803 759-1039
1990 TOYOYA 6cyl, 5sp,
Xtracab 20,000 miles, like
new, ac, AM/FM, cap,
$9300 753-2936 after
5pm
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1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435 4425
1984 CHEETAH ski boat
164 ft, 120hp, Mercruiser
stern drive Life jackets,
accessories included
$3500 negotiable
345-2520
1985 CREST 40ft pontoon
houseboat, sleeps 6.
generator, gas furnace, gas
cook stove, A/C, gas/
electric. refrigerator. (2) 34
gallon gas tanks 100hp.
Johnson Commercial.
Good Condition. Fully
equiped 753-2085 or
753-86'62
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Now that we are entering our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
.

For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
Mrray

75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor Excellent
Condition $700 Call
James at 435-4425

Ledger & Times
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26FT sailboat, 1980
McGregor $5500 Johnson
Outboard Refurbished
trailer, new tees Boat like
new 759-4780
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ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474-2307

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnstnan 492 8742

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free estimates 753-9552 or
437-4391.
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HAULING - topsoil, sand
bank gravel, washed
gravel, whaerock of all
types, mulch and other type
hauling available Call
Kenny 759-1039 anytime.

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service. 759-1835.
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HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052

BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing Basements footings, garages, drives,
walks. 30yrs. experience.
13yrs. in Murray area.
-753-5476 Charles Barnett.

••

,.......
' 4, ...

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

PLUMBING repairman with
same ,day service Call
436 5255

1991 S10 LWB, 43 auto,
11xxx miles 437-4432

1980 MAZDA RX7 red, air
$1350 753-9710

miles south
tt 1 bath 1
lot new well
Mid $40 s

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercal continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

LANDSCAPING, mowing
a
trim, tree removal and hauling, major or minor cleanups, dozing and grading
492-8254

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation. Professional,setvice. Glen Bobber
759-1247, leave message.

.rf

ass

OT ON BROOKI1AVEN!

3BR brick 5
east 1360sq
acre wooded
and septic
436-2742

GENERAL repair, tree
work, roofing, general
clean-up, hauling, yards
mowed Free estimates
James Sills 753-4120

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years experience.
Septic system, dreire-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc.
759-4664.

Ann

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560

See David or Charles

Auto
Services

FULL time yard mowing
Dependable Free esti
mates 436-2528

A-Z fix-it man. Construction, fencing, roofing, painting, plumbing, all around
handy-man. Call evenings.
436-2868

IT 175 Yamaha, good condition $600 OBO 759-1039

HOMESELLEAS
REALTY
753 0375
19111 N. 12111

1977
GMC
(EICamtno)
60,000 mi... $2,975
1985 Dodge Ram
'.2675
50
1977 G.M.0
3/4 ton
$1,310
_1972 Scout
4X4
$1,175
1977 G.M.C.
6 stick Rust $650
1978 Mercury
Ze her Wa on $875
1977 Caprice
4 dr
$500
1978 Honda
Civic
675
1979 ford Pickup
White
$750
1978 Black
Trans Am. $1,375
1979
G'ard LeMans....$1,875
1985 Gran Prix
55 000 mi. 4 375
1985 Regal Limited
Black
$3,875
1985 Chev Gleberty
4dr
$2,775
1982 Cutlass Ciera
$2,475
2dr
1980 Mercedes
240 LD
$4,500

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

4 Miles South 121
at Cherry Corner
753-1250
Open 11 a.m. Ill Dark

ilerfiCri.

Services
Offered

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848

Used
Cars

41 3

72cerff:05$14:47.,IF

530
Strokes
Otisred

Charles McCulstion

Homes
For Salo

UTO

CKERS:

SALE
Sat. 7-2
Gibbs Store Rd.
4th house on left
Golf clubs, pistol,
stereo, radios, tools,
fishing equip., king
and full size bedspreads with matching curtains, girl
clothes size 4-6x„
winter and summer
clothes all sizes,
and much more.

2

(Cantarbury Sub)

I time

seats, infant toys and other
miscellaneous -tunes

clothes,

u( k 42071

1•G

Look for Signs
Waterbed, 2 infant car

furniture to junk.
•

namic nurs
Progressive
nits Bacca
ith 3-5 years
m of 2 years
xcellent sal-

Hwy

SAT.

Sat. May 25
8 a.m.-?

8 mi. east Hwy.94

Coldwater on
121 on left.

YARD
SALE

6-Party
Yard Sale

6-Party
Yard Sale
Sat. & Sun.
May 25-26

Yard
Garage Sale
Sat. May 25
7-2
Ph. miles North of

YARD

YARD SALE
Sat. May 25
8- noon
Old City Park
Pavilion

Howe
For Sal.

Pubic
Salo
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LONDON (AP) — Thousands of
'.es could be saved each year if
K amen witth, breast cancer had
..irgery in the second half of the
enstrual cycle, researchers
.0orted in this week's Lancet.
While there was no evidence
!leafing why timing breast
-.:7gery to the menstrual cycle
.Hi..•eted its success, researchers
ulated it had to do with the
balance of the female herc::rogen and progesterone.
changing the time of
it our results are true, it

Nst • • ,
'••

‘`

would save 600 lives a year in Britain and 2,400 lives a yenr in the
United States." said Dr. Ian Ft:nilman, deputy director of the Imperial Cancer Research Fund's Breast
Unit at Guy's Hospital in London.
Fentiman. an author of the study,
said he was "amazed" by the findings. He said Guy's Hospital was
now recommending all breast
cancer operations be timed to the
menstrual cycle.
His study reviewed 249 breast
cancer operations at Guy's Hospital
from 1975 to 1985. It found that

••••
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OEAR DR (,OTT Please discuss
it arthritis
DEAR READER Uric acid is a
-Total bv • product_of the_ body's meholism However. in certain people
ith a genetic predisposition to gout).
+. level of uric acid is abnormally
4h and spills into body fluids. espeilly the urine and the fluid that luicates joints When aggravated by
• • 411111d ;Injury overuse or exposure
cold: the uric acid m.as crystallize
, joint fluid or in the kidneys+, lead-g" to acute arthritis or kidney

doctor has already discontinued any
drugs that could aggravate your
problem
I believe vou should obtain a second
opinion land specific advice) from a
gastroenterologist Such a specialist
will review your medical tests and,
possibly. perform a liver biopsy, if
you haven't already had one Then the
doctor can discuss what can be done
to help you and what to expect in the
future
.
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women who had surgery either in
the first two days of the menstrual
cycle or from days 13 to the end of
the monthlong cycle, had an 84
percent chance of surviving 10
years.
By contrast, women operated on
from days three to 12 had only a 54
percent chance of surviving 10
years.
The study was included only premenopause women; the disease is
far more likely-to develop in older
omen.
According to a -1982 report published by the American Cancer
Sitiety, the .incidence of breast
cancer is 5 per 100,000 among
25-year-old women, 150 per
100,000 among 50-year-old
women, and 200 per 100,000
among 75-year-olds.
Dr. Jay Harris, the clinical director of Harvard University's Joint
Center for Radiation Therapy, said
he was neither surprised nor convinced by the British researchers'
findings.
"For people in the field, we
have viewed this skeptically,
because it's not obvious why this

might be true. It's a very fascinating possibility, but it will take
more evidence to make this a widespread recommendation," Harris
said in a telephone interview.
He noted many women are anxious to have surgery immediately,
and that trying to time operations
to a patient's menstrual cycle
would create another scheduling
headache for busy medical centers.
Fentiman acknowledged that
timing will be "another confounding problem" at his hospital, which
is already burdened with waiting
lists for breast cancer treatment.
Fentiman said his' research
showed the higher survival rate for
breast cancer operations performed
in the second half of the menstrual
cycle held trutiegardless of tumor
size and type, or whether the
cancer had affected the lymph
glands.
The timing of surgery was even
more crucial for women who had
breast cancer in nodes in the armpit, he said.
Seventy-eight percent of women
with this type of cancer survived
10 years if their surgery occurred

in the second half of their menstrual cycle, Fentiman said. This compared to only 33 percent who survived 10 years when their operations were on days three to 12.
Researchers speculated that survival after surgery was in some
way affected because estrogen
levels are -high and progesterone
levels are low during day§ three to
12 after the menstrual cycle.
During the other days of the
cycle, the levels of both hormones
move up or down together.
One theory is that tiny droplets
of cancer cells released during

surgery glide through the body
with more ease during the period of
high estrogen and low progesterone
on days three to 12, Fentiman said.
Or, he said, it could be an entirely different mechanism, such as the
possibility that the immune system
fights cancer cells more effectively
when both female hormones are at
similar levels.
Breast cancer strikes one in nine
American women. According to the
American Cancer Society, 175,000
people will be diagnosed with
breast cancer in 1991 and .44,800
will die of it.
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Goa% arthritis is extremely pain+I and may affect any joint, although
bhg:tot- is particularly susceptible
rcatment of the acute arthritis in
the use of antainflammatory
ugs or colchicum.. a specific antitit remedv Met- the arthritis has
brought under control, doctors
-ually recommend continuous pre
such as allopurmol
..4itive therapy
to lower the urn
• - probenecid
•id level
This treatment is necessary to pre.+trit the progressive joint and renal
image that -can occur in - untreated
.-+tut Therefore_ the •approach to gout
two-pronged treatment for the
cute attack of arffifiti'S. rollowed try
prevent
to
therapy
.ng term
,q-urrence
To give you more information I am
-nding you a free copy of my Health
-eport "About Gout Other readers
ho would like a copy should send
25 plus a long. self-addressed.
-moped envelope to PO- Box 91369.
,eyeland. OH 44101-3369 Be sure to
ention the title
DEAR DR GOTT I found out re-nth 1 have cirrhosis of the liver
ve_.been trying to. read more abitnit _
••-vditiiion Iibrrs bóoIk. but
-ey are so complicated I have probm.i. understanding them-.Are certa in
')ds to be avoided' What can I ex• -t down the line" I've never been a
• inker in my life and suspect I got it
• )m taking so many prescription
rugs for a nerve problem
DEAR READER Cirrhosis means
at your liver has become scarred as
result of an illness or injury that ocarred in the past For example. hep,titis from virus infection or as a
Triplication of liver inflammation
om a drug allergy) may lead to cirt•osis Also many toxic chemicals -('h as alcohol, hydrocarbons and
are associated with
..ethotrexate
rrhosis Metabolic diseases -- such
Wilson s disease, an abnormality of
may cause livopper metabolism
e' Scarrmg Finally. circulatory dmsuch as cardiac valve
' bances
0.ase or sluggish liver circulation
Preitn5POSe . -
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tiosis
lit the rnited States, chronic alco'abuse is the.most common cause
cirrhosis
I cannot advise you because I don't
,w the cause of your liver disease
there is no standard treatment for
Trhosis. except liver transplantation As a general rule. cirrhosis is not
if fected by food provided you maintain a well-balanced diet Many medi, Ines. including tranquilizers, can af.-ct the liver but I am sure your
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Just Say No!
AS,IC is a Icr,..s probiem.
g ylx.hgsters Peer pressure to Lai,
s sum' Parents and other concer,....
.C.. is .as nelp by ,earning about drug ab..se
.ng to aids about how to say no and
arc
SUISCSIMX11
,uld respond simp:y to a drug offer
•K.dS
i..anaLionS If -5,-, thinks doesr. I work.
%rues: hat they tap -No way.'
•I ca.." kids the facts, :nen they cart say. - No
CV had for mc I m not interested cues preferably
•`ier a' V ids nave
bk•i)
cacl,
•I sal.ocl•
better ti. to of:cat fail prey to dr.,5
F,J,.^.C11114,,r1
pcer pressure to :ace dhigs goes beyond
rt.!, or teasing and becomesithrestaling
rti your yOUrIplert to walk away
-Some situations should be avoided altogether
If they know of places where drugs are taken,
adsise than to stay away
Altive than asssociate only sloth friends who
du not use drugs
-Tell your dhildren that you are opposed to any
drug use and that you intend to enforce that
posits/1n
.If Vour child Viclialei the no drugs- rule, use
discipline One ot the most effecuve punish mans is grouding If the problem beCCITICS ton
much for you. seek professional help
-Form drag-ahuse pievenuon groups with the
parents of your childreres peers The m,,e.
effective way to stop a child from using drugs
to stop his or her (nerds from using therr, a.
well
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